In This Issue You Can:

- Build 2-Watt Hi-Fi
- Check Capacitors
- Coil-Cord Your Mike
- Convert Record Player
- Build CB/Ham Monitor
- Sync Tape to Slide Show
- Build Sun-Powered CPO
- Find Speaker Impedance
- Make Transistor Substitution Box
- Electronically Check Perception
Precision performance is your passport to the amazing world of short-wave listening

hallicrafters
5th and Kostner Avenues, Chicago 24, Illinois

"world-range" radio

S-119K SSK Buddy Receiver Kit—$29.95. S-119 (factory wired and tested) $49.95. Standard broadcast. Two short wave bands (2.5 Mc. and 5.7-16.4 Mc.). Superheterodyne circuit. Transformer-type power supply.


frequency synthesis comes to CB

Poly-Comm "Senior 23"

with exclusive 23 Channel "SPECTRAMATIC" Tuning

The Poly-Comm Sr. "23" Transceiver exclusively provides "SPECTRAMATIC Tuning" a new frequency synthesizing concept that both transmits and receives over the full range of 23 channels. Enjoy full 23 channel operation without paying extra for additional equipment. The Poly-Comm Sr. "23" incorporates every new advanced feature available to the professional communication operator.

New features include: Poly-Call (Selective Squelch and Ringer) completely silences the Sr. "23" until one of your own units calls you. The Tone Ringer activates similar units in the system, controls lights, tape recorders, garage door openers, blows car horns, etc.; Nite-Volume Control monitors incoming calls at a pre-set volume; Message Light remains lighted to notify you that you have been called; Illuminated S Meter indicates signal strength of incoming calls, actual RF power output and modulation percentage.

At the flick of a switch the Poly-Comm Sr. "23" can be utilized as a public address system. For the highest professional standards of performance the Poly-Comm Sr. "23" incorporates a dual conversion superheterodyne receiver with nuvistor RF and mixer stages assuring you of the ultimate in low noise sensitivity, and adjustable modulation gain control for 100% modulation regardless of particular voice characteristics. Super sensitive squelch with range control and a variable depth noise limiter and electronic switching complement and insure the ultra-high sensitivity of the Poly-Comm Sr. "23" Transceiver.

Polytronics Lab, Inc. 388 Getty Avenue • Clifton, New Jersey • Phone 772-1334

Sirs: Please send complete data on the:

☐ Poly-Comm "Sr. 23" Transceiver
☐ Poly-Comm "N" CB Transceiver
☐ Poly-tuner

NAME ______________________ CALL ____________
ADDRESS ______________________
CITY ______________________ STATE ________

Intended Use ______________________

Polytronics Lab, Inc. 388 Getty Avenue • Clifton, New Jersey • Phone 772-1334
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Check these outstanding SONY features:

- Telescopic Antenna
- Variable Reluctance Microphone
- Push-to-Talk Button
- Volume Control
- Earphone Jack
- 2 1/4" Permanent Magnet Speaker

SONY quality Citizens Band Transceiver

The New Sony 9 Transistor Citizens Band Class D transceiver uses a SEPARATE MICROPHONE AND SPEAKER. A quality product of the world’s foremost research and development team in transistor electronics, weighs only one pound and is powered by 8 penlite cells for up to 50 hours of operation. The crystal controlled CB-901 employs a sensitive variable reluctance microphone and 2 1/4" PM speaker. Note how the microphone and speaker are each placed in the most natural position for transmitting and receiving. With 5 foot telescoping whip, push-to-talk button and volume control, the SONY CB-901 lists at $149.95 per pair, including batteries, earphones and leather case. Stop in at your dealer’s and test it today.

Also see the amazing SONY 8-301W TV, the only truly portable, fully transistorized set that works on its own battery pack, 12v auto/boat battery and AC. Weighs a mere 13 1/4 lbs. List $249.95. BCP-2 alkaline battery power pack, $39.95.

SONY CORP. OF AMERICA

514 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
Regional Offices
Western: 627 South Towne Ave., Los Angeles 21, Calif.
Central: 4959 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, III.

Please send me the Sony “FACTS” booklet covering the SONY 8-301W TV and information on the SONY CB-901 Transceiver.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________________________
CITY __________________ ZONE _____ STATE ____________

SONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 514 B'WAY, N.Y. 12, N.Y.
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Norelco®
BRINGS YOU

A PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER
that works on ordinary FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES so you can now record anything, anytime, anywhere!

Only 7 lbs.—is worn over your shoulder like your camera. 100% transistorized. Records and plays back up to 2 hours on a 4" reel. Has constant speed motor and capstan drive. Combined indicator for modulation level and battery life. Input for mike/phono. Output for external amplifier. Response: 100 to 6000 cps. Signal-to-noise ratio: better than -40db. Completely self-contained with dynamic cardioid microphone, 4" speaker, patchcord assembly for recording and playback thru radio, TV or record player. Ruggedly built, handsomely styled, suprisingly low-priced. It's the new Continental '100'.

Write for brochure: E-5.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.,
High Fidelity Products Division,
230 DUFFY AVENUE, HICKSVILLE, L.I., N.Y.

In Canada and throughout the rest of the free world, the Norelco Continental is known as the 'Philips'.
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NOW...GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO PREPARE TO EARN REAL MONEY IN

One of Today's BRIGHTEST Opportunity Fields!

Today's great Electronics field offers you a chance of a lifetime to prepare for highly interesting work and a wonderfully promising future! With so many new developments coming up in Electronics, opportunities for trained men were never brighter. Send coupon for details.

Right in your own home you may now get one of today's most interesting... PRACTICAL WAYS to prepare for a good job or your own business in Electronics. No previous technical experience or advanced education are needed! DeVry Tech brings you a unique 3-WAY COMBINATION of texts, home movies and real equipment—the same type of basic equipment as found in our well-equipped Chicago and Toronto Laboratories.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
DeVry Tech's practical program helps you to earn EXTRA MONEY in your spare time, servicing Radio and TV sets.

EMLOYMENT SERVICE
...helps you get started toward a good job, or toward advancement in the company you now work for. FREE to all graduates.

Your Guide to PROFITABLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES

See how YOU may get ready for Jobs as: TV-Radio Broadcast Technician Color Television Specialist Radar Operator • Laboratory Technician Airline Radio Man • Computer Specialist Quality Control Manager

Your Own Sales & Service Shop...PLUS MANY OTHERS

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET!

"One of North America's Foremost Electronics Training Centers"

DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

E-X-C-L-U-S-I-V-E EQUIPMENT!
As part of your home laboratory projects, you BUILD and KEEP this fine quality combination 5-inch COLOR OSCILLOSCOPE and a Jewel Bearing VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. You will find this latest DeVry equipment ideal for helping you earn in your spare time while a student—once later when working full time in the field.

HOME MOVIES
Thanks to this exclusive home training aid, many important fundamentals quickly become "movie clear." Now you can actually see electrons on the march and other "hidden actions"—a wonderful advantage that is almost like having a teacher at your side.

300 EXPERIMENTS
Build over 300 practical projects from many shipments of Radio-Electronic parts. You build and operate TV-Radio circuits, wireless microphone... and many other major projects—all designed to provide outstanding practical experience at home.

BUILD AND KEEP A BIG 21-INCH TV SET
For added practical experience, you can also build and keep this quality 21-inch TV SET that provides TV reception at its finest (DeVry Tech also offers another home training without the TV set).

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
4141 Belmont Avenue, Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. PE-5-S

Please give me your FREE booklet, "Electronics in Space Travel," and tell me how I may prepare to enter one or more branches of Electronics.

Name
Street

City

State

Apt.

Name

DeVry Tech of Canada, Ltd.

1916 Lawrence Avenue West Toronto, Ontario

Canadian residents address: 970 Lawrence Avenue West Toronto, Ontario
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SUPER-DUPER MAGNET inside the vacuum bottle at left produces a field so intense that a conventional electromagnet drawing 100,000 watts of power and requiring 1000 gallons of water per hour for cooling would be needed to replace it. In a demonstration by IBM scientist Richard L. Garwin, two ordinary dry cells were connected briefly to a special alloy-wire coil immersed in liquid helium. The current racing around the coil continues to flow after the dry cells are disconnected and until the temperature is increased. Secret of the magnet: its coil's superconductivity, a property of some metals which lose all resistance to electric current at very low temperatures (−450°F, in this case).

KEEPING HOLE COSTS DOWN—Short-run printed-circuit board production has been costly to the electronics industry, but now G.E.'s Heavy Military Electronics Department has come up with some tape-programmed equipment that will make automation economically feasible. By positioning a stylus on “blueprint” holes and pushing a button, an operator programs a tape to control a drill press that can knock out 12 boards at the same time. This direct conversion from blueprints to programmed tapes simplifies engineering changes. The tapes can be filed for future use, eliminating the need for additional planning, programming, and tooling required by present production methods.

RIDING ON AIR—No, the pretty miss was not going too fast. Actually, this 2000-lb. sports car and driver—literally floating on air—are demonstrating the load capacity of a precision air bearing servo/rate turntable of the type that will test the inertial guidance system of NASA's Saturn rocket. Designed and built by Dunn Engineering Corporation, of Cambridge, Mass., the turntable's rotor rests on a thin film of compressed air instead of on conventional bearings. Thus, static friction (static friction) is eliminated and viscous friction is negligible, obviating drift problems that previously affected the testing of highly sensitive gyroscopes. The largest turntable ever built, it can support 6000 lb., or 3½ VW's.

ELECTRONIC TRUANT OFFICER automatically accepts "nose counts" from classroom instructors' push-button signals and then electronically tabulates them on a panel in the principal's office. Engineered by Minneapolis-Honeywell, the panel is one of a series of devices designed to give school administrators better control of buildings and facilities. Other electronic panels indicate fire and intrusion alarms, allow principal and other key school officials to keep their respective offices advised of their whereabouts, and show which classrooms are vacant. Many schools find that it costs them more not to automate than it does to hire silent electronic robots to handle routine jobs.
UPGRADE YOUR INCOME through Grantham Training

Get
Your First Class Commercial
F.C.C. LICENSE QUICKLY!

WHICH COURSE TO TAKE?
Here are five rules to guide you in selecting the course of training that is best suited to your personal needs:

✓ IT MUST teach you the theory of electronics. What good is a course if it doesn't really "make electronics yours," to use for your personal advancement? Select a course that you can understand... one that reveals to you the basic, underlying principles of electronics.

✓ IT MUST be one that can be completed successfully in a matter of weeks, not a course that goes on and on! Time is worth money. Every extra week which a "long course" may require is money out of your pocket! It costs more than tuition... it costs you real dollars! Let nothing delay you in preparing for your FCC license. Select a school that values your time!

✓ IT MUST be reasonable in cost! The best test of the true worth of a product or service is in what you get for your money. Select a course that is sufficiently reasonable in cost so that you know you won't have to drop out before you complete it! Select a school with conservative tuition fees - but, be sure it does something for you.

✓ IT MUST gain recognition for you. Don't be satisfied with the mere promise of some sort of diploma! Be sure the course will qualify you for a nationally recognized measure of electronics knowledge - a first class commercial FCC license. Remember: This is a U.S. Government license. No school can issue it, nor promise it to you! Select a school whose graduates consistently pass the FCC exams.

✓ IT MUST be a mature course of training... for mature men... not a mere "memory" course or one in which you are expected to cram your way through by "brute force." It MUST not be one that leaves you "on your own." Select a school that affords you personalized instruction. Select a course from a school that reflects maturity, dignity, and integrity.

Grantham Schools
LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • KANSAS CITY • WASHINGTON
CORRESPONDENCE OR RESIDENCE CLASSES
Grantham training is available by correspondence or in resident classes. Either way, you are trained quickly and well. Write, or mail the coupon for details.

ACCREDITED BY THE NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
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UNDER the Federal Communications Commission’s new “split channel” plan, CB’ers would be given two more channels on a shared basis, raising the total number of channels available for the Class D service to 25. The two new channels—27.235 and 27.275 megacycles—would be outside of the main Class D CB frequency block which begins at 26.96 mc. and ends at 27.23 mc. They would be available on the same basis as 27.255 (channel 23), which means that they would be shared by other private radio services—including common carrier sta-
tions, and industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) services.

The new frequencies were created by the agency in 1958 when a reduction in channel frequency separations was ordered. At that time, the agency put licensees of the 25-42 mc. frequencies on notice that the channel widths in the overall band were being reduced from 40 kilocycles to 20 kilocycles. The new narrow-band technical standards are to become fully effective by October 31, 1963. The CB service, which uses amplitude-modulated equipment, has been set up on 10-kc. channels, rather than the 20 kc. planned for other non-broadcast mobile services, which generally use frequency-modulated units.

In addition to the two CB channels which would be opened if the FCC adopts its proposal (after public comments are studied), the overall FCC plan would add 35 new channels for the business radio service; 31 for the local government radio service; 31 for the special industrial radio service; 10 for the power radio service; 8 for the petroleum radio service; and smaller numbers for other services—with some inter-service sharing contemplated.

CB Phone Patch. As it has done with regard to other private mobile radio services, the FCC, in response to inquiries, has

GET IMPROVED CB AUDIO, GREATER RANGE WITH TURNER CB MICROPHONES

Manufacturers know this — that’s why more Turner microphones are used as original equipment on CB than any other. The Turner Model 350C (List $16.80) for top mobile rig performance; the Model 254C (List $23.50) ideal for base station operation.

The Turner Combo
Get both matched ceramic microphones in the Turner Combo, available at your Parts Distributor or Citizens’ Band headquarters at $40.30 List.
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BREAK THROUGH TO HIGHER PAY in ELECTRONICS TV-RADIO

START NOW! Break through the Earning Barrier that stops half-trained men. N.T.S. "All-Phase" training prepares you—at home in spare time—for a high-paying CAREER in Electronics—TV—Radio as a MASTER TECHNICIAN. One Master Course at One Low Tuition trains you for unlimited opportunities in All Phases: Servicing, Communications, Preparation F.C.C. License, Broadcasting, Manufacturing, Automation, Radar and Micro-Waves, Missile and Rocket Projects.

A more rewarding job...a secure future...a richer, fuller life can be yours! As an N.T.S. MASTER TECHNICIAN you can go straight to the top in industry...or in your own profitable business.

SUCCEED IN MANY HIGH-PAYING JOBS LIKE THESE...
- TV-Radio Sales, Service and Repair
- Profitable Business of Your Own
- Communications Technician—F.C.C. License
- Hi-Fi, Stereo & Sound Recording Specialist
- TV-Radio Broadcasting Operator
- Technician in Computers & Missiles
- Electronics Field Engineer
- Specialist in Microwave & Servomechanisms
- Expert Trouble Shooter
- All-Phase Master Technician

19 BIG KITS YOURS TO KEEP
Free book gives you all the facts

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
Write Dept. R2G-52

MAIL COUPON NOW for FREE BOOK and ACTUAL LESSON

NO OBLIGATION! NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Name ___________________________ Age ______
Address ___________________________
City ______________________ Zone ______ Sta ______

Check here if interested ONLY in Resident Training at Los Angeles.

VETERANS: Give date of discharge ______

Mail to:
NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.

Please rush FREE Electronics—TV-Radio "Opportunity" Book and Actual Lesson. No Salesman will call.
spelled out its formal position on the possible use of "phone patches" by CB radio licensees. The Commission has not flatly said that the phone patches are illegal, but it has noted that most telephone company tariffs prohibit such devices, and that the tariff provisions are legally "binding" from an enforcement point of view.

The FCC says that its rules "contain no specific provision for, or prohibition against, the connection of citizens radio station equipment to commercial telephone facilities. However," the agency notes, "the tariffs of the various telephone companies on file with the Commission, which govern the provision of interstate and foreign message toll telephone service, provide that no equipment, apparatus, circuit, or device not furnished by the telephone company shall be attached to, or connected with, the telephone facilities of the company, either physically, by induction, or otherwise, with certain exceptions which do not include citizens radio equipment."

Under the Communications Act, the Commission declared, "such tariff regulations are binding on the company as long as they remain in effect." The agency pointed out that similar provisions are contained in the telephone company tariffs on file with the various state commissions for intrastate phone service.

Even if the phone company regulations would permit the phone patch, the FCC said, a CB unit, under Commission rules, "may not be used for the exchange of communications which are not directly concerning the business or personal activities of the licensee of that radio station unit." This, in effect, greatly curbs any possible legal use of the phone patch. For good measure, the Commission commented that the operation of a Class D citizens unit "may be controlled only by a person who is present at the location of the radio transmitter."

All this legal mumbo-jumbo boils down to one simple rule—don't use phone patches on CB or the FCC may be calling you.

License Revocations. The increase in the number of CB licenses being revoked by the FCC these days stems from one big point—the licensees involved are not answering their mail.

Usually when the initial notice of rule violation is issued by an FCC field office, the licensee is merely being put on notice that he has been caught operating his unit out-
An FCC License Or Your Money Back!

Completion of the Master Course (both Sections) will prepare you for a First Class Commercial Radio Telephone License with a Radar Endorsement. Should you fail to pass the FCC examination for this license after successfully completing the Master Course, you will receive a full refund of all tuition payments. This guarantee is valid for the entire period of your enrollment agreement.

Increase Your Technical Knowledge
Get a government license plus an understanding of such electronic applications as computers... industrial electronics... radar... communications... and many more.

Get This Handy Pocket Electronics Data Guide Free...

Puts all the commonly used conversion factors, formulas, tables, and color codes at your fingertips. Yours absolutely free if you mail the coupon today. No further obligation.

Not for Beginners!
Please inquire only if you really want to get ahead and to add to what you have already learned in school, in the service, or on the job. Some previous schooling or experience in electronics, electricity, or related fields is necessary for success in Cleveland Institute programs.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th Street Desk PE-90 Cleveland 14, Ohio
May, 1962

Get All 3 Booklets Free!

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th Street Desk PE-90, Cleveland 14, Ohio

Please send Free Career Information Material prepared to help me get ahead in Electronics and a free copy of your "Pocket Electronics Data Guide." I have had training or experience in Electronics as indicated below:

☐ Military
☐ Radio-TV Servicing
☐ Manufacturing
☐ Amateur Radio
☐ Broadcasting
☐ Home Experimenting
☐ Telephone Company
☐ Other

In what kind of work are you now engaged? In what branch of Electronics are you interested?

Name......................................................... Age

Address.................................................................

City.............................................................. Zone........ State........
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MARK Static Sheath*

Eliminates Precipitation Static
Improves Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Affords up to 20 db Operating Gain
Increases Receiver Sensitivity
Extends Intelligible Coverage
Easiest to Install

INCREASE COVERAGE
on Citizens Band

MARK II SUPER BEACON
FIXED STATION ANTENNA
with exclusive Static Sheath *

Design advantages of the new MARK II now make it possible to step up the efficiency of your CB operation, and maintain clearer communication over greater distances. 19 feet overall, the omnidirectional MARK II makes fullest use of the 20-foot legal length limit. Requires no radials or skirts. Provides 1 db gain over ground plane antennas.

Employs a full half-wave radiator voltage fed through a special launcher-matcher cable section for excellent impedance match over the entire 11-meter citizens band. Low angle radiation insures utmost efficiency and maximum contact with mobile units. Improved mechanical features and extrarugged base support pipe add to its reliability. Simplified clamp mounting makes installation easy.

Precipitation Static is caused by charged particles in the air impinging in a continuous stream on metal antenna radiator surfaces. The patented Mark Static Sheath* is a tough, durable, dielectric plastic covering that eliminates this static interference.

Write for Catalog HW19-PE

MARK HELIWHIP®
Another Fine Product Line by B&K
B&K MANUFACTURING
Dept. PE-5, 1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago 13, Illinois

FCC Report

(Continued from page 10)

side the regulations for the CB service, and if he would answer the Commission's notice right away—within ten days—the case would probably stop right there. Complications build up quickly, however, if he ignores the Commission's warning.

It's this simple. If you get a citation, let the FCC field office issuing the notice know of the steps you have taken to correct the condition under complaint. In many cases, it's as easy as saying, "I am sorry and will not do it again." But if the ten-day period goes by without an answer from you, you start getting into trouble, and eventually it becomes a real job just to hold onto your CB license.

Remember, the FCC wants you to own and use your CB license. The Commission is quick to forget and forgive one-time offenses, provided you give some indication—by a prompt reply—of your willingness to cooperate.

COMING NEXT MONTH

- THE SANITARY 8
  Speaker baffles come in all shapes and sizes, but this one beats 'em all. Made from 10" sewer pipe, it makes use of a single 8" speaker and rivals brick enclosures in sound.

- NASA-136 CONVERTER
  Tune in the 136-137 mc. satellite band on your 15-meter receiver with this super-sensitive unit. Its Nuvisor front end will pull in million-watt signals thousands of miles away.

- THE MOOD-LIGHTER
  Build several of these inexpensive lamp dimmers to provide muted lighting for TV viewing, children's bedrooms, or unusual decorative effects.

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ON SALE
MAY 29

This completed sideband transmitter has only three tubes! The secret? The "Simple Sidebander" is actually a double sidebander. And it packs more punch than the average 25-watt AM phone rig. You can use it for both local and DX work on the 80- and 40-meter bands.
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The Entire Course Is Made Up Of The Following:
- 35 LESSONS COVERING BASIC AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONICS
- 9 EQUIPMENT KITS COMPLETE WITH TUBES AND BATTERIES
- SOLDERING IRON
- 25 LESSONS COVERING THESE ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SUBJECTS:
  - Thyatron Tubes • Semiconductors • Electronic Symbols and Drawings • Voltage-Regulators • Electronic-Timers • Control Systems • X-Rays • Photoelectric Devices • Dielectric Heating • Geiger Counters • Pulse Circuitry • Clips and Limiters • Multivibrators • Electronic Counters • Radar • Magnetic Amplifiers • Analog Computers • DC Amplifiers • Digital Computers • Storage Systems • Input and Output Devices • Servomechanisms • Telemetering
- 60 EXAMINATIONS
- UNLIMITED CONSULTATION SERVICE
- KIT MANUALS
- DIPLOMA UPON GRADUATION

AND MUCH MORE...

RUSH COUPON FOR FREE FACTS!

RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION
815 E. ROSECRANS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 59, CALIFORNIA

Name _______________________ Age ________
Address _______________________ _______________________
City _______________________ State _________

Rush me full information by return mail. (Please Print)

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL ON YOU!
GIANT CB SALE!!

Closing out our stock of CB kits. Originally advertised at $39.95 up. Construction with power supply, tubes, crystal, cabinet, wire, instructions, etc. Less microphone. Note: transmitter must be tuned and tested by or must be tuned under supervision of person holding a first or second-class FCC license. All kits final at this price. Thousands now in use. Rush your order in today while the supply lasts.

☐ 10 VOLT CB TRANSCEIVER KITS $19.95
☐ 12 VOLT CB TRANSCEIVER KITS $22.95
☐ 6 VOLT CB TRANSCEIVER KITS $22.95

☐ 3-ELEMENT CB BEAM ANTENNA, (Mounts vertically on BA-27) + SALE
☐ COMMAND HOT-ROD CB ANTENNA, 4 ft. Continuously loaded fiberglass whip + trunk lid mount .......... + $10.99
☐ COMMAND CORSAIR—Model CCB-1, Bumper mount + heavy spring + 102" steel whip + SALE
☐ COMMAND CORSAIR II—Model CBB-2, Double bumper mount + spring + 102" steel whip while ........................................... + $8.69
☐ COMMAND STANDARD II—Model CS-2, Heavy duty mount + spring + 102" steel whip ........................................... + $8.99
☐ COMMAND CB GROUND PLANE ANTENNA, Heavy duty construction—spill alarm, rods + SALE (3 or more—$10.99 ea.) (6 or more—$9.99 ea.)
☐ FAMOUS MAKE COLINEAR ANTENNA, Reg. $25.95 ........................................... + $9.99

GROVE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY COMPANY
4103 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.

☐ Rush items check
☐ Send FREE catalog of giant CB Values
Name ____________________________________________
Address ...............................................................
City .................................................................
Zone State __________________________________________

POP'tronics
Bookshelf

COMPUTER BASICS (in five volumes)
by Technical Education & Management, Inc.

Whether you actually work with computers or are simply interested in learning about them, "Computer Basics" will be a worthwhile addition to your library. The five-volume study was originally designed for the U. S. Navy to provide personnel with the knowledge required to maintain and operate all types of computer systems. No prior knowledge of computers is assumed, and the material can be easily understood by any reader with some background in basic electronics and a working knowledge of algebra and trigonometry. Beginning with a thorough explanation of machine computation and the basics of analog computers, the development of the subject progresses logically to complete analog and digital computer systems. Review questions, practice exercises, and test problems are included at the end of each chapter in each volume.

Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1720 East 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 224-288 pages per volume. Soft covers. $22.50. Volumes may also be purchased individually at $4.95 each.

HAM TV
by Melvin Shadbolt, WØKYQ

Perhaps one of the reasons for the slow progress of ham TV has been the limited amount of readily available literature on the subject. This volume is intended to stimulate interest in this fascinating activity by supplying complete construction details for an economical, but effective, amateur TV station—including camera, modulator, transmitter, converter, and antenna. Enough basic theory is presented along the line so that Novices—as well as...
RICHARD S. CONWAY (CREI grad 1960) is Supervisor, Electronic Test Department Wilcox Electric Co., Kansas City, Mo.

ROBERT T. BLANKS (CREI grad 1960) is Engineer, Research & Study Div., Vitro Labs., Division of Vitro Corp. of America, Silver Spring, Md.

MEARL MARTIN, Jr. (CREI grad 1956) is a Senior Engineer and Field Support Manager, Tektronix, Inc., Portland, Oregon.

**Why do these men now enjoy profitable careers in electronics that others still dream about?**

SUCCESS IS NO ACCIDENT. There is a reason why some men move ahead in electronics while others stand still, year after year, in routine, low-paid jobs. Responsible, rewarding positions in electronics require advanced technical knowledge. Without such knowledge, you cannot hope for success no matter how bright and ambitious you are.

THE THREE MEN SHOWN ABOVE realized that career opportunities would open up for them only if they gained the practical knowledge of electronic engineering technology demanded by industry. They gained this knowledge through CREI Home Study Programs and achieved the success they desired.

YOU HAVE THE SAME OPPORTUNITY. Through CREI Home Study Programs, you can acquire the practical working knowledge of advanced and up to date electronic engineering technology that will put you on the level of specialization where men are most in demand.

YOU WILL FOLLOW THE FOOTSTEPS of the thousands of CREI men who hold positions as associate engineers, engineering aides, field engineers, project engineers and technical representatives. They work in every area of electronics, from manufacturing to the space program.

WHEN YOU ENROLL IN A CREI HOME STUDY PROGRAM, you study courses to which a number of leading engineers and scientists have made substantial contributions. You are guided and assisted by CREI's staff of experienced instructors. YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF PROGRAMS covering every field of electronics:

- **RADAR** - COMPUTERS - SERVOMECHANISMS - INSTRUMENTATION - AERONAUTICAL AND NAVIGATIONAL - COMMUNICATION - TELEVISION - AUTOMATION AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY - NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

CREI EDUCATION IS RECOGNIZED by many large corporations such as National Broadcasting Company, Pan American Airways, Federal Electric Corporation, The Martin Company, Canadian Broadcasting Co., Mackay Radio, and many others. These companies often pay all or part of CREI tuition for their employees.

CREI HAS 35 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE in advanced technical education through home study. CREI has developed electronics courses for the Army Signal Corps, special radio technician courses for the Navy, and group training programs for leading aviation and electronics companies. CREI also maintains a Residence School in Washington, D. C.

YOU CAN QUALIFY for a CREI Program, if you have basic knowledge of radio or electronics and are a high school graduate or the equivalent. If you meet these qualifications, write for FREE 58-page book describing CREI Programs and career opportunities in advanced electronic engineering technology. Mail coupon or write to: The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Dept. 1205-K, 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.

---

**Mail coupon today for FREE 58-page book**

THE CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
P.O. Box 3224, Washington, D.C.

Please send me details of CREI Home Study Programs and Free Book, "Your Future in Electronics and Nuclear Engineering Technology."

My qualifications are noted to obtain immediate service.

CHECK FIELD OF GREATEST INTEREST:
- Electronic Engineering Technology
- Servo and Computer Engineering Technology
- Aeronautical and Navigational Engineering Technology
- Nuclear Engineering Technology
- Automation and Industrial Electronic Engineering Technology

Name: ____________________________ Age: ______

Address: ____________________________________________________________

City: ____________________________ Zone: __________ State: __________

Employed by: ________________________________________________________

Type of present work: ________________________________________________

Education: Years High School __________________________ Other: ______

Electronics Experience: ________________________________________________

Check: [ ] Home Study  [ ] Residence School  [ ] G.I. Bill
advanced hams—will be able to understand what they are building.
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**BASIC RADIO COURSE (Enlarged & Revised Edition)**
by John T. Frye

In this complete updating of the "best seller" original edition published over ten years ago, author Frye retains the same light touch which delights the readers of "Carl and Jerry" in Popular Electronics every month. The humor never detracts from the educational value of the book, however, but complements it and makes learning easier. Beginning with basic electron theory, Frye then discusses resistance, current, voltage, and Ohm's law. Progressing to a.c. circuits, he covers capacitance, inductance, impedance, and resonance, applying these principles to tubes, transistors, and other electronic components. (There is a whole new chapter on transistors, diodes and printed circuits.) In the concluding chapters, he explains the operation of every stage in a radio receiver and suggests appropriate servicing tools, instruments, and techniques.


**CITIZENS BAND RADIO MANUAL, Volume I**
by the Howard W. Sams Engineering Staff

This volume of CB-transceiver servicing information covers 46 popular 1960-1961 models produced by 17 major manufacturers. Schematics and chassis photos are provided, as well as parts lists' replacement data, and alignment information. A

(Continued on page 20)
TRADE THE POSTAGE-PAID
REPLY CARD BELOW
FOR THESE TWO
FREE BOOKS!

Get Your FREE COPY of this 64 Page Catalog

...telling you all about the amazing opportunities in the exploding field of electronics. Learn about the profit opportunities in the field of Radio-TV Electronics and APPLIANCE SERVICING. Get the facts about Central Technical Institute's NEW, down-to-earth PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS Home Study Course...brand new INSTANT KITS that can be used in starting your own business or that can be sold to friends, neighbors and customers!

Get Your FREE COPY of this 31 Page FCC Prep Book

...telling you all you need to know to pass the 3rd class FCC Radiotelephone examination. FCC 3rd class license qualifies you to operate radiotelephone transmitting stations used by airlines, police, railroads, emergency services, etc.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
Enroll in Central Technical Institute's New Home Study Course—PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS. Central will show you how to make money soon—servicing AM-FM radios, TV sets, small appliances, building and installing electronic equipment in homes, factories and business offices. The future is bright for trained technicians and servicemen. Get started today toward a prosperous business of your own or a better job...with Central's PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS Home Study Course. Join the thousands of Central students and graduates who are making extra money in their spare time—have their own business—or a good job with a future.

SEE OTHER SIDE!
CHOOSE THE INSTANT KITS THAT APPEAL TO YOU!

NEW

CENTRAL'S
INSTANT KITS®

Help you to START MAKING MONEY...SOON!

- Transistorized Electronic and Appliance Tester
- Code Oscillator
- CB Converter
- RF Signal Generator
- Photoelectric Switch
- 4 Transistor Portable Radio
- Oscilloscope

They're MODERN • PRACTICAL • COMPLETE • MEET COMMERCIAL STANDARDS

Study Practical Electronics with Central Technical Institute—Select the equipment you wish to build—start making money servicing and repairing radio-TV sets and appliances

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! You don't need a high school diploma or previous knowledge of electronics to get started, with Central's PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS COURSE. Quick, low-cost home training for young and old. New, illustrated lessons make learning easy. You learn by doing—building modern, complete, useful equipment furnished by Central. You earn extra money in your spare time doing work that is profitable and enjoyable. Keep your present job—set your own pace—add to your income—find out how much fun electronics can be!

OVER 50,000 SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES

"I wouldn't be in my present position if it weren't for my Central Technical Institute training. Naturally, I recommend the school very highly. Damon Alarm has ten employees, and four service vehicles." CLARENCE S. DAMON, President, DAMON ALARM CORP., K. C., Mo.

"I am in business for myself, operating a part-time Radio & TV Service Shop in my home. My gross part-time earnings average $100 per month." Grad CARROLL B. SCARBOROUGH, Belton, Mo.

"I received training at Central Technical Institute and I recommend the school without qualification." FRANK LEEKENNECHT, CONVAIR ASTRONAUTICS DIVISION, GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION.

RESIDENT TRAINING—Central also offers a full-time Accredited Technical Institute program at its resident school in Kansas City, Mo., for qualified high school graduates. Details in FREE catalog. Write: Central Technical Institute, 1644 Wyandotte, Kansas City 8, Missouri.

ACT NOW! RECEIVE 2 FREE BOOKS!
FILL OUT REVERSE SIDE AND MAIL TODAY!
Remember when the most delicious part of an ice cream soda was that last resounding sip? The magic years of youth are sprinkled with a thousand and one such noisy delights—accepted simply, appreciated instinctively and forgotten quickly.

These transient pleasures and simple sounds soon give way to more enduring enthusiasms, to richer and more meaningful sounds. Such as recordings on Audiotape. This tape gives you superb clarity and range, minimum distortion and background noise. Because of its remarkable quality, Audiotape has the timeless gift of offering pleasure to everyone from juvenile soda slurpers to mature twisters. Try it.

Remember, if it's worth recording, it's worth Audiotape. There are eight types, one exactly suited to the next recording you make. From Audio Devices, for 25 years a leader in the manufacture of sound recording media—Audodiscs*, Audiofilm*, and

*TRADE MARK

“it speaks for itself”

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
Offices in Los Angeles • Chicago • Washington, D.C.

slurp
Industry needs Electronic Technicians!

Let RCA train you in Advanced Electronics

This is the college-level training you need to work with professional engineers on research, development, or production projects in such fields as: automation, guided missiles, radar, television, computers, and other advanced electronic applications.

RCA Institutes Resident Schools in New York City and Los Angeles offer this comprehensive course that prepares you for any field of electronics you may choose. Other courses in TV and General Electronics, Radio and Television Servicing.

Classes start four times each year. Applications now being accepted.

RCA INSTITUTES

SCHOOLS OF TELEVISION & ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY

A Service of Radio Corporation of America
® Another Way RCA Serves Education Through Electronics

Send to the school nearest you:

RCA Institutes, Inc., Dept. PER-52
350 West 4th Street
New York 14, N. Y.

Pacific Electric Building,
Los Angeles 14, Calif.

Please send me your FREE catalog of Resident School courses.

Name ____________________________________________ (PLEASE PRINT)

Address __________________________________________

City ____________________________________________ Zone ______ State ______

For Home Study Courses See Ad On Opposite Page
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special feature is an editorial section on servicing CB equipment, which outlines the potential market for CB sales and service, qualifications for CB servicemen, and typical service problems and their solutions.

Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1782 East 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 160 pages. Soft cover, $2.95.

BASIC MATHEMATICS, Volume III
by Norman Crowhurst

Part of the Rider "picted text" course in mathematics, Volume III is primarily concerned with developing algebra, geometry, trigonometry and calculus as "working tools." At least one illustration appears on every page to reinforce the ideas presented in the text. The four-volume course is designed to make it as simple as possible for anyone to acquire quickly a knowledge of all phases of the subject, and useful and important highlights are presented in easy-to-understand form. Volumes I and II of the course appeared in 1961; the final volume is scheduled for publication this year.

Published by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 116 W. 14th St., New York, N. Y. 152 pages. Soft cover. $3.90.

New Literature

Complete specifications for the H. H. Scott line of hi-fi amplifier and tuner kits are given in a new color brochure, which also pictures each unit. The free booklet can be obtained from H. H. Scott, Inc., Department P, 111 Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

Write to Cush Craft, 621 Hayward St., Manchester, N.H., for a free, up-to-date copy of "Amateur Communication Antennas" (Catalog #62). The 8-page brochure contains photos, technical details, and prices on VHF beams, VHF arrays, mobile halos, monoband beams, colinear arrays, ground-plane antennas, etc.

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS
RCA training at home can be the smartest investment you ever made

Look what you get in the Course in Radio and Electronic Fundamentals

15 KITS

to build a Multimeter, AM Receiver and Signal Generator. Kits contain new parts for experiments, integrated so as to demonstrate what you learn in the lessons and to help you develop technical skills. Each kit is fun to put together!

PLUS ALL THIS AT NO EXTRA COST...

- MULTIPLIER
A sensitive precision measuring instrument you build and use on the job. Big 1½" meter with 50 microamp meter movement, 20,000 ohms-per-volt sensitivity d-c, 6,667 a-c.

- AM RECEIVER
Have the satisfaction of building your own radio receiver with this high-quality 6-tube superheterodyne set. Big 5" speaker, fine tone!

- SIGNAL GENERATOR
A "must" for aligning and trouble-shooting receivers. Build it for your own use. 170 KC to 50 MC fundamental frequencies for all radio and TV work.

Also, comprehensive, fully-integrated home study courses in
- Television Servicing
- Color Television
- Automation Electronics
- Transistors
- Communications Electronics
- Computer Programming. Stake out your future in electronics with any one of this wide variety of courses.

SEND FOR FREE HOME STUDY CATALOG TODAY!

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Without obligation, rush me the FREE 64-page illustrated booklet "Your Career in Electronics" describing your electronic home study training program. No salesman will call.

Name
Address
City
Zone
State

Veterans: Enter discharge date.

CANADIANS—Take advantage of these same RCA courses at no additional cost.

No postage, no cusoms, no delay. Send coupon to: RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 5581 Royal Mount Ave., Montreal 9, Quebec.
YOU SAVE MONEY!
RUSH US YOUR LIST
OF HI-FI COMPONENTS
FOR A VERY SPECIAL
GROUP QUOTATION
WRITE FOR FREE AUDIO
DISCOUNT CATALOG A-15
New low prices on tape recorders, amplifiers, tuners, loudspeakers, cartridges, etc.

KEY ELECTRONICS COMPANY
120 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

THE MOST COMPLETE Television Servicing Training IN 10 YEARS!

Written by a man who has actually done the work himself, and knows how to explain things so you're sure to understand, PRACTICAL TELEVISION SERVICING by J. R. Johnson is a big fully revised guide to all phases of television servicing. It saves experienced men loads of time and serves as a complete training course for beginners.

The "cream" of modern servicing techniques clearly explained.

448 pages, over 225 illustrations bring you full, easily understood details on servicing tuners; video, IF, detector and audio sections; sync and sweep circuits; picture tubes; power supplies; antennas (including helpful installation tips); quick troubleshooting techniques; component replacements...and all the rest. Actual case histories and common TV faults are explained section by section. In addition, a chapter on Color TV principles brings you up-to-date in this important field.

TRY IT 10 DAYS...see for yourself!

Dear PE-52
HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.
P. O. Box 2334, Grand Central Station
New York 17, New York

Send now revised PRACTICAL TV SERVICING manual for 10-day FREE EXAMINATION. If I decide to keep book, I will then send you $7.95 plus postage in full payment. If not, I'll return book and owe nothing. ($7.95 with order postage. Same 10-day return privilege with money refunded.)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, ZONE, STATE
OUTSIDE U.S.A.—Price $8.45 cash with order. 10-day return privilege with money refunded.

Above offer expires January 31, 1963

Letters from our readers

Kit for "10-8" Wanted

I enjoy reading your construction projects, but the thought of shopping for correct parts, laying them out, and drilling component holes has always discouraged me from attempting one. On the other hand, I have successfully built many kits. Isn't there someone, somewhere, who can furnish a kit (complete with a ready-punched chassis and the proper parts) for the "10-8 De luxe" in your January 1962 issue? I'd be glad to pay a nominal fee for the service.

ALVIN C. TALBOT
3321 East 147th
Cleveland 20, Ohio

Perhaps one of our readers who have already completed the "10-8 De luxe" with good results would like to pick up a little extra money by getting together a kit for Mr. Talbot.

Milliwatt on 6

While looking through your February 1962 issue, I became interested in an article entitled "Milliwatt on 6" by Charles Caringella. On close examination, however, I noticed a wire across capacitor C2 and resistor R3 in the pictorial diagram that did not appear in the schematic. May I assume that this wire doesn't belong in the circuit?

STEVE MAAS, KN3RRK
Drexel Hill, Pa.

The schematic is correct, Steve. The wire you mention was printed in error and should be ignored.

Old Controversy Reopened

I've noticed, in past issues of P.E., that there has been a controversy over the Citizens Band. Myron Fox (in the March 1961 "Letters" column) said that the FCC "squelched" CB'ers. You replied that he probably wanted to rag-chew and told him to get a ham license. Steve Sokol (in August 1961 "Letters") felt that the FCC should make it easier to get an amateur radio license by
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C-25. IN-CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER KIT. Reveals shorted or open capacitors in the circuit, including electrolytics. Also reveals dried-out electrolytics through the Electrolytic Capacitance Dial. Kit: $19.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $29.95.

V-70. VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER KIT. Uses stabilized bridge circuit to provide measurements on 7 DC and 12 AC voltage ranges, plus 7 decibel and 7 widespread electronic ohmmeter ranges. Kit: $31.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $44.95.

G-30. RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT. Highly accurate, stable. Also designed for use as a Marker Generator in sweep-alignment procedures. Eight frequency ranges: 160 kc to 240 mc. Kit: $39.95; Kit with Prealigned Tuner: $44.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $49.95.

MX-100. STEREO MULTIPLEX ADAPTER KIT. All critical circuitry factory adjusted and prealigned. Maximum stereo separation between 20-15,000 cps, with low distortion. Stereo switch permits either front-panel separation control or maximum separation adjusted at factory. Kit: $49.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $69.95.

ST-26. FM TUNER/AMPLIFIER KIT. Low-cost combination hi-fi FM music system. Requires only the addition of external speaker (see L-3) to complete system. Pre-Built Front End fully adjusted and prealigned at factory. Kit: $44.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $69.95.


FROM BOX...

TO BEETHOVEN IN 1/3 LESS TIME!

In timed, competitive tests, twin brothers — with twin backgrounds and skills — proved that Paco kits are faster, easier and more fun to build than almost-identical kits sold by other kit makers. They discovered that there's no guessing with Paco: parts are neatly packaged and precisely labeled; instruction books are complete and easy to follow. Accurate drawings to actual scale and fold-out diagrams are printed right next to step-by-step directions. The twins also proved that Paco pleasure doesn't end with the wiring. The ST-25 MX FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner®, for example, looks and performs like twice the price: frequency response is 30 to 20,000 cps within 2 db; sensitivity is 1.5 µw for 20 db quieting. It features self-contained, prealigned and fully shielded front end, FM Stereo multiplex circuitry, dual limiters, AFC with panel switch for AFC defeat and "eye"-type tuning indicator. Why not put Paco to your test. Kit: $69.95 net, (factory wired, ready to operate: $99.95). See your dealer or write today for details to Paco Electronics Co., Inc., 70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, New York, a division of Precision Apparatus Company, Inc. Export: Morhan Corporation, 458 Broadway, New York 13, New York. In Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto, Canada.

*AS PICTURED ABOVE

PACO KITS
THE KITS YOU BUILD IN 1/3 LESS TIME

May, 1962

AmericanRadioHistory.com
dropping the code part of the Technician Class examination.

A good ham rig costs a lot of money, while CB equipment is much cheaper. So why not set aside certain CB channels for rag-chewers only? If the FCC made such a rule and stuck to it, CB would be better for everyone.

HOWARD FRIEDMAN
Schenectady, N.Y.

Well, first of all, reader Friedman, we don't agree with you about the expense of ham radio. It's possible, by building your own equipment, converting surplus rigs, or assembling kits, to get on the air for very little money. It's true that assembled ham equipment often costs more than a CB set—but that's because transmitting power is generally higher and receivers are usually tunable, with good bandspread. Ham equipment of the transceiver type is available, however. And those units having the same limitations as the transceivers designed for CB are comparable in price.

As to your proposal for turning over part of the Citizens Band to rag-chewers, we feel that this would be a bad idea. There's already too little room on this overcrowded spectrum for purposeful business and personal communications. And let's face it, such communications represent the only reason for the existence of this band.

So once again we urge: if you want to rag-chew, if you want to work DX, if you want to learn more about electronics, then get a ham license. Neither the code nor the written exam is difficult if you study properly. And once you have your "ticket," you'll be glad you made the effort. Let's leave CB for people who have a pressing need for restricted range radio communications.

Taking Your Transistor's Temperature

You may be asked questions concerning Fig. 5 of my article "Taking Your Transistor's Temperature" in the January 1962 issue. In order to raise the temperature of the 2N107 transistor signifi-

cently, the latter must be biased as a power stage. The 100,000-ohm resistor shown is much too large to accomplish this purpose; its value should actually be 100 ohms.

FRANKLIN C. FITCHEN
West Kingston, R.I.

Crystal Set Becomes Tuner

I'm a freshman at the University of Michigan, and our campus radio station (WCBN) is very
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NOW! Enjoy Quality Stereo Hi-Fi at Lowest Cost!

WITH THIS DO-IT-YOURSELF **knight-kit**

**COMPLETE HOME MUSIC SYSTEM**

ONLY $69.95

**SAVE UP TO 50%**

Get the most for your money this easy do-it-yourself way

unbelievably low cost, only $69.95 NO MONEY DOWN

If you're looking for quality and value in Stereo hi-fi, here's the great music system buy for you! Simply assemble the amplifier yourself—it's easy, it's enjoyable—and you SAVE! System easily plugs together; complete with all cables, including 15' speaker cables; with record care booklet. Yours for a lifetime of pleasure!

HERE'S THE AMAZING VALUE YOU GET:

- **Genuine Knight-Kit KA-25 20-Watt Stereo Amplifier**—Full array of controls for complete, simple adjustment of sound; dual-concentric, clutch-type level control regulates volume of either channel or both together; ganged bass and treble controls; unique selector switch provides choice of inputs as well as selection of stereo, stereo reverse, or monophonic. +1 db, 30-15,000 cps response at full rated output. Handsomely styled metal case. Easy to assemble with step-by-step instructions.
- **Famous Admiral 4-Speed Stereo Changer**—Complete with ceramic turnover stereo cartridge and dual sapphire needles—plays both Stereo and monophonic LP's, 78's, 45's and 16-1/2, 33-1/2, and 1200 rpm records. Automatic shutoff; handles ten 12" records; intermixes 10" and 12" records.
- **2 Knight KN-809 Full-Range Hi-Fi 8" Speakers**—Offer realistic full-range reproduction—really astonishing stereo fidelity. Easy to custom mount in wall or in your own enclosures. With 10-oz. ceramic magnet, rigid die-cast frame, soft-suspension hyperbolic woofer cone.

COMPLETE KNIGHT-KIT STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM

The savings can't be duplicated—the quality can't be matched for anywhere near the price. Order today—no money down (just check coupon). An unbeatable value at only $69.95

**ALLIED RADIO**

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.

Ship me Knight-Kit Music System No. 21 HF 038X

☐ Ship on Allied's Credit Fund Plan—no money down

☐ $...enclosed (check) (money order)

Name ________________

Address ____________________________

City __ Zone __ State ______
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Superior's New Model 820

TUBE TESTER
Tests ALL MODERN TUBES
INCLUDING THE NEW
- NOVARS
- NUVISITORS
- 10 PINS
- 12 PIN
COMPACTRONS

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Employs new improved emission circuit.
- Tests over 850 tube types.
- Tests 024 and other gas filled tubes.
- Employs new 4" meter with sealed air-damping chamber resulting in accurate vibrationless readings.
- Use of 26 sockets permits testing all popular tube types.
- Dual Scale meter permits testing of low current tubes.
- 7 and 9 pin straighteners mounted on panel.
- All sections of multi-element tubes tested simultaneously.
- Ultra-sensitive leakage test circuit will indicate leakage up to 5 megohms.

Model 820 comes complete with tube charts and instructions. $38.50

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER—NO C.O.D.

Try it for 15 days before you buy. If completely satisfied then send $38.50 and pay balance of $35.00 per month until total price of $100.50 plus postage is paid—no interest or finance charge added! It is complete and ready installed, return to us, no explanation necessary.

Strictly for SWL's who want Better Listening!

2 Multi-band Antennas by MOSLEY

Experienced Short Wave Monitors know that a resonant antenna at any one band of frequencies is much more efficient than a random length of wire.

Here are two MOSLEY Dipole Antennas designed to provide the utmost in antenna performance because each is resonant to a number of short wave frequency bands!

Each antenna comes in easy-to-assemble kit form and is complete with wire, weather-proof trap assemblies, center connector, end insulators and 100 feet of 75 ohm lead-in. A pair of wire-cutting pliers will be all you need to quickly assemble either antenna. Attach end insulators to constant supports, connect lead-in to receiver...and tune in new horizons of exciting short wave listening!

Model SWL-7 — Covers 11, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31 & 49 Meter Short Wave Broadcast Bands. SWL Net Price, $14.75

Model RD-5 — Covers 10, 15, 20, 40 & 80 Meter Amateur Bands. SWL Net Price, $15.75

See your favorite SWL and Ham Equipment Dealer Today!

Beams and Verticals are fine for SWL DX-ing, too! MOSLEY makes 'em all! Write Dept. PES for free literature.
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similar to the one described in "Wired Wireless," your January "Carl and Jerry" episode. I enjoyed reading the story and was prompted by it to pass along the following experience to other students at universities with carrier-current stations. My hi-fi set has an FM tuner, but I had no way to pick up the AM campus broadcasts until I found an old crystal set in my spare-parts box. I wired it to a spare preamp input and taped a 5-foot antenna to the wall. Station WCBN now comes in loud and clear, and the fidelity approaches that of my FM tuner.

EARL MORRIS, JR.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Thanks a lot for the tip, Earl. Parts distributors near carrier-current stations had better stock up for a run on crystal sets.

Fixed-Frequency Signal Generator

In the "Fixed-Frequency Signal Generator" (July 1961 issue), 220,000-ohm resistors are specified for both R8 and R9. This value seems a little high for R9, though; is it a misprint?

DOUGLAS FLETCHER
Ponchatoula, La.

Congratulations on your sharp detective work, Doug. Resistor R8 is 220,000 ohms, as specified, but R9 should be 130 ohms.

HOW TO ORDER BACK ISSUES

Every month POPULAR ELECTRONICS receives many requests from readers who would like to know how to order back issues. Some readers want to obtain particular articles they have missed, while others want to complete their own back-issue files.

If you would like to order a specific issue of P.E., address your inquiry to:

Circulation Department
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.
434 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 5, Ill.

Enclose 35 cents for each copy of issues less than six months old, 40 cents for each copy of older issues. Be sure to state the month and year of the issue(s) you want. In the event a requested issue is no longer in stock, your money will be returned.
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How to test a stereo kit for top performance:

Simply look for this name.

You don't even have to open the box. If it's a Fisher StrataKit, you already have better proof of performance than if you had built any other manufacturer's kit and tested it in one of the world's most elaborately equipped audio laboratories.

How can Fisher make this claim? Very logically. Fisher has one of the world's most elaborately equipped audio laboratories. Fisher did build and test everyone else's kits before the StrataKit engineering program was finalized. The task then set for Fisher engineers was to outclass in every way what they had found in other designs. Which they did. They drew on all the knowledge accumulated in the course of 24 years in high fidelity and the results are in the box. StrataKits are easier to build than others, the StrataKit instruction manuals are clearer than others, the completed StrataKits have more advanced features and perform better than others. And we have yet to hear of someone who could not complete his StrataKit successfully and with the greatest of ease.

The Fisher StrataKits now at your dealer are the KX-200 80-watt stereo control-amplifier and the KM-60 FM Stereo Multiplex wide-band tuner. Both sell for $169.50. Both are the world's finest in their class. The proof is simply in their name.
Hi-Fi Showcase

A quick look at new products in the stereo/hfi field

If you're in the market for a multiplex adapter that you can tuck neatly out of sight, take a look at Fisher's MPX-200. Designed especially for people who want a unit for concealed installation, the MPX-200 is self-powered, compact, and can be placed up to three feet from the associated tuner or receiver. There are two controls on the adapter to insure identical output levels from both channels, and a "selector" switch makes it possible to record stereo programs monophonically. Price, $79.50. . . . Another FM multiplex unit, this one a stereo tuner, comes from Lafayette Radio. Designated as Model LT-700, the tuner boasts double-tuned dual limiters and a wide-band Foster-Seeley discriminator for top-rate performance. Its multiplex section can be controlled from the front panel, and there is an indicator light that tells you when a station is broadcasting stereo. Finished in cream, brass, and beige, the LT-700 utilizes 12 tubes and 2 diodes and is priced at $124.50.

If you happen to own a monophonic Revere or Wollensak tape recorder, Nortronics can furnish a direct replacement for the original head. Known as Model WS-20, the replacement head has separate record/play and erase sections and is supplied complete with cable and plug, ready for installation in your recorder. Price, $15.60. . . . From Olson Electronics comes a five-speaker array which makes an excellent addition to any hi-fi system. Contemporary in design, this slim unit is truly a vibrant panel of sound with full, rich tone emanating from both sides. The system, Model S-468, measures 26 1/4" x 19 3/4" x 5" and carries a price tag of $49.95. . . . One of the lightest stereo tape recorders ever produced, Pentron's Model 880 weighs only 28 pounds. It incorporates two hand-wired (*)Write to the manufacturers listed at the end of this column for more data on products mentioned.
Yours free for the asking — the biggest, best and most comprehensive catalog in the 41-year history of Lafayette Radio. Audiophile, Experimenter, Hobbyist, Technician, Engineer, Student, Serviceman, Dealer — you'll find what you want in this latest Lafayette catalog.

LARGEST STOCK SELECTION. Stereophonic Hi-Fi equipment, Citizens Band, Ham and Amateur equipment, Radio & TV parts, Optics, Industrial Supplies, and much more, including all the favorite name brands.

LAFAYETTE EXCLUSIVES. Featured are the famous Lafayette Kits. dollar for dollar the best value for your money today. You'll also see hundreds of Lafayette specials...available only from Lafayette. And, as always, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.

LOWEST PRICES. You'll save money too with Lafayette's low, low prices. The lowest prices are always in the Lafayette catalog.

24-HOUR SERVICE. Quick, courteous service is your guarantee at Lafayette. Most orders are fully processed within 24 hours after receipt in the mail Order Division.

NEW EASY-PAY PLAN. Now, NO MONEY DOWN... up to 24 months to pay.

LAFAYETTE'S
NEW MAIL ORDER and SALES CENTER
111 JERICHO TURNPIKE
(2 Blocks West of South Oyster Bay Rd.)
SYOSSET, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK

LAFAYETTE RADIO, Dept. IE-2
P. O. Box 10 Syosset, N. Y.
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Rush my FREE Lafayette 1962 Catalog 620

[Check Box]
Please send me ___, shipping charges collect.
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amplifiers and preamplifiers, two full-range speaker systems, two microphones, and a push-button-controlled tape transport mechanism in a fiber case measuring only 14” x 7⅛” x 14⅜”. And its special “Ad-async” feature enables you to add voice, music, or special effects to prerecorded tapes for teaching or other purposes. Ready to record or play back either ¼- or ½-track stereo tapes, the 880 is priced at $369.95... Ever think of playing your records at a tracking force of a low, low ¼ gram? It’s possible, assuming you have a lightweight arm with a low coefficient of friction, and Pickering’s new Model D-3805AA V-guard stylus assembly. Housed in clear plastic, the D-3805AA has a stylus radius of 0.5 mil, a price of $21.00.

An FM stereo tuner and a 24-watt stereo amplifier from Radio Shack make up a first-rate stereo receiver. Designated as Model STA-7, the receiver incorporates a full range of controls and can be used as a stereo or mono amplifier for any phono or tape deck. The tuner section has 14 tubes (11 are dual-purpose, resulting in 25-tube performance); the amplifier has outputs for 4-, 8-, and 16-ohm speakers as well as stereo headphones. Housed in a handsome brushed-gold case, the STA-7 sells for $124.95... Another new Radio Shack item, the “Realistic” FM multiplex adapter, is a perfect match for any current “Realistic” FM tuner. A selector switch and a stereo balance control are conveniently located on the front panel, and two separate pilot lights indicate when the adapter is on and when the station being received is broadcasting stereo. Fully assembled, the adapter sells for $39.95; a kit version is available at $29.95... Two other Radio Shack products are the Nova 3 full-range speaker and the Nova T-1 tweeter (illustrated). An 8” speaker, the Nova 3 incorporates two separate cones, mounted separately but connected to the same 2” voice coil for true mechanical crossover. As for the Nova T-1 tweeter, it boasts a response within 2 db from 1200 to 25,000 cycles. Prices: $16.95 for the Nova 3; $49.65 for the Nova T-1.

Three new products from H. H. Scott include an amplifier kit, a completely assem-

AmericanRADIOHistory.com
To earn a 3-inch reel of tape... make a survey for Tarzian

Tarzian Tape has been advertised since December of 1960 in publications dealers are presumed to read. Since February of 1961 in publications you are presumed to read. Tape quality is excellent—our engineers say, our users say. Sales are good, but would be better if more dealers carried the line. The line is 1 1/2 mil and 1 mil acetate tape, and 1 mil Mylar* tape, in 3", 5" and 7" reels. The price is competitive.

If you have tried Tarzian Tape or if you would like to try Tarzian Tape, here's how to get a 3-inch reel of it for no money, down or otherwise. Just ask your dealer for Tarzian Tape. If he has it, check the box and ask him what dealer publications he reads. If he does not carry it, check the box and ask him why not, and what dealer publications he reads. If he says he's never heard of it, by all means ask him what dealer publications he reads.

Send us your name and address and his name and address, and his answers and a verification by any dealer employee. We'll send you a self-mailing box (as illustrated) of 3" 1 1/2 mil acetate professional quality Tarzian Tape. The coupon is for your convenience. Use it as a guide if you'd rather reply on some other piece of paper.

*DuPont trademark for polyester film

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Dept. FLI
Magnetic Tape Division,
E. Hillside Drive, Bloomington, Indiana

Send me a 3-inch reel of 1 1/4 mil acetate Tarzian Tape in return for the survey work shown below:

Dealer Name:
Address:

Dealer does carry Tarzian Tape □
Dealer does not carry Tarzian Tape □ Why not?

He reads these dealer publications:

Dealer to sign this verification: The raw tape user named below got the answers shown above from me.

User name:
Address:

May, 1962

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.
World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners • Closed Circuit TV Systems • Broadcast Equipment • Air Trimmers • FM Radios • Magnetic Recording Tape • Semiconductor Devices
MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION • BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
Export: Ad Auresa, Inc., N.Y. • In Canada, Cross Canada Electronics, Waterloo, Ont.
By H. A. Romanowitzz, Univ. of Kentucky, With this new book, you need no more than high-school math to master the basics of modern electronics...that means theory and practice of semiconductors and tubes, plus dozens of special topics. Starts with a review of circuit theory and how to use lab instruments. Then semiconductor diodes, transistors and tubes—and applications—are covered in closely related chapters. Also includes such special subjects as switching and pulse-shaping circuits, tunnel diodes, magnetic amplifiers, photovoltaic control circuits, microminiaturization, and molecular electronics. For self study, hundreds of problems and review questions are included. 1962. 620 pages. $8.25

Send now for your on-approval copy
JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
440 PARK AVE. SOUTH, NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

GREENLEE CHASSIS PUNCHES
Make accurate, finished holes in 1 1/2 minutes or less in metal, hard rubber and plastics. No tedious sawing or filing — a few turns of the wrench does the job. All standard sizes...round, square, key, or “D” shapes for sockets, switches, meters, etc. At your electronic parts dealer. Literature on request.

GREENLEE TOOL CO.
2028 Columbia Ave., Rockford, Illinois
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bled stereo amplifier, and a multiplex tuner kit. The amplifier kit, Model LK-48, is a stereo unit conservatively rated at 24 watts per channel. It features separate bass and treble controls for each channel, a stereo balance control, front-panel tape-monitoring facilities, and a center-channel output. Construction should be a snap even for the relatively inexperienced: parts come mounted on separate “part-charts,” one for each page of the instruction book, and all wires are pre-cut and pre-stripped. As for the Model 296 factory-assembled amplifier, it delivers a stirring 50 watts per channel and incorporates a variable control for pre-

Scott 296 stereo amplifier

Fisher Radio Corp., 21-21 44th Dr., Long Island City 1, N.Y.
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L.I., N.Y.
Nortonics Co., Inc., 501 W. 10th Ave. N., Minneapolis 27, Minn.
Olson Electronics Corp., 160 S. Forge St., Akron 8, Ohio
Pentron Electronics Corp., 777 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, Ill.
Pickering and Co., Inc., Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
Webcor, Inc., 5610 W. Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS
BUILD 20 RADIO CIRCUITS AT HOME with the New PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT"®

A Practical Home Radio Course

Now Includes

- RECEIVERS
- TRANSMITTERS
- SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
- SIGNAL TRACER
- AMPLIFIER
- SIGNAL INJECTOR
- CODE OSCILLATOR

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

The "Edu-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making use of many modern methods of training. You will learn the principles of radio, you will construct, study and work with RF and IF circuits, transistors, rectifiers, test equipment, etc. You will learn and practice troubleshooting, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn the basic approach of the Progressive Dynamic Trainer, the Progress-Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying theory material.

The courses of the "Edu-Kit" are now included in the American Radio Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio Amateur Licenses. You will build 20 Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, Signal Injector Circuits, and to teach you how to operate them. You will receive an excellent background for television, Hi-Fi and Electronics.

The "Edu-Kit" is the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Edu-Kit" will provide you with practical experience in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the complete price of $26.95. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the entire Kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

You do not need the slightest background in Radio & Electronics because you will be led to a well paying business or a job with a future, you will find the "Edu-Kit" interesting and exciting. Many thousands of individuals of all ages and backgrounds have successfully used the "Edu-Kit" in 78 countries of the world. The "Edu-Kit" has been carefully designed, step by step, so that you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu-Kit" allows you to perform at your own rate. No instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Edu-Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble shooting, using a closely integrated program designed to provide an easily-learned, thorough and interesting background in radio.

The "Edu-Kit" is the most versatile of the types of kits on the market. It is the only kit that will teach you the basic function, theory and wiring of the various parts of the radio. You will learn to deal with the regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing and trouble-shooting, using a step-by-step approach and advanced techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will gain the experience of an expert radio and TV technician, and your knowledge will grow like a professional Radio Technician.

The "Edu-Kit" course is 20 Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillators, Signal Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are the unprofessional "practical" circuits of transmitte, circuits, used in professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits are on your house DC house current.

THE "Edu-Kit" IS COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 20 different radio and electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis, instruction manuals, hook-up wire, solder, aluminum reflectors, volume control switches, etc.

In addition, you receive Printed Circuitry, including Printed Circuit chassis, special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a professional electronist's tools and a well powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics Tester. The "Edu-Kit" also includes Code instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator, an "Edu-Kit" Question and Answers for Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector. This included in a "Quick-Fidelity Guide" which will make you a Life Membership in Radio-TV Club, Free Consultation Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. Everything is ready to keep you in the modern art.

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

ORDER DIRECT FROM AD—RECEIVE FREE BONUS RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7

- Send "Edu-Kit" postpaid. I enclose full payment of $26.95.
- Send "Edu-Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $26.95 plus postage.
- Rush me FREE descriptive literature concerning "Edu-Kit."

Name:__________________________
Address:__________________________

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.
1186 Broadway, Dept. 592-D, Hewlett, N. Y.

Serving Electronics Technicians Since 1946

FREE EXTRAS

- SOLDERING IRON
- ELECTRONICS TESTER
- GROUND-CUT CABLES
- ALIGNMENT TOOL
- VALUE CARD
- VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
- CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
- TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
- "M. H. FIDELITY GUIDE" QUizzes
- TELEVISION BOOK OF TROUBLE SHOOTING
- ANSWER BOOK
- CONSULTATION SERVICE & FCC RADIO LICENSING TRAINING
- PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS

You will learn Trouble-shooting and servicing in a progressive manner. You will practice repairs on the sets that you construct. You will solve problems of trouble in home, portable and other types of radios. You will learn all about your equipment and can do a lot of the work yourself. You will learn how to use the professional Signal Tracer, the unique Signal Injector and the dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester. While you are learning the practical side, you will be able to do any repair job for your friends and neighbors, and charge fees which will far exceed the price of the "Edu-Kit." Our Consultation Service will help you with any technical problems you may have.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

A. Astatia, of 35 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired several radios for friends, and made money. The "Edu-Kit" paid for itself. I was ready to spend $26.95 for a Course, but I found your ad and sent for your kit.

Ben Valerio, P. O. Box 21, Magna, Utah, U.S.A.: "I am sending you a few lines to say that I received my "Edu-Kit" and have read the first few lessons. I received my "Edu-Kit" and have read the first few lessons. The lessons are very easy to follow, but I have not started to work on the "Edu-Kit." I am going to start working on Radio receiver and transmitter. I have found them very interesting and helpful.

J. E. DePretis, 1534 Monroe Ave., Huntington, W. Va.: "I thought I would drop you a line to say that I received my "Edu-Kit" a week ago and have been working on it every minute. I have been working on a radio receiver and transmitter and have been quite successful. I have found that a lot of what you say in the lessons is really true. I have found that the "Edu-Kit" is really swell, and I am quite satisfied with it."

Robert L. Shuff, 1534 Monroe Ave., Huntington, W. Va.: "I thought I would drop you a line to say that I received my "Edu-Kit" a week ago and have been working on it every minute. I have been working on a radio receiver and transmitter and have been quite successful. I have found that a lot of what you say in the lessons is really true. I have found that the "Edu-Kit" is really swell, and I am quite satisfied with it."
ALUMINUM FOIL
SERVES AS HEAT SHIELD
A sheet of heavy aluminum foil makes an excellent shield for protecting transistors and other heat-sensitive components when connections are being soldered nearby. For a very close fit around critical components, cut it to the exact shape required. Aluminum foil is also useful in keeping solder from running into places where it doesn't belong.

ROBERT HERTZBERG

HEADSET PADS
FROM FOAM RUBBER
If you'd like to add a pair of ear pads to your headset, or replace a pair that's wearing out, try using foam rubber or plastic. This material can usually be obtained at shoe or furniture supply houses and hardware stores. You can cut it easily with a pair of scissors and secure it to the earpieces with household cement. A 2" x 4" x 6" block is enough to make two pads.

ROBERT MICULS

OPEN LINE
FROM TWIN-LEAD
Need some 300-ohm, open-wire transmission line for your next antenna project? You can convert ordinary 300-ohm TV twin-lead to do the job, if you have both time and patience. Just take a paper punch and make holes in the insulation every eighth of an inch or so (be careful to avoid the conductors). This will reduce losses, and the twin-lead will then be comparable to open-wire line in its electrical characteristics.

GEORGE WLODARSKI, K8ABR

SCREW ANCHORS
MAKE FEED-THROUGH INSULATORS
The plastic "anchors" sold for fastening screws in plaster walls make ideal feed-through insulators for small wires. They come in a variety of sizes and can easily be "force-fitted" into chassis holes. Visit your neighborhood hardware store or five-and-ten and obtain a supply of these useful, inexpensive items.

JOHN A. COMSTOCK

MATCHBOOK
Cleans Volume Control
Stuck with a noisy volume control and no cleaner? Try lightly sanding both the carbon element and the sliding contact of the control with the "striking" surface from a pack of book matches. This material also does a good job of cleaning up worn or dirty relay contacts.

TED HUNTER, K3HWQ

CURTAIN RODS
MOUNT MOBILE RIGS
Use an adjustable curtain rod of the sliding type to mount a light mobile rig in your car, and you'll be able to install and remove it with ease. Two short pieces of the inner section of the rod are bolted to the top of the equipment case, and two matching pieces of the outer section are fastened under the car's dash. Install washers (preferably lockwashers) under the rod sections bolted to the case top so that there'll be enough clearance for them to slide into the dash-mounted sections. Put a slight crimp in the latter if the rods don't fit together tightly enough.

JON L. SUGG

PHONE LINE
ACTS AS ANTENNA
Having trouble pulling in those DX broadcast stations on your small transistor portable? If you place the set near a telephone, the phone line will act as an auxiliary "antenna." Try the radio in different positions to get optimum results.—JOSEPH DUBE

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
NRI—Oldest and Largest Radio Television School Now Offers
NEW HOME STUDY TRAINING IN INDUSTRIAL & MILITARY ELECTRONICS

This is the age of Electronics. Rapidly expanding uses for Electronic Equipment in industry, business, the military demand more trained men. Prepare now for a career as an Electronic Technician. NRI now offers a complete course in ELECTRONICS—Principles, Practices, Maintenance. Computers, telemetry, automation, avionics are changing our world, yet all employ the same basic principles... and that is what this NRI course stresses with illustrated lessons, special training equipment. Mail card below.

NEW HOME STUDY TRAINING FOR YOUR FCC LICENSE

An FCC Commercial License combined with NRI time-tested training can be the keys to a better future for you with higher pay, interesting work, more rapid advancement. Prepare at home quickly for your FCC examinations through NRI's new, low-cost, special training. Like other NRI-trained men, you can be monitoring TV shows, radio broadcasts, operating shipboard and aviation radio, or holding down other important jobs. Get full details—mail the card below.

Cut Out and Mail—No Stamp Needed

NRI NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE WASHINGTON 16, D. C.

Send me your Electronic, Radio-TV catalog without cost or obligation. I am interested in the course checked below: (No representative will call. Please PRINT.)

☐ Industrial Electronics ☐ Communications
☐ FCC License ☐ Servicing

Name ___________________________ Age ________

Address _________________________

City _____________________________ Zone ______ State ______

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
Join The Thousands Who Trained For Advancement With NRI

Thousands of NRI graduates throughout the U.S. and Canada are proof that it is practical to train at home. NRI graduates are in every kind of Electronics work: inspectors, maintenance men, lab technicians, testers, broadcasting and mobile communications operators, Radio-TV service technicians, or in essential military and government posts. Catalog tells more about what NRI graduates do and earn. Mail postage free card.

"THE FINEST JOB I EVER HAD" is what Thomas Bilak, Jr., Cayuga, N. Y., says of his position with the G. E. Advanced Electronic Center at Cornell University. He writes, "Thanks to NRI, I have a job which I enjoy and which also pays well."

BUILDING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS on specially-designed plug-in type chassis, is the work of Robert H. Laurens, Hammonton, N. J. He is an Electronic Technician working on the "Univac" computer. Laurens says, "My NRI training helped me to pass the test to obtain this position."

"I OWE MY SUCCESS TO NRI" says Cecil E. Wallace, Dallas, Texas. He holds a First Class FCC Radio-phone License and works as a Recording Engineer with KRLD-TV.

MARINE RADIO OPERATOR is the job of E. P. Searcy, Jr., of New Orleans, La. He works for Alcoa Steamship Company, has also worked as a TV transmitter engineer. He says, "I can recommend NRI training very highly."

FROM FACTORY LABORER TO HIS OWN BUSINESS that rang up sales of $158,000 in one year. That's the success William F. Kline of Cincinnati, Ohio, has had since taking NRI training. "The course got me started on the road," he says.

FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 20-R (Sec. 34, P.L.&R.) Washington, D.C.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

OLDEST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF ITS KIND

Oldest and Largest School of Its Kind
Training men to succeed by home study has been the National Radio Institute's only business for over 45 years. NRI is America's oldest and largest Electronics home-study school. Don't delay. Cut out and mail POSTAGE-FREE CARD.
CB "WALKIE-TALKIE"

A new "walkie-talkie" Citizens Band radio transceiver is designed for quick, short-range communications by businessmen, industrial personnel, and sportsmen. Marketed by The Hallicrafters Co., 4401 W. Fifth Ave., Chicago, Ill., the handheld Model CB-4 "Littlefone" operates in the 27-mc. (Class D) band, and can be used with field, mobile, or base stations at an average range of two miles. The fully transistorized unit weighs one and a half pounds and measures 8" x 3 3/4" x 1 3/4". Power input is 100 milliwatts, receiver sensitivity 1 microvolt. Plug-in crystals and transistors make for easy channel changeover and servicing. The price of the Model CB-4 "Littlefone" is $89.95.

STAPLE GUN FOR WIRING

You can operate the Heller Model TO-12 electrical wire tacker with one hand! Ideal for most wiring jobs, it will fasten braided or jacketed, single- or double-strand cables—and even hollow tubing—up to 3/16" in diameter. A "controlled power chamber" prevents crushing. The self-clinching staples measure 3/16" across the crown and have 3/16" legs; the staples may be driven into plaster, hard or soft wood, and other hard materials. So that you can tell at a glance when the staples are running low, there's a convenient "window port" on the side of the staple reservoir. Price, $25.00. (Heller Roberts Instruments Corporation, 6115 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 1, Ohio)

"FLUSH" CUTTER

Intended primarily for making "flush" cuts in confined areas, the Hunter Model EREM 86 plier will snip wire at the extreme tip of the cutter. Made in 4 1/8", 4 3/4", 5", and 6" sizes, it is especially handy for trimming off fine leads on printed-circuit boards. All sizes are available with or without leaf springs and come equipped with turquoise "cushion grip" handles. Price, about $4.50. (R. N. Hunter Sales Co., 9851 Alburtus Ave., Santa Fe Springs, Calif.)

IN-CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER

EICO's Model 955 capacitor tester measures capacitors from 0.1 to 50 μf., either in or out of the circuit. Accuracy is ± 10% at any point on the 4" Lucite dial. In addition, capacitors as large as 2000 μf. can be checked for shorts, and those as small as 15 μf. can be checked for "opens." The short and open tests, like the measurements, can be conducted either in or out of the circuit. Indications are seen as sharp, bright bar patterns on an electron-ray tube. Price, $19.95 in kit form, $39.95 wired. (EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 33-00 Northern Blvd., L. I. City 1, N. Y.)

TRANSISTOR RADIO KIT

Even if you haven't had any previous electronics experience, you should be able to build the Olson KB-1377-transistor radio kit. Since two preassembled printed-circuit boards are included (a 4-transistor tuner and a 3-transistor push-pull audio amplifier), much of the wiring is already done. The set also has an
products

(Continued from page 37)

oversized output transformer, a 3" PM speaker, and a high-impact polystyrene case. Ideally suited for group activity in schools, scouting, radio clubs, etc., the kit can be put together in less than an hour. Four penlight batteries, not included in the $16.14 price, are required. (Olson Electronics, 260 S. Forge St., Akron 8, Ohio)

DECADE KITS

The new decade capacitance and resistance kits being produced by Heath are ideal for countless experimental applications. Fifty-four ½% 1-watt precision resistors are arranged in 6 decades in the Model IN-11 "Decade Resistance Kit" (illustrated), with values of from 1 to 999,999 ohms available in 1-ohm steps. Capacitances from 100 µµf. to 0.111 µf. are provided in 100-µµ steps by the 3-decade Model IN-21 "Decade Condenser," and the capacitors used are precision, 1% silver-mica types rated at 350 volts d.c. continuous, 500 volts d.c. intermittent. Model IN-11 sells for $24.95; Model IN-21 for $17.95. (Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.)

TV SERVICE AID

Designed for "one-stoop" TV repair, the Sencore Model HM119 "Handymen" provides many time-saving service aids in one compact unit. Included are filament, fuse, continuity, and voltage checkers, a trouble light, "cheater" cord with on-off switch, extension cord, and pin straighteners. The filament checker handles all tubes, including Nuvistors, Novars, compactrons, 10-pin types, and picture tubes. Price, $9.95. (Sencore, Inc., 426 S. Westgate Drive, Addison, Ill.)

BUILD THE FINEST Professional Quality CUSTOMIZED TV KIT

The "PROFESSIONAL" Series—designed for the perfectionist seeking the finest in TV performance. Easy to assemble. No technical knowledge required. An ideal "Learning" Kit with a Complete Course of Study is available.

Also available: WIRED CHASSIS for custom installations with a choice of vertical or horizontal controls and the newest 19", 23" or 27" Picture Tube.

A few of the Professional Quality Features:
Choice of 19", 23" or 27" CRT. Prices range from $119 to $199.

U.S. Armed Services and over 4000 schools and colleges have selected Transvision Receivers for educational television.

Interested in Electronics?
Learn the basic principles of electronics from the Course available with the Kit.

On Easy "Pay As You Wire" Terms. Only $15 for the Starting Package!

Beautiful Cabinets designed to enhance sound quality and blend with modern decor. For TV or combination TV and Hi-Fi.

ASSEMBLY MANUAL $2
See how easy it is to assemble the Transvision Kit. Cost of Manual refunded on purchase of Kit.

START NOW — MAIL THIS COUPON ——

TRANSVISION Electronics, Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y.
NE 6-6000

Dept. PE-5

[Box for filling out coupon]

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS
More and more CB’ers are turning to Browning equipment for utmost quality, top performance and precision engineering.

With Browning CB equipment, the proof of quality is in the performance. Browning guarantees its equipment to outperform all others or refunds your money in full. That’s why you can rely on any Citizens Band radio equipment that bears the Browning name. It’s your guide to the finest money can buy!

Check these Browning features:

R-2700-A BASE STATION RECEIVER — now better than ever with new antenna tuning control; improved planetary ball drive, non-slip, all channel tuning control; new silicon rectified power supply. Price: $149.00.

23/S-NINE BASE STATION TRANSMITTER — has unique all channel selector switch; standing wave indicator; Pi network circuitry; TVI trap; spotting switch; D’Arsonval movement meter; silicon rectifiers; speech clipper and splatter filter; separate R.F. power amplifier tube; push-to-talk microphone. Price: $144.00 with one crystal or $189.00 with 23 matched crystals installed.

Complete Browning CB Base Station as little as $15.00 per month

Four Convenient Purchase Plans

Send today for complete literature and specifications.

Browning Laboratories, Inc., 100 Union Avenue, Dept. P, Laconia, New Hampshire
NEW Transistorized Stereo/Mono 4-Track Tape Deck 1200 Semikit (electronics in kit form) $299.95 Wired $399.95

28W Integrated Stereo Amplifier HF81
Kit $69.95 Wired $109.95

Stereo Power Amplifiers
100W HF89: $99.95 $139.95
70W HF87: $74.95 $114.95
28W HF86: $45.95 $74.95

NEW FM-Multiplex Autodactor MX99
Kit $39.95 Wired $64.95
Cover Optional. $2.75 (Patents Pending)

NEW FM-AM Stereo Tuner ST96
Kit $89.95 Wired $129.95
Incl. FET

FM Tuner HFT90
Kit $39.95 Wired $65.95
Incl. FET Metal Cover $3.95

AM Tuner HFT94 Incl. FET
Kit $39.95 Wired $65.95

Stereo Preamplifier HF85
Kit $39.95 Wired $64.95

Bookshelf Speaker System HFS1 Kit $39.95 Wired $47.95

BEST BUYS IN STEREO AND MONO HI-FI

BEST BUYS IN CITIZENS TRANSCEIVERS, HAM GEAR, RADIOS

Citizens Band Transceivers
from
Kit $59.95 Wired $89.95

New 60W CW Transmitter #723
Kit $49.95 Wired $79.95

NEW Walkie-Talkie Citizens Band Transceiver #740
Kit $54.95 Wired $79.95
Complete with rechargeable battery & charger.

BEST BUYS IN TEST EQUIPMENT

New Metered Variable Autotransformer AC
Bench Supplies Model 1073 (3 amps)
Kit $35.95 Wired $47.95
Model 1078 (7½ amps)
Kit $42.95 Wired $54.95

Peak-To-Peak VTVM #232
& Uni-Probe® Pat. #2,790,051
Kit $26.95 Wired $49.95
VTVM #221
Kit $25.95 Wired $39.95

RF Signal Generator #324
Kit $26.95 Wired $39.95

1000 Ohms/Volt
V-O-M #536
Kit $12.90 Wired $18.90

NEW AC Volt-Watt
Meter #200
Kit $49.95 Wired $79.95

NEW AC Volt-Watt
Meter #200
Kit $49.95 Wired $79.95

6- & 12V Battery Eliminator & Charger =1050
Kit $29.95 Wired $38.95

Extra-filtered for transistor equipmt =1000
Kit $38.95 Wired $47.95

6- & 12V Battery Eliminator & Charger =1050
Kit $29.95 Wired $38.95

Multi-Signal Tracer #145A
Kit $19.95 Wired $28.95

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM, N.Y. 95.5 M.C., Mon.-Fri., 7:15-8 P.M.

© 1962 by EICO, 3300 N Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N.Y. PE-5
Send free catalogs describing over 100 top-quality products, free Stereo Guidebook to Hi-Fi, free Short Course for Novice License, and guidebook on Hi-Fi Dealer, for which I enclose .25¢ for postage & handling.
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MUST WE HAVE UHF-TV?

The odds are stacked 70 to 12 that we will.

By KEN GILMORE

LAST FALL, a new television station went on the air in New York City. Since New York already has six active channels, a seventh might seem barely newsworthy. And when you consider that less than 1% of the area's viewers are equipped to receive this new channel, it seems hardly worth mentioning. Yet the fact is that New York's new station—WUHF, telecasting on ultra-high-frequency channel 31—may turn out to be the most important television station in the United States.

The results of tests now being conducted by WUHF are likely to have a profound effect on the nation's entire television setup. All current VHF stations (operating on channels 2 through 13) may be scrapped, and

COVER STORY
operations shifted to the UHF band—
channels 14 through 83, now receivable by only a small fraction of the nation’s TV sets. This means that even though you may now live in one of the country’s few UHF areas, your present TV set probably isn’t equipped to pick up the new channels. To watch UHF TV, you’ll either have to add a UHF converter or buy a new set.

THE MESS IN TV. These drastic proposals are designed to do something meaningful about an inescapable fact: the present TV bands are in a mess. Stated very simply, there just aren’t enough VHF channels to go around.

Many cities have only one or two TV stations, and consequently have to struggle along with extremely limited TV fare. Added stations in these cities would only interfere with existing stations in nearby cities. With the present 12-channel VHF system, all but a handful of the more than 500 possible VHF stations are already on the air, and the

Antennas in cover photo and on page 41 courtesy of JFD Electronics Corporation, 6101 16th Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
An experimental ultra-high-frequency (UHF) station, New York City's WUHF has been on the air since November of 1961. Photos below show opening ceremonies and picture New York Fire Commissioner Edward Thompson and Municipal Broadcasting System Director Seymour N. Siegel (left), FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow (seated, right), and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee (standing, far right).
If you, like most televiewers, are currently equipped only for standard VHF reception, you'll want to know how you can pick up UHF programs when they are broadcast in your neighborhood. Let's say you want to keep your present TV set. In this case, you can just add a separate converter to it, such as the Blonder-Tongue 99R which sells for $22.95 (list). If you're thinking about buying a new set anyway, you'll want to consider one with a built-in UHF tuning section; such a receiver will probably cost only $20 to $40 more than a similar set without this feature.

You may have to do something about your antenna, too. The UHF signals—ranging from channel 14, transmitting on 470-476 mc., to channel 83, transmitting on 884-890 mc.—are on too high a frequency to be picked up efficiently on VHF antennas. If you need an outside VHF antenna now, chances are you'll need a separate outside antenna for UHF, too; such an antenna will cost you from $5 to $35, depending on how far you are from the station. On the other hand, if you now get by with rabbit ears on top of your set, a similar (but smaller) UHF unit may do the trick.

Remember, the prices above are today's prices. Given a nation-wide mass market, UHF television set and antenna manufacturers will be able to tumble costs considerably.
turned out to be a short-sighted one, though for a while it appeared to have a chance of success.

When the freeze lifted and the FCC again began taking applications for new stations in 1952, 200 of the first 500 applications were for stations in the newly created UHF band. The reason: some telecasters were eager to get on the air with the new stations and get the jump on competition. Since there was vigorous competition for the few remaining VHF's, many broadcasters were able to get a UHF license, build the station, and begin broadcasting, while the VHF channels were still tied up in hearings.

But by 1955, it was clear that the U stations were in serious trouble. As the V's continued coming on the air, the U's began falling like flies in a hailstorm. During the first three years, 131 of the authorized U's failed, 39 of them without ever having fired a kilowatt. For every VHF station that went out of business during the period, six U's couldn't make it, in spite of the fact that there were far fewer U's to begin with. The highest number of U's on the air at one time during the entire history of UHF was 171. Today, that number has shrunk to about 90 commercial operations—half of them are in trouble—and a sprinkling of educational U's.

The ultra-high-frequency stations couldn't compete for two reasons. First, their signals didn't go as far. A 100-kw. VHF station broadcasts a usable signal over a far greater area than a UHF station of the same power. This made advertisers reluctant to buy time on the U's with their smaller audience.

Second, and even more important, a very small proportion of televiewers across the country were willing to convert their sets to receive the UHF transmissions, or to buy a new television set with built-in provisions for covering both bands. In most parts of the country, then, only a small percentage of the potential audience could receive UHF signals.

The old chicken-and-egg problem cropped up: operators didn't want to build new UHF stations until there were enough receivers to make it worthwhile, and home viewers wouldn't buy UHF sets until there was something to see on them. Also, networks didn't want to affiliate with the few U's which did exist until they had larger audiences, and at the same time, the U's couldn't attract the audiences without the network programs. Consequently, the vast majority of the UHF channels have lain idle.

**OTHER POSSIBILITIES.** Over the years, the FCC has made a number of attempts to do something about this sorry situation. First, it instituted a crash program to "de-intermix"; that is, whole cities would be made either all V or all U, so that stations in any community could compete on an even basis. This raised a howl from holders of VHF channels that hasn't died down yet. The de-intermix program never really got off the ground.

The FCC was diverted, for one thing, by a plan to increase the number of VHF stations from 12 to 50. Unfortunately, this scheme required that the military services give up a block of frequencies adjacent to the present television band. After considerable study, the military delivered the answer: NO. This left the Commission with only three choices.

- Give up and admit defeat.
- Keep both the UHF and VHF bands, and try to take measures to put them on a more competitive basis.
- Shift all stations to the UHF band in spite of the screams of rage from present holders of the highly profitable VHF outlets.

*(Continued on page 97)*
EVER TRIED showing your favorite slides to a group of friends, only to find that you couldn’t remember all the details about those shots you took years ago? Adding a tape-recorded commentary to your slide “shows” will eliminate this frustrating experience as well as add a professional touch to the showing. But to be most effective, the slides should be synchronized with your narrative.

It’s true that you could change slides manually as the narration is played back on your tape machine, but this would require that you be in constant attendance. And while slides can be cycled by the projector’s automatic timed-cycling device, synchronization would be impossible; in only a matter of minutes, the sound would be ahead of the picture or vice versa.

The answer to the problem is the “Tape/Slide Synchronizer,” which can be used with any stereo tape recorder and any slide projector having provisions for electrical remote push-button cycling. Easy and inexpensive to build, the Synchronizer will automatically change your slides at precisely the right time as your taped narration progresses. You, meanwhile, can relax comfortably in your easy chair, with nothing else to do but enjoy the program.

Construction and Testing. Building this two-transistor, two-relay unit is a one-evening project. While the parts layout isn’t critical, you will probably want to use the pictorial diagram as a guide.

Jacks J2 and J3 (see the schematic diagram) can be standard open-circuit phone jacks, provided that they are insulated from the chassis. And while the center-tap on the primary of transformer T1 wasn’t used in the author’s system, you can select any two of the three primary leads that give best results.

To test the unit, do not plug in the projector at first, but put an ohmmeter or other indicating device across the terminals of jack J3 instead. Connect jack J2 to a speaker, throw switch S3 to the record position, and depress cycle switch S1. The ohmmeter should read zero, and an audio tone should be heard from the speaker. The gain (and the pitch, somewhat) will vary with the setting of sensitivity control R3.

Next, disconnect the speaker and connect the output of J2 to the channel 2 input of your tape recorder (use the “auxiliary” rather than the “mike” input if your recorder has one). Again depress the cycle button, and adjust the setting of the recorder’s channel 2 gain control until the “magic eye” (or other record-level indicator on your recorder) just “closes.” Leaving the gain control at this setting, depress the cycle button repeatedly to record a few tones on tape.

Now set the recorder for playback and place the Synchronizer in the “play”
SYNCHRONIZER

projector and taped commentary "in step"

Pictorial diagram of Tape/Slide Synchronizer. Detail at left shows how transistors Q1 and Q2 are mounted.

position by throwing switch S3 to play. If the Synchronizer is working properly, relay K1's contacts should remain closed until a signal is applied to J1. Turn on the tape recorder and plug the output of channel 2 into J1 to play back the tones through the Synchronizer. Each time a tone appears, K1's contacts should open and the ohmmeter should read zero.

Sensitivity control R3 should be adjusted for best operation of K1. At the minimum setting of R3, the audio signal may be too weak to de-energize K1. And at maximum setting, the relay may de-energize with random noise signals, and the projector may cycle many more times than is desired. Depending upon the relay used, the armature tension may have to be adjusted for best pull-in and seating operation.

When these adjustments have been made, you're ready to try operating the Synchronizer with your projector. The leads from J3 should be connected to the same receptacle on the projector that ordinarily accepts the leads from a push-button remote-control switch (see block diagram). Because the cycle button operates the projector as the narration is being taped, the projector should be placed far enough away from the Synchronizer and tape recorder so that noise from its fan will not be picked up by the microphone.

Using the Synchronizer. To prepare your own slide show, first prearrange...
Device is built around a two-stage amplifier/oscillator, as explained in "How It Works" at right.

your slides in a magazine in the order in which they are to be shown. Know what you want to say about each slide (a script helps here), and set up your tape recorder to record your narration on channel 1.

With the Synchronizer set in the record position, and nothing plugged into jack J1, you record your narration and depress the cycle button momentarily each time you want a slide to change. This will advance the slide magazine one “notch” by cycling the projector, and simultaneously record an audio tone generated by the Synchronizer on tape channel 2. Incidentally, holding the cycle button down for a short period caused the author’s projector to “back up” one slide. This is an additional feature of the unit which you may find of value.

Almost any slide projector will be suitable for use with the Synchronizer, as long as it is equipped for electrical remote push-button cycling. Tape recorder must be a 2- or 4-track stereo model.
HOW IT WORKS

The Tape/Slide Synchronizer is built around a two-stage common-emitter audio amplifier/oscillator. Designed for use in conjunction with a stereophonic tape recorder, the unit has both a record and a play function. In the record mode, the instrument produces a series of “beeps” which are recorded on one tape channel. And in the play mode, it uses these recorded “beeps” to control a relay which in turn governs the cycling of a slide projector. The other tape channel contains a recorded commentary on the slides.

To examine the circuit generally, resistor $R_1$ furnishes base bias for transistor $Q_1$ when the Synchronizer is in the record mode; sensitivity control $R_3$, in turn, controls the gain in both the record and play functions, and, with resistor $R_2$, furnishes base bias for transistor $Q_2$. The collector load for $Q_2$ is transformer $T_1$ when switch $S_3$ is in the record position, and relay $K_1$ when switch $S_3$ is in the play position. Capacitor $C_1$ is the feedback capacitor which converts the amplifier into an oscillator.

In the record function, the transistor circuitry is used as an audio oscillator. Whenever cycle switch $S_1$ is depressed, the upper section of the switch puts a short across the projector's remote control terminals (connected to jack $J_3$), which causes the projector to advance one cycle. The lower section of the cycle switch connects capacitor $C_1$ into the circuit, which causes the circuit to go into oscillation. The audio tone generated is coupled through $T_1$ to the tape recorder's channel 2 input, connected to jack $J_2$.

With $S_3$ in the play position, the circuit is an audio amplifier, with the input from tape channel 2 fed into $J_1$ and amplified by $Q_1$ and $Q_2$. With no signal input, relay $K_1$ is energized due to the heavy current flow through $Q_2$, so $K_2$ is de-energized. Any “beep” signal from the recorder, however, will effectively decrease $Q_2$'s base bias, decreasing the current through $Q_2$ and de-energizing $K_1$. As a result, $K_2$'s contacts will close, placing a short circuit across jack $J_3$, and causing the projector to advance one cycle.

Lamp $I_1$, incidentally, is a visual indicator and will light whenever a “pulse” is applied to projector jack $J_3$.

Note that the contacts of switch $S_1$ rather than relay $K_2$ cycle the projector in the record position. Therefore, there is no “clank” of an energizing relay to be picked up by the microphone when you're making a recording.

When you have shown all the slides and completed the narration, rewind the tape and reload the projector with the same magazine. With the Synchronizer and the tape recorder both set in the play position, the tape you have just made will control the changing of slides automatically.

As you play the tape, the voice commentary will be heard at the output of tape channel 1; the audio tones from channel 2 (which are fed into the Synchronizer at $J_1$) will operate the slide projector. Since channel 2 is disconnected from the speaker system, there is no way for the tones to be heard by the audience.
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COIL-CORD YOUR MIKES

Inexpensive cables will dress up any microphone

By FRED BLECHMAN, K6UGT

Astatic’s Model 151 ceramic mike can be disassembled and a new cord soldered directly to the cartridge.

Here’s a Lafayette Type PA-42 crystal mike with an Amphenol 75-PC1M mike connector installed at the rear of its case. Mating 75-MC1F connector is at one end of coiled cord.

The Turner Model 908 hand mike can’t be disassembled, but you can still add a coiled cord. Splice the two cords together, taking care to shield the splice, or install in-line connectors.

COILED CORDS are almost the rule on microphones for mobile equipment, and their neatness, compactness, and convenience make them just as desirable for fixed station equipment. Unfortunately, mikes with coiled cords can be costly. However, shielded-conductor coiled cords are available for almost any microphone, whether its owner is a ham, a CB’er, or a tape recordist.

Such cords, mounted on fancy display cards, can be purchased “over the counter” if you’re willing to pay the price. But a number of distributors (including mail-order houses) now stock long-life, neoprene-covered coiled cords made by Belden (a leading American wire and cable manufacturer) for as little as 73 cents each! On push-to-talk microphones, an extra conductor is needed, so Belden Type 8497 should be used. On regular ceramic, crystal, and other high-impedance mikes requiring a shielded cable, Belden Type 8499 will do the trick.

It’s best to attach the coiled cord to the microphone at the cartridge, assuming that the mike can be disassembled. Some older microphones—such as the Turner crystal hand mike pictured on this page—cannot. In this case, you can still attach the coiled cord by splicing it to the original mike cord at a point near the microphone case. The shield on the cord should always be connected to the outside of the mike connector.

In some installations, it might be desirable to put an Amphenol 75-PC1M male connector on the case of the microphone and an Amphenol 75-MC1F female connector on the end of the coiled cord. This will allow you to use one coiled cord with several microphones.
This combined field-strength meter and AM/CW monitor is self-powered, covers frequencies from 80 to 10 meters

Once you've put together this handy field-strength and audio monitor, you'll never have to guess about the tuning of your transmitter or wonder how good your signal sounds "on the air." Actually a simple, self-powered receiver, the instrument needs no connection to your rig. Just place it in, or near your shack, extend the short whip antenna, and you're ready to go.

The Signal Monitor covers the frequencies from 80 to 10 meters (including the Citizens Band). When operating as a field-strength meter, it provides a visual indication of the transmitter's r.f. output. When it's set for audio monitoring, you can check the quality of your AM or CW signal using either the built-in speaker or a pair of headphones.

Construction. All of the components, except for the battery holder, are mounted on the main section of a 7" x 5" x 3" aluminum utility box;
Numbers on connections in schematic diagram above correspond to those on terminals in pictorial diagram at left. Circled letters in schematic represent similarly lettered points on 5-lug terminal strip (see text).
the holder is installed on the box cover. Though there's little waste space, you should have no trouble duplicating the parts layout shown in the photographs and pictorial diagram.

When mounting the parts, remember that both the case of transistor Q3 and the frame of jack J1 must be insulated from ground. Transistor Q3 is installed on a small square of Lucite (about 1 1/4” x 2”) which is fastened to the box on a pair of 3/8” spacers. The mounting hole for J1 is drilled slightly oversize and "sandwiched" between a pair of fiber insulating washers.

The antenna, which extends about 34” above the top of the box when open, can be cut from an old set of TV "rabbit ears." Pass its base into the box through a grommet-lined hole (see photograph at left, above), and secure it in place with a stand-off insulator. Connections can be made via a 3AG fuse clip snapped onto the bottom portion of the antenna at some convenient spot.

To simplify wiring, the terminals and leads of the components shown on the pictorial diagram are keyed, by matching numbers, to the corresponding connections on the schematic diagram. Since all the major chassis-mounted parts appear on the pictorial, it should be easy to "fill in" the others as you go along. Just (Continued on page 100)
Transmitting crystals can be protected against damage by housing them in spare plastic containers. The plastic won’t affect the crystal’s frequency, and you can still get at the crystal whenever you wish.

**PLASTICS, PLEASE**

Flashlight cells are a “natural” for plastic containers. You should be able to find a container for practically any size cell, and you can secure the entire assembly to a chassis with a couple of clamps.

Transparent plastic containers come filled with everything from hairpins to hardware. Here are six ideas for putting those empty containers to work.

By MARTIN J. LEFF

“Plug-in” circuits can easily be assembled in plastic containers. Simply mount an octal plug, phone plug, or other connector in the screw-on cover, and wire your circuit on a small printed-circuit board.
An illuminator for a meter, dial, or what have you, can be made up from an old plastic container, a miniature lamp, and a lamp mounting assembly. You'll want to spray the container to hide the components inside, of course, and putting a small strip of masking tape on the container before you spray it will leave a suitable "escape hatch" for the dial light to shine through.

Potentiometers and variable capacitors which require critical adjustment can be kept "spot on" the desired setting by mounting them under a plastic container as shown. You still have instant access to the controls by simply unscrewing the container, and you can even letter the plastic to indicate various settings, direction of rotation for "increase" or "decrease," and so on.

Attractive "billboard"-type "signs" can also be made out of plastic containers, much along the lines of the illuminator and control housings discussed above. If you shop around in your neighborhood art-supply and electronics parts stores, you should be able to pick up a variety of opaque, adhesive-backed letters and numbers which are just what you'll need for this project.
SAY SOMETHING about "compactness," and most people think of transistorized equipment. But here's a tiny vacuum-tube stereo amplifier that all but puts transistors to shame. It not only offers stereophonic or monophonic operation at the flip of a switch, but (believe it or not!) it packs voltage amplifiers, power amplifiers, tone and volume controls—everything, in fact—on a single 1¼" x 5½" x 3" chassis!

Dubbed the "Mini-Mono/Stereo," this miniaturized amplifier is equipped with two separate channels for stereophonic operation. A flip of the stereo/mono switch, and the two "channels" become a single monophonic "channel," complete with push-pull output.

Two In One. As you may have guessed from the appearance of the unit, this novel circuitry is made possible through the use of a dual-purpose tube which actually contains two different assemblies in a single glass envelope. The tube in this case is the 35HB8, which incorporates both a triode voltage amplifier and a pentode power amplifier. A semiconductor contributes to the design, too, since a tiny silicon diode rectifies the a.c. line.

Power output of the Mini-Mono/Stereo is approximately 1 watt per channel in the stereo hookup and about 1.75 watt in the monophonic mode—more than adequate for most low-level listening. Frequency response is reasonably flat from 50 to 10,000 cycles. All told, considering cost, simplicity, ease of construction, and fidelity, this little amplifier promises considerable satisfaction for the builder and hours of pleasure for the listener.

Block diagrams of amplifier in monophonic (left) and its circuit. In mono operation, tube V2a serves as a...
Stereo and Mono. The block diagrams show the separate stages and how they are interconnected in both stereo and mono. And reference to the circuit diagram should quickly reveal how the changeover is made from one mode to the other.

When switch S1 is in the stereo or "S" position, tubes V1 and V2 operate as stereophonic mode (right) should help you understand phase inverter, driving tubes V1b and V2b in push-pull.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTS LIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1—0.1-µf., 400-volt paper capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, C3, C6, C7, C10, C11—0.005-µf., 400-volt paper capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4, C5—25-µf., 10-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8, C9—50-µf., 25-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12a/C12b—Dual 30-µf., 150-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1—1N1082 diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1, J2—RCA phono jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13, 14, 15—Insulated binding post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1a/R1b—Dual 1-megohm potentiometer, audio taper (with s.p.s.t. switch S2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2a/R2b—Dual 300,000-ohm potentiometer, audio taper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, R4—1500 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5, R6—100,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7—470,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8—68,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9—510,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10, R11—150 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12—150 ohms, 25 watts, wire-wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13—12 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14—8200 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1a/S1b—D.p.d.t. slide switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2—S.p.s.t. switch (on R1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1, T2—Output transformer: primary, 4000 ohms; secondary, 3.3 ohms (Stancor A13328 or equivalent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1, V2—35H1B8 tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1—13/4&quot;×31/2&quot;×3/4&quot; &quot;interlocking&quot; chassis (LMB Type 139 or equivalent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.—Tube sockets, knobs, hardware, line cord and plug, wire, busbar, solder, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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separate amplifiers, each with its own input and output jacks. But throwing $S1$ to the mono or "M" position connects the grid of $V2a$ to the junction of resistors $R7$ and $R8$. Since this pair of resistors functions as a voltage divider, a portion of the audio signal coming from the plate circuit of $V1a$ is fed to the grid of $V2a$.

This "sample" is then amplified by $V2a$. Due to the ratio between $R7$ and $R8$, the audio voltages appearing at the grids of power amplifiers $V1b$ and $V2b$ are still approximately equal in amplitude. But because of the phase reversal within $V2a$, they are now 180° out of phase with one another—a condition which is essential for push-pull operation of $V1b$ and $V2b$.

The "M" position of $S1$ also connects the voice-coil windings of transformers $T1$ and $T2$ in parallel. Thus, we have $V1a$ and $V2a$ operating as a voltage amplifier/phase inverter, driving $V1b$ and $V2b$ functioning as a push-pull power amplifier.

Incidentally, you'll notice that the volume controls for the two separate channels are actuated simultaneously through the use of ganged potentiometers. The same is true of the tone controls; however, the volume and tone controls for $V2a$ are automatically disconnected from the circuit when the unit is in the monophonic mode.

**Wiring and Phasing.** Since this is an a.c./d.c. circuit, it's important not to connect any of the circuit wiring to the chassis proper. Use a common wire or "busbar" for the "ground" connections instead, and connect a 0.1-μf. capacitor ($C1$) from the busbar to the chassis. In addition, be sure to insulate all jacks ($J1$ through $J5$) from the chassis with fiber shoulder washers.

Proper phasing of the voice-coil windings of $T1$ and $T2$ is especially important in the monophonic hookup. Improper phasing may be difficult to detect when the unit is operating as a stereophonic system, but you'll have no difficulty picking up incorrect phasing in the monophonic hookup, since the outputs will tend to cancel each other. To correct this condition, simply reverse the secondary leads of either $T1$ or $T2$ at the output jacks. (Do not reverse the terminations of both transformers—just one!)

Your Mini-Mono/Stereo amplifier is now complete, and you're all set for years of pleasurable listening. Who would have thought a vacuum-tube stereo amplifier with such impressive performance could be so small?
A selenium photocell drives this off-beat code practice oscillator

By FRANK A. PARKER

POWERED BY a photocell that will last a lifetime, this unusual code practice oscillator is small enough to put in your pocket. Though we call it the "Sun Jenny," direct sunlight isn't really necessary for its operation. Just place it on your window sill by day, under your desk lamp at night, and you'll be in business. The Sun Jenny has its own earphone, but if you don't feel like using it, you can listen over any BC-band radio! No connections to the receiver are required.

Construction. The components are mounted on a $2\frac{1}{2}'' \times 3\frac{3}{8}''$ perforated board as shown in the photographs. Transistor Q1 is supported by its own leads, and transformer T1 is bolted on through two convenient holes in the board. The three leads from Q1 and the four from T1 are fastened to solder lugs mounted on the board. These lugs are used to connect Q1 and T1 to the other components in the circuit. A 2-lug termi-
The three major components (Q1, PC1, and T1) are all mounted on one side of the board (left). Resistor, capacitors, and interconnecting wiring are on opposite side (right).

### PARTS LIST

- **C1**—0.005 µF; all ceramic capacitors, voltage not critical
- **C2**—0.0003 µF; voltage not critical
- **C3**—0.01 µF; voltage not critical
- **J1**—RC1-type phone jack, single-hole mounting
- **J2**—Miniature open-circuit phone jack (Telex 1MP02 or equivalent)
- **J3**—Miniature binding post
- **PC1**—Selenium photocell (Lafayette MS-773 or equivalent)
- **Q1**—2N1710 transistor (General Electric)
- **R1**—33,000-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
- **T1**—Driver transformer; primary, 10,000 ohms; secondary, 2000 ohms CT; secondary center tap not used (Lafayette TR-08)
- **Misc.**—Solder lug, terminal strips, nuts, key with phone plug, wire, etc.

The antenna strip is mounted in the center of the board, on either the perforations of the board, one of the strips is for the leads from key jack J1, the other for the leads from phone jack J2.

Begin construction by mounting the seven solder lugs and the two terminal strips, making sure you leave enough room for photocell PC1 and transformer T1. Then fasten T1 to the board. (Don’t substitute another transformer for the one specified in the Parts List, incidentally, or the Sun Jenny may not oscillate properly.) Now wire T1’s leads to the four lugs provided, but do not solder. Note that the transformer’s black lead (the center tap of the 2000-ohm winding) is not used.

Install resistor R1, capacitors C1, C2, and C3, and any necessary interconnecting jumpers, on the opposite side of the board. All lead-ends are passed up through perforations for attachment to the appropriate lugs. Leave the solder off the lugs to which the transistor, photocell, antenna binding post, key jack, and phone jack leads will be connected.

A 6” length of twisted-pair wire is connected to each of the two 2-lug terminal strips. Then jacks J1 and J2, respectively, are wired to the free ends of the appropriate pairs.

Note that one surface of photocell PC1 is dark blue and shiny; this is the light-sensitive side and also the cell’s negative “terminal.” The light-sensitive surface is usually provided with two leads, either one of which may be used. The single positive lead, on the other hand, runs out through the back of the photocell.

Mount the photocell, using a drop of household cement on its back, between Q1 and T1. The positive lead can be passed to the other side of the board through one of the perforations and run up to J1’s terminal strip through another hole. Wire the negative lead to the emitter lug of transistor Q1 and, if there’s an extra negative lead, cut it off.

Connect a 4” piece of wire to the lug (Continued on page 95)
The MICRO-MASTER

Inexpensive "capacity meter"

will clear up the confusion

in your spare-parts box

If you’re like most experimenters, you probably have a large collection of small mica, ceramic, or trimmer capacitors salvaged from government surplus equipment, old receivers, etc. And we’ll bet that many of these capacitors have been collecting dust simply because you don’t know their values. The identifying markings may be partially obliterated, entirely absent, or they may follow non-standard or obsolete codes.

To clear up this situation, why not put together the Micro-Master? It will measure or test capacitors with values from about 10 to 410 µµf., a range which takes in all of the most popular sizes. With this low-cost unit, you can end the confusion in your spare-parts box for good.

Construction. The Micro-Master is housed in a 5” x 4” x 3” aluminum utility box. Begin construction by drilling mounting holes for binding posts J1 and J2, capacitor C2, meter M1, switch S1, and battery B1. Since J2 is to be grounded, it should be of the uninsulated type. If it’s not, the insulating washers should be removed.

The rest of the components are mounted on a 3½” x 1½” section of perforated board. In general, parts locations are not critical, but coils L1 and L2 should be placed so that their centers are ½” apart. No socket is used for crystal X1; the unit is simply cemented in place, its pins passing through two convenient holes.

By E. H. MARRINER, W6BLZ

May, 1962
holes in the board. Solder the connections directly to the pins, but be careful to apply no more heat than is absolutely necessary. The same precaution applies when soldering to the leads of transistor Q1. Use pliers as heat sinks.

All wiring on the board is point-to-point, and leads should be kept as short as possible. The author used special push-in solder terminals to make connections between groups of wires on opposite sides of the board. If you have a hard time locating such terminals, screws and nuts fastened through the board perforations will work just as well.

The board will be mounted under the top of the box, just behind binding posts J1 and J2. Machine screws, nuts, and spacers are used to hold it in place, and solder lugs fastened under the mounting nuts serve as grounding points. Two adjustment holes are drilled in the top of the box, directly over the slug screws of coils L1 and L2.

After the mounting holes for the perforated board—and the adjustment holes—have been made, the wired-up board and all of the other components can be fastened in place and interconnected as shown in the pictorial diagram. Fasten a solder lug under the mounting screw for BI's holder; this will be used to ground the negative terminal of M1. When wiring in diode D1, once again remember to take precautions against overheating.

To keep costs down, the author used a government-surplus meter and crystal...
at $M_1$ and $X_1$, respectively. The meter was a subminiature job, but any 0-200 $\mu$A. unit will work. As far as the crystal is concerned, just about any type ground for 475 kc. (or thereabouts) will do. Check your favorite surplus outlet for both items.

Once you have the Micro-Master put together, glue a paper scale to the upper half of the front panel and attach a pointer knob to the shaft of $C_2$. After calibration (see page 64), you may want to fasten a clear plastic cover over the scale. As a final touch, install four rubber feet on the bottom of the instrument.

**About the Circuit.** Transistor $Q_1$, controlled by crystal $X_1$, operates as a 475-kc. oscillator. The oscillator's output is inductively coupled from resonant circuit $L_1/C_1$ to resonant circuit $L_2/C_2$. A portion of the r.f. energy induced in $L_2/C_2$ is taken from a tap on $L_2$, rectified by diode $D_1$, and passed through meter $M_1$.

When $L_2$ is tuned (by variable capacitor $C_2$) to resonate at 475 kc., meter $M_1$ will indicate a maximum reading. The setting of $C_2$ at which resonance is attained will vary according to the unknown capacitor (which is connected, via binding posts $J_1$ and $J_2$, in parallel with $C_2$). Since $C_2$ is provided with a pointer knob and calibrated dial, the value of the unknown capacitor can be determined from the resonance setting.

**Adjustment.** To tune the oscillator coil and capacitor ($L_1$ and $C_1$) for resonance at the crystal frequency, close $S_1$ and adjust the slug of $L_1$ using a screwdriver...
inserted through the hole provided in the case. Monitor the oscillator's signal with a receiver which tunes to 475 kc. or an r.f. probe and VTVM, setting L1 for maximum output. If neither a receiver nor a probe is available, set C2 so that it's fully meshed and adjust L1 for a maximum reading on M1. The indication on M1 will be very slight, but usable.

Because of manufacturing variations in the coil used at L1, you may have to change the value of capacitor C1. If you can't quite reach resonance with L1's slug all the way out, reduce C1 to about 250 ìììf.; if you can't quite reach resonance with L1's slug all the way in, increase C1 to about 280 ìììf.

Calibration and Use. Calibration is best accomplished with a series of known capacitors. The Centralab TCN series of “temperature compensating” capacitors is ideal for the purpose because they are inexpensive and have very small tolerances. The 25-, 50-, and 100-ìììf. sizes are rated at ± 2%; the 300-ìììf. unit is ± 5%. As can be seen from the calibration chart, one each of the above (plus an extra 100-ìììf. unit) will provide 13 reasonably accurate calibration points. You shouldn't have to pay much more than $1.65 for all five capacitors.

Begin the calibration by turning on the unit and connecting the first capacitor listed on the chart (25 ìììf.) across the terminals of J1 and J2. Now adjust the slug of L2 so that a resonant point (maximum indication on M1) is reached when capacitor C2 is set so that its plates are not quite fully meshed. Mark this position of C2’s pointer “25 ìììf.”

Continue down the chart, connecting each capacitor (or group of capacitors) listed, in turn, across J1 and J2. In each case, rotate C2’s knob until resonance is indicated by a maximum reading on meter M1; then mark the pointer setting with the appropriate value. Where groups of capacitors are called for, all units should be connected in parallel.

With the dial completely calibrated, the value of an unknown capacitor can be determined by connecting it as above and rotating C2’s knob till you find the resonant point. The pointer will then indicate the capacitance. If no resonant point can be found, the size of the capacitor lies outside the range of the Micro-Master.

The plastic snapshot frames commonly available in photo shops and 5-and-10’s are excellent for mounting grille cloth over panel openings for small speakers. Simply remove the glass and back from the frame and substitute a piece of perforated cardboard to which you have glued the cloth. The finished assembly may now be cemented to the panel or fastened on with screws and nuts. Shown in the photo are an unmodified frame (at the right) and a completed grille cloth assembly as used on the “3-Way Intercom” which was described in the May 1961 issue of Popular Electronics.

—Jim Goss

Popular Electronics
Matching impedances, as every hi-fi fan knows, is mighty important. But what can you do about those spare speakers around the house that carry no indication of what their impedances might be?

While you could simply measure the d.c. resistance of the speaker voice coils and assume that their impedances were roughly equal to these values, this would hardly solve the problem. A voice coil's impedance is not the same as its d.c. resistance and can actually be as much as ten times as large.

Speaker impedances, as you may already be aware, are usually measured at around 800 cycles with an a.c. bridge.

Simple bridge circuit measures impedances of speakers and output transformers

By Anthony Troiano

But such equipment is costly and ordinarily found only in laboratories. The "Imp Sleuth" described here is intended as a simple and inexpensive substitute.

Easily constructed from readily available parts, the "Imp Sleuth" utilizes the 60-cycle frequency of the a.c. line. While not the equal of its more elaborate counterparts, it can be used to obtain a fairly close approximation of speaker and even transformer impedances in the range from 0 to 25 ohms.

Construction and Calibration. Building the "Imp Sleuth" should be a snap, if you follow the schematic diagram closely and use the photos as a guide.

Although a Stancor Type P6465 or equivalent is specified for transformer T1 in the Parts List, this component can
Bottom view of the "Imp Sleuth," showing location of most major components. Transistor Q1 is directly beneath indicator lamp I1 and therefore is not visible.

Schematic diagram of this inexpensive impedance-measuring device. Polarities of capacitors and diode must be observed; potentiometer R5 can be wire-wound.

PARTS LIST

C1—250-μF, 6-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor
C2—10-μF, 6-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor
Q1—2N109 transistor (RCA)
Q2—2N405 transistor (RCA)
R1—3300-ohm, ½-watt resistor, 10% tolerance
R2, R4—24-ohm, 1-watt resistor, 5% tolerance
R3—470-ohm, ½-watt resistor, 10% tolerance
R5—25-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer, linear taper
S1—S.p.s.t. toggle switch
T1—Filament transformer: primary, 117 volts a.c.; secondary, 6.3 volts CT @ 0.5 amp. or more (Stancor P4645 or equivalent—see text)
I1—2"x4½"x3¾" aluminum chassis (Bud CB-1625 or equivalent)
Misc.—Mounting assembly for I1, switchplate for S1, pointer knob and dial for R5, sockets for Q1 and Q2, grommets, line cord and plug, wire, hardware, solder, etc.

you hook up diode D1 exactly as shown. To calibrate the unit, simply place an ohmmeter across jacks J1 and J2. Rotate the pointer knob on R5 from minimum to maximum setting, and mark the various resistances indicated on the ohmmeter directly on the dial plate.

If an ohmmeter isn't available, you can calibrate the "Imp Sleuth" by an alternate method. Connect resistors of known value (in the range of 0 to 25 ohms) across jacks J1 and J2, then rotate the knob on R5 and mark the position at which indicator lamp I1 shows maximum brightness. Only three or four points need be marked; other values can be determined by extrapolation.

Applications. To measure the impedance of a speaker, connect its voice coil to jacks J1 and J2, and rotate the knob on R5 until indicator lamp I1 reaches maximum brightness. The impedance can

(Continued on page 96)
HAVE you ever straightened a picture hanging on a wall? Although you probably didn’t realize it, chances are you used the vertical walls of the room as a guide. But what would you do if the walls of the room were crooked, too?

A psychologist by the name of Witkin has been studying this question for some time now. Recently, he discovered that there is a definite relationship between a person’s personality and his reaction to such a situation. People who tend to be “conformists” or “yes men,” it seems, will always tilt the picture somewhat toward the tilt of the walls. Individualists, on the other hand, can usually hang the picture straight up and down with a minimum of error, no matter how crooked the walls may be.

The “Perceptometer” is a home-brew electronic version of the original apparatus used by Dr. Witkin in his experiments. You can build one in a couple of
evenings for a cost of less than five dollars, and you'll have loads of fun finding out which of your friends and relatives can really think for themselves. The amusing little device is guaranteed to liven up the dullest party or, if you take it to work, you can quickly spot the "yes men" in your shop or office.

**Construction.** To begin with, cut a large wooden disc 13" in diameter from $\frac{1}{4}$" to $\frac{1}{2}$" stock (see Fig. 1) and draw a line across it, through the center. This will be the vertical reference line for construction purposes. Next, cut a square, 6½" on a side, out of thin cardboard; draw diagonal lines through the corners to determine its exact center. Now stick a straight pin through the center of the square and fasten it to the center of the disc. The square should be rotated so that one of its sides makes a 60° angle with the vertical reference line, and its outline traced on the disc.

Remove the cardboard and drill a hole through the center of the disc; it should be large enough to pass the shaft of potentiometer $R2$ and allow it to turn freely, but no larger. Drill a larger hole, near the edge of the disc, to mount potentiometer $R1$; it will be necessary to counter-bore this hole on the front surface of the disc so that the lock washer and nut will fit on the threaded section of $R1$.

Holes for illuminating lamps $I1, I2, I3$, and $I4$ are made in the disc near the corners of the outline of the 6½" square; these openings should be just large enough to hold the lamps in place. Similarly, drill a hole for neon lamp $I5$ near the edge of the disc. All of these holes should be counter-bored from the back of the disc so that there will be adequate clearance for soldering connections to the lamps. With the drilling completed, cement the lamps in place.

On the back side of the disc, nail two 1" x $\frac{3}{4}$" x 8" strips of wood, parallel to each other, about $\frac{1}{2}$" apart, and perpendicular to the vertical reference line drawn on the front side. Secure a 7" x 8" pegboard across the two wooden strips using $\frac{1}{2}$" wood screws (see Fig. 2). Beside each of the strips, nail a strip of $\frac{1}{2}$" x 3" x 8" wood; these will serve as legs. Attach two eye-screws to the edge of one of the legs and connect them with picture-hanging wire (for hanging the Perceptometer on a wall).

Now carefully paint the outline of the square on the face of the disc with flat-black paint. (Refer to Fig. 3.) The rest of the front side of the disc should be painted with white enamel. While the paint is drying, you can put together the frame and the picture.

The frame, technically known as the reference frame, represents the walls
The Perceptometer is a device for measuring visual acuity. It consists of a wooden disc with a central hole, a transformer to power the lamps, and a few electrical components. The setup involves the following steps:

1. **Parts List:**
   - 11, 12, 13, 14 — 6-18 volt, 0.15-amp, pilot lamp (General Electric Type 47 or equivalent)
   - 15 — NE-51 neon lamp
   - R1 — 100,000-ohm potentiometer (linear taper)
   - R2 — 600,000-ohm potentiometer (linear taper)
   - R3 — 22,000-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
   - T1 — Power transformer; primary, 117 volts; secondaries, 125 volts @ 15 ma., 6.3 volts @ .6 amp. (Stancor PS8415 or equivalent)
   - Misc. — Lumber, hookup wire, solder, etc.

2. **Construction:**
   - **Fig. 3.** With the pegboard installed, both disc and picture are painted. The picture is not mounted until the frame and wiring are in place.
   - **Fig. 4.** The frame is installed and painted; then the electrical components are mounted and wired. Finally, the picture is installed.
   - **Fig. 5.** Schematic diagram of the Perceptometer. Transformer T1 powers the illuminating lamps and isolates high voltage from the line.

   - **Setup:**
     - From a length of board 1/2" thick and at least 10" wide, cut four 8½"-long pieces. Nail them together, overlapping end over edge, to make a square frame 9" long on a side and 10" deep. When this frame, painted with white enamel on the inside and outside, is fixed to the face of the disc, a margin of white (which includes 11, 12, 13 and 14) will run around the black square.
     - The "picture" to be straightened in the reference frame is simply a 3" x 5" rectangle cut from a piece of 1/4" board. It's important to cut this out as accurately as possible. When it's finished, draw diagonal lines through the corners to determine the center. Drill a hole at the center of the rectangle a little bit smaller than the hole going through the center of the disc; the shaft end of R2 should fit into it snugly. Finally, paint the "picture" completely white using a high-gloss paint.
     - After the white paint has dried, mount the electrical components on the disc, as shown in Fig. 2. Drill a hole through the pegboard to mount R2, and install R1 in the hole made for it in the wooden disc. Transformer T1 can be screwed to the side of one of the strips on the back of the disc, but be sure no part of it sticks out past the strip; otherwise, the Perceptometer will not hang flat against the wall. The parts can now be wired in accordance with the schematic diagram (Fig. 5).
     - When the wiring is completed, attach the "picture" to the end of R2's shaft of the room. (See Fig. 4.)
and cement it in place. It should be possible to rotate the "picture" at least 45° to either side of the vertical reference line. (See Fig. 3.) Paint over the center of the picture again to cover the cement. Then place the frame around the black square and lamps; you can either nail or screw it in place through the back of the disc. Paint the edges of the frame and the disc flat-black, and your Perceptometer is finished. (See Fig. 4.)

**Calibration.** The easiest way to calibrate the Perceptometer is to use a plumb line. (See Fig. 6.) This is simply a short length of black thread with a straight pin attached to one end and a small weight, such as a little screw or nut, attached to the other.

Hang the Perceptometer on the wall at eye level. Using a short ruler, make a tiny pencil mark at the centers of the 3" edges of the picture; try to be as accurate here as you possibly can. Then stick the pin of the plumb line into the upper edge of the picture at the pencil point and let the thread hang down. To make the "picture" vertical, turn it until both of these center marks are lined up on the plumb line.

Now plug the power cord into a power outlet. With the "picture" vertical, turn the knob on R1 until the neon lamp just fires. Mark this point "1" with India ink and a fine pen. Then turn the "picture" until the thread crosses one of its lower corners. Rotate the knob of R1 again until the neon lamp just fires, and mark this point, "5." Do the same for the other corner of the "picture," marking that point "5" too. Draw three equally-spaced lines, representing the numbers 2, 3 and 4 between the "1" and each "5" point.

**Using the Perceptometer.** Anyone can learn how to operate the Perceptometer in a matter of minutes. It must, however, be used in a room that can be completely darkened. Simply hang the instrument on the wall at eye-level and plug it into the closest outlet. The cord should be at least 10 feet long; don't let it hang straight down to the floor, but tape it to the wall at odd angles.

Turn R1 to "1" and rotate the "picture" until the neon lamp just fires. Attach the plumb line to the center of the upper edge of the "picture" and let it hang down. Now rotate the whole instrument one way or the other until the mark in the center of the lower edge of the "picture" is lined up with the plumb line. (Continued on page 106)
ELECTRONIC UNIT QUIZ

By ROBERT P. BALIN

Electronic devices have their sensitivity and operating ratings given in units that describe their most important characteristics. See if you can match the 9 electronic units listed below with the sketches (A through I).

1 Ohms per volt
2 Inches per second
3 Micromicrofarads per foot
4 Microvolts per meter
5 Cycles per second
6 Gilberts per centimeter
7 Volts per inch
8 Revolutions per inch
9 Volts per mil

(Answers on page 103)
There's nothing new about music while you work—just in the way it's created. Back in the days of wooden ships and no phonographs or tape recorders, sailors heaving round on the anchor windlass sang chantsies to give themselves a little added push. Nowadays, people seem to have given up singing while they work. Instead, they tend to rely on someone else to make their music for them.

Like practically everything else these days, "work" music has been scientifically automated. Tapes, discs, and radio broadcasts have replaced on-the-spot performances, and soft background music is the rule in thousands of factories and offices.

Although Mark Twain (of all people!) experimented with piping music into homes and hotels as long ago as 1906, modern recorded "work" music began some 25 years ago when the Muzak Corporation first fed its magic melodies into a factory.

Today, Muzak makes its own master recordings of special arrangements by dozens of leading orchestras. From a library of 8000 "masters," a tape is prepared carrying hours of music interspersed with short silent periods. This master tape is duplicated on other tapes, which are then forwarded to Muzak's more than 230 "distributors" in the United States, as well as Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, England, Finland, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico.

Most of the "distributors" are connected with their subscribers by special telephone lines, but a good number of subscribers receive their music by means of special FM or FM multiplex broadcasts. A distributor plays a tape once in a given locality, then sends it on to the next town. Usually, the Muzak distributors change tapes only once in a full 16- or 24-hour day. The reason: a code signal at the end of one tape automatically starts the next one.

Although costs naturally vary, charges for Muzak music may be as low as $8.00 to $10.00 a week for small plants and offices. In larger installations, such service may cost hundreds of dollars a week. But everyone seems agreed that it's worth pretty much whatever it costs to have pleasant music to work by.
TO WORK BY

harmony into offices and factories around the world

Music librarian removes one of the 8000 exclusive recordings from the Muzak library. Her schedule gives the exact sequences and times at which the various selections will be played.

Discs are then transferred to tape on one of the 32 machines in the Muzak recording studios (left). Tapes are played back (right) on equipment at local franchised distributors.
Transistor Topics

By LOU GARNER, Semiconductor Editor

IF YOU'RE one of the regular readers of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, you may recall seeing a story about how stereo techniques are applied in dental anesthesia ("The Noise That Banishes Pain," January, 1961, p. 47). Now, stereo forms the basis for a new type of diagnostic instrument—a dual-channel transistorized electronic stethoscope produced by MED Electronics, Inc. (1200 First St., Alexandria, Va.).

Designated as the Model 100 G/N Stereostethoscope, the instrument is an improved version of an electronic stethoscope originally developed for use in obstetrics. In its present form, it is a general-purpose unit intended for applications not only in obstetrics but also in studies of the heart, lungs, and other organs. This means that it is suitable for clinical studies as well as for general diagnosis.

Since it operates on the "stereo" principle, the Model 100 offers the medical practitioner a distinct advantage over conventional monaural techniques. Its stereo reproduction results in an added sense of depth, making it possible to reinforce desired sounds and to exclude extraneous body noises. The result is a more accurate interpretation of body conditions.

The instrument differs from conventional electronic stethoscopes in several respects. It offers much greater sensitivity; it can be used as a "stereo" (binaural) instrument; it is equipped with pickup transducers of special design; it has much wider overall frequency response; its tone characteristics can be readily switched to any of several preselected modes to provide optimum response for the case being studied; and it is equipped with auxiliary output jacks to permit monitoring with an oscilloscope, tape recorder, or voltmeter at the same time that the headset is used.

A block diagram of the G/N Stereostethoscope appears in Fig. 1. Both channels are identical and consist of a pickup transducer (a special type of contact microphone), a six-stage high-gain audio amplifier, and half of a stereo headset. Internal shielding and isolated power supplies help prevent inter-channel coupling and "cross-talk." Both coarse (the step attenuator) and fine gain controls are provided, as well as a special feedback-type tone-control network.

Although each amplifier channel is made up of six stages, a unique composite circuit design permits the stages to be grouped into two direct-coupled sections of three stages each. Thus, only two coupling capacitors are used in each channel, permitting excellent low-frequency response. The latter is extremely important when you remember that the basic heartbeat rate approaches one cycle per second.

In operation, the signal supplied by the pickup transducer(s) on the patient's body is coupled through the step attenuator to a composite three-stage preamplifier. This is made up of two low-noise silicon transistors (types 2N2049) in a Darlington configuration, direct-coupled to a germanium unit (type 2N104); note that the tone-control feedback circuit forms part of the preamplifier.

The output of the preamplifier is applied through the fine gain control to a composite three-stage output amplifier, and, from this point, through the output selector to the headset. The output amplifier, much like the preamp stage, is
made up of two silicon transistors (type TI-495) direct-coupled to a germanium unit (type 2N109).

Although basically a stereo instrument, the G\'N unit can be employed in a variety of operating modes, thus increasing its versatility as a diagnostic tool. Depending on the setting of the controls, either channel can be used alone as a high-gain electronic stethoscope, both will function together for stereo operation, or, for extreme sensitivity, the channels can be cross-coupled.

**Reader's Circuit.** Quite often, a worthwhile project can be developed by simply combining two or three basic circuits. As an example, the general-purpose, low-voltage power supply circuit shown in Fig. 2 resulted when reader Philip Roybal (4635 Lemona Ave., Sherman Oaks, Calif.) combined a simple power supply with "The Trans-Filter" described by author Forrest H. Frantz, Sr. in the August 1961 issue (p. 63).

Referring to the schematic diagram, an NE-2 neon pilot lamp (I1) is used across the line, in series with current-limiting resistor R1. Line voltage is stepped down to approximately 24 volts by transformer T1 and applied to a full-wave bridge rectifier (D1, D2, D3, D4). From here, the rectified voltage is applied to the "Trans-Filter" (R2, C1, Q1, Q2, and R3). Philip has replaced the fixed load resistor with a potentiometer (R3) to permit a control over output voltage,
and an output fuse (F1) protects the circuit against overloads.

Although Philip built his model from spare and surplus components, standard parts can be used to assemble a similar supply. Resistors R1 and R2 are 1/2-watt units, capacitor C1 is a 2000-µF, 50-w.v.d.c. electrolytic, and the transistors are type 2N307A's. Switch S1 is a s.p.s.t. unit and may be a slide, toggle, push-button, or rotary type. The power transformer, T1, can be a Stancor Type RT-201, or a similar unit capable of supplying approximately 24 volts at 1 to 2.0 amperes.

The bridge rectifier (D1-D4) can be a single unit, such as an International Rectifier Type J29B1, or you can use four individual elements if you prefer. Output control R3 should be a 25- to 50-watt unit; Philip used a 1-ampere fuse in his output circuit, but the size you select will depend on other component ratings.

The power supply can be assembled breadboard fashion, in a commercial cabinet, or even in a Minibox, depending on individual preferences; neither layout nor lead dress is critical. Once assembled, the instrument can be used as a bench power source for light electroplating, trickle-charging batteries, or powering experimental transistor circuits.

Oops!!! Humans make mistakes (if they didn’t, there would be no need for erasers on pencils!). This is not an alibi, but an explanation, for yours truly made a slight boo-boo!

In January of last year, we predicted that a transistorized SSB ham transmitter would be introduced during 1961. Later, when recapping our “box-score” on predictions in January, 1962, we credited ourselves with a strike-out on this prediction.

However, reader C. Bradford Sheppard (765 Moredon Rd., Meadowbrook, Pa.) wrote us a note recently, enclosing an ad for a transistorized SSB exciter-transmitter that was offered in 1961. The supplier? Davco Electronics Co., 113 Norwood Ave., Asheville, N.C.

So we goofed! But not in the prediction—only in scoring!

Product News. High-voltage selenium rectifier columns capable of delivering up to 1 million volts are now in production at International Rectifier Corp. (233 Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif.). These new devices feature cartridge- or stud-type construction with unique integral cooling fins; current ratings range from 40 to 400 ma., depending on type.

Germanium switching tunnel diodes with a switching time of less than five picoseconds are currently being supplied by General Electric’s Semiconductor Products Dept. (Electronics Park, Syracuse, N.Y.). A picosecond, incidentally, is one-trillionth of a second, a thousandth

(Continued on page 102)
A NEW USE for Citizens Band radio which should gladden the hearts of both the FCC and late-arriving air travelers has been instituted by American Airlines at New York's LaGuardia Field. American's decision to turn to CB was prompted by an ICC regulation demanding that a flight be held up until all passengers who purchase tickets at the airport are loaded aboard.

It seems as if such a regulation would be simple enough to adhere to, but there is often as much as a five-minute walk from ticket counter to plane, and frequently a plane would be "buttoned up" and all set to take off before a late arrival reached it. To save time that would otherwise be lost in "unbuttoning" planes, and to insure greater "on-time" departures, American has purchased Lafayette CB units, one base station transceiver and several hand-held portables.

Now the ticket agent inside the terminal can keep in touch with the flight dispatcher, who holds the plane until all passengers are on board. Thus, CB has provided a perfect and inexpensive solution to an annoying problem.

License Application Fee. The FCC has proposed charging a filing fee of $10.00 for CB license applications. The Commission did not single out the Citizens Radio Service for this "honor"—hams will pay $5.00, and TV broadcasters up to $250.00, if it goes through.

In fairness to the general taxpayer who bears the burden of supporting the FCC and other Federal agencies, the government has adopted a policy that the recipient of special benefits conveyed by any Federal agency should pay a reasonable fee. The amounts involved here were not picked out of an FCC commissioner's hat but were arrived at after consideration of the costs involved and the value to the license holder.

The FCC is now processing over 40,000 applications for special and safety radio services (including CB and amateur radio), not counting those for broadcasting and common carrier services. With the added cash in the till, the Commission will be able to cope with its financial and work load problems, and at the same time speed up and improve the service on CB and other licenses.

REACT! That's the word formed from the initial letters in the Radio Emergency Associated Citizens Teams, a pro-

(Continued on page 94)
DEUTSCHE MARK FOR YOUR THOUGHTS

Tourists in the town of Annweiler, West Germany, need have no worries about the language problem. Night or day, rain or shine, Annweiler's multi-lingual "electronic guide" is on the job. Actually a 4-track, tape-playback machine, the guide can be "hired" for one Deutsche Mark (about 25 cents). Recorded on each of its tracks is a commentary on the points of interest in the town and surrounding area. And each of the four commentaries is in a different language. After having started the machine by dropping in his Deutsche Mark, a tourist can select the German, French, Dutch, or English version by pressing a button. The unit is manufactured by Vistaphone of West Germany and is said to be in use in several other towns, both in Germany and France.

—Hans F. Kutschbach

FINGERTIP BULBS LIGHT SPACE

A sparkling new feature of the space suit finery worn by Astronaut John H. Glenn, Jr., during his orbital flight was a set of miniature fingertip lights. The vital experience obtained during the sub-orbital flights of Astronauts Alan B. Shepard and Virgil Grissom indicated a need for such lights to read instruments and charts. Four bulbs, each $\frac{1}{2}$" long and one-third the diameter of those in a conventional flashlight, were added to the glove tips of the index and middle finger of each hand by space suit designers at the B. F. Goodrich plant in Akron, Ohio. Powered by two small batteries attached to the back of each glove, the bulbs produce 5-candlepower light beams directed through fixed-focus lenses in the bulb ends. In photo at left, Astronaut Glenn grins as space technicians check out the fingertip lights prior to the big shoot.
The NEW “universal” transistors now on the market are a boon both to radio servicemen and experimenters. Sylvania’s “Big 9” kit, for example, contains five audio and four r.f. transistors which, together, replace over 300 standard entertainment types. This means that, with a very small inventory of transistors, it’s possible to substitute for almost any unit suspected to be defective, and to build many different kinds of experimental circuits.

The handy substitution box described here incorporates the five audio transistors (which may be purchased individually) from the Sylvania kit. Not being suitable for an application of this kind, the r.f. units were not used.

The audio transistors were wired to a standard rotary switch so that any one of them might be selected to appear across the “E,” “B,” and “C” binding posts of the box. An auxiliary transistor socket, also wired to the switch, allows the selection of any transistor plugged into it.

If you use the five Sylvania transistors employed by the author, you’ll be able to
substitute for 33 npn types and 178 pnp's. Check with your local parts dealer for a complete list of possible substitutions. He'll also be able to tell you about the universal transistors available from other manufacturers.

Construction. A 4 1/4" x 2 1/4" x 1 1/2" aluminum utility box is just the right size to house all of the components comfortably. Binding posts J1, J2, and J3, the transistor socket, and switch S1 are mounted on the front panel. Transistors Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are supported, inside the box, by their own leads. Power transistor Q5 is installed on top of the box, which acts as a heat sink.

When mounting Q5, be sure that the holes for its base and emitter pins are large enough to prevent possible shorts. The case of Q5 is at collector potential and should therefore be insulated from the box. (The author used a mica spacer between the case and the box, and a couple of insulating washers under the mounting nuts; a standard power-transistor mounting kit will also do the job.) Place a solder lug under one of the mounting nuts to serve as the collector terminal.

The wiring is quite simple and needs little comment. Connect the arm of one pole of the switch to the "B" binding post (J3); connect the arm of the other to the "E" binding post (J1). Now wire the base and emitter leads of the transistors (Continued on page 101).
ONE OF the primary values of the amateur radio hobby is the service that it can render to the community. Here are just a few “assist” items in the recent record of the ham fraternity. We hope they will encourage you to look for ways in which you can serve too.

1961 Edison Award. A ham radio operator who has voluntarily taught Morse code and electronics to more than 2800 people recently received the General Electric Company’s 1961 Edison Radio Amateur Award for public service. He is William G. Welsh, W1SAD-6, of Burbank, Calif., and is the tenth winner of this well-known trophy. It was presented to him, together with a $500 cash prize, at a banquet held early this spring in Washington, D. C.

Now employed as an engineering writer by Librascope, Inc., a Glendale, Calif., electronics firm, Bill devoted 20 to 30 spare-time hours every week to teaching radio during the past ten years. He worked out a course which includes eight 1800-foot code practice tapes as well as text material. In addition, he prepared a 70-page instructor’s handbook to help others teach radio, and has made copies of his tapes available, free of charge, to study groups in nearly every state in the U. S. and at least a dozen foreign countries.

Bill lived in Cambridge, Mass., before moving to California last winter (he worked for the Raytheon Corporation in Waltham, Mass., in a similar capacity), and he taught radio classes at various locations in the Boston area. The proceeds from one course, the only one for which he was ever paid, were used to buy duplicating equipment and other materials to extend his teaching work.

In his zeal for helping prospective hams “get on the air,” Bill obtained a commission as a notary public so that he could speed up the processing of FCC application forms. And, by arrangement with the Boston office of the FCC, he has even held special license examination sessions.

Bill’s wife, Marie, holds ham call letters W1COL/6, and often assists her husband with his teaching work. Since their oldest son Richard (12) is also a licensed ham (KN1SAR/6), the Welsh family is well represented in the amateur radio field.

At the same time Bill received his trophy, special citations went to Robert T. Herndon, W5URW, Eugene M. Link, W0IA, and George L. Thurston, W4MLE. Bob provided emergency communications after Hurricane Carla; Gene handled over 9000 reports for the Denver Weather Bureau; and George organized emergency communications in Florida.

Field Day. Over the years, amateur radio has established a wonderful record in providing emergency communications...
during disasters of all types. One of the latest examples is the excellent job done by hams last September during Hurricane Carla, which spread death and destruction over thousands of square miles of Texas. (In the stricken Port Lavaca area, Edison citation winner W5URW and his fellow hams furnished 90% of all the communications for two days.)

Most ham clubs are now deep in preparation for the 24-hour "Field Day," which is scheduled for Saturday, June 23, and Sunday, June 24. Starting on that Saturday afternoon, club members will operate portable, emergency-powered ham stations set up in tents, trailers, and sheds located in such places as parks and farmers' fields. They'll try to establish radio communications with as many other hams as possible.

What does Field Day have to do with emergency communications? Well, Field Day is both an acid test and a dramatic demonstration of the willingness and ability of all hams—not just a few—to furnish emergency communications when needed. Are you helping your club with its Field Day preparations?

Girlstown, USA. Through the help of the Terry County (Brownfield, Texas) Amateur Radio Club members, Girlstown, USA, near Whiteface, Texas, recently acquired seven YL Novice operators. Here's the story.

Girlstown, USA, is the home of 32 girls (up to 17 years old) who have lost their parents. A recent winter ice storm cut off all their electric power, leaving them without heat or light, and there was no telephone on which to call for help. So the members of the Terry County club decided that Girlstown needed ham radio.

Starting last March, representatives of the club made the 26-mile trip from Brownfield to Girlstown every Friday evening, and often on Sundays, to teach code and theory to interested girls and staff members. Result: seven of the girls obtained Novice licenses. (See photograph at left.)

The Girlstown operators work 80 and 40 meters and are open for schedules. They use a Hammarlund HQ-180 receiver and a Heathkit DX-60 transmitter, which the Terry County club purchased for them (the club members are still paying for the equipment, incidentally). Code and theory classes are still being

Bob Roth, WV2QAE, 11 Chesley Road, White Plains, N.Y., sent in this month's winning photo. Bob operates exclusively on 21,195 kc. and has made more than 500 contacts (39 of them DX) with his Globe Chief De luxe transmitter and National receiver. A 3-element beam antenna does the radiating.

Bob will receive a 1-year free subscription to P.E. for his photo. If you'd like to try for a similar award, send us a picture of your station—preferably with you at the controls, and include some information about yourself, your equipment, and your activities. Maybe you'll be one of the lucky winners. Entries should be sent to Herb S. Brier, c/o POPULAR ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 678, Gary, Indiana.
held at Girlstown, and at least four of the girls and several staff women are well on their way towards General Class licenses.

Having only 23 members, the Terry County Amateur Radio Club is not large—but it gets things done. Some of the most active of the group are: E. C. Pool, W5NFO; Dave, K5LFI; Glen, W5JMS; Bill, K5JST; Don, K5LFJ; Curtis, W5DRJ; Bill, K5CWL; Ralph, WN5KZW; Don, K5BDX; and several XYL's. (You may be interested to know that your Amateur Radio Editor has mailed a small check to Dave Nicholson, K5LFI, P.O. Box 809, Brownfield, Texas, with a request to be made an honorary member of this fine club.)

CONTROL FOR LOW-POWER STATIONS

One of the oddities of ham radio is that the operators of low-power stations often have to flip a handful of switches to change from "transmit" to "receive," while the more complicated, high-power stations are usually controlled by a single switch. Fortunately, a convenient and safe control system is easy to install. The one described here is suitable for power levels up to a few hundred watts. It provides one-switch changeover and, as an extra bonus, gives you master power switches for your transmitter and receiver, and for their accessories.

The Circuit. Switch $S_1$ is the "send-receive" switch. Pole "A" of $S_1$ connects the antenna to the transmitter or to the receiver in positions 1 or 2, respectively. In position 3, the antenna is disconnected entirely (for tuning purposes). If you have a balanced antenna, you'll need a 5-pole, 3-position switch instead of the 4-pole version illustrated; the extra pole will be needed to switch the other half of the antenna line.

Generally speaking, the leads from pole "B" of $S_1$ are wired in parallel with the transmitter's send/receive switch, those from pole "C" with the receiver's. Check your transmitter and receiver wiring diagrams, though, before making the connections. Be sure that the transmitter will be activated in positions 1 and 3 of pole "B" and that the receiver will be activated in positions 2 and 3 of pole "C."

Pole "D" of $S_1$ supplies normal screen voltage to the transmitter final output tube in position 1. But in positions 2 and 3, the voltage is removed and the screen terminal is grounded. This permits tuning the transmitter oscillator or spotting the transmitter frequency on the receiver dial without using the final.

The leads from pole "D" are connected in series with the wire supplying voltage to the screen of the output tube. The "hot" end of the severed wire should be attached to lead "A" of pole "D" (see schematic on next page); the "screen" end is attached to lead "B."

If your transmitter already has a "tune" switch, it may be possible to wire leads "A" and "B" in parallel with it, accomplishing the same result. Check the transmitter schematic first, though, before wiring.

Switch $S_2$ controls the line voltage to sockets $J_4$ and $J_5$. One of these sockets

---

**PARTS LIST**

- **1**, **12**—NE-51 neon lamp
- **J1** Or **J2**, **J3**—Chassis-type coaxial connector (Amphenol 83-1R or equivalent)
- **J4**, **J5**, **J6**, **J7**—Chassis-type line receptacle (Amphenol 01-P or equivalent)
- **R1**, **R2**—20,000-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor (in pilot light assembly)
- **S1**—Steatite-insulated, non-shorting rotary switch; at least 4 poles, 3 positions—see text
- **S2**, **S3**—D.p.t.t. toggle switch
- **2**—Pilot light assemblies (for 11 and 12) with built-in 20,000-ohm current-limiting resistors (Dialco Series 93408X or equivalent)
- **1**—6" x 5" x 4" aluminum utility box (Bud CU-2107-A or equivalent)
- **Misc**—Line cord and plug, cable for connections to receiver and transmitter, grommets, etc.
powers the receiver, the other a Q-multiplier or other receiver accessory. Similarly, switch S3 controls power to sockets J6 and J7, into which the transmitter, keying monitor, modulator, etc., are plugged. Neon pilot bulbs I1 and I2 indicate when the sockets are energized. Although only two sockets are shown on each switch, additional ones may be added as desired.

**Construction and Use.** All the components fit neatly into a 6" x 5" x 4" aluminum utility box as shown in the photograph. Neither the parts locations nor the wiring is critical. When the unit is complete, ground it to both the transmitter and receiver chassis.

Connect the receiver and transmitter antenna terminals, and the antenna, to jacks J1, J2, and J3, respectively. Next, plug the receiver and its accessories into jacks J4 and J5, and the transmitter and its accessories into jacks J6 and J7. Insert the control unit's own plug into a convenient wall socket.

Flip on S2 to supply power to your receiving apparatus, S3 to power your transmitting apparatus. Then switch on all your equipment as you normally would. Turn S1 to position 1 to transmit, position 2 to receive, and position 3 to tune.

(Continued on page 107)
SHORT-WAVE STATIONS OF GUATEMALA

IN PLACE OF the usual lead story this month, we are going to give you a complete and up-to-date listing of short-wave stations in Guatemala. This list was compiled by Jack Perolo (PY2PE1C), Sao Paulo, Brazil, who visited some of the stations while en route from the United States to his home. The number, in each case, indicates the frequency in kilocycles.


4685 R. Victoria. See next item.

4900 TGLAB, R. Victoria, 2a Av. 14, Masatenango Such. Reportedly on the air with 20 kw., but not heard in Guatemala City despite a clear channel. Station with similar slogan noted on 4685 kc. several months ago.

5952.5 TGNA, R. Cultural, Apartado Postal 601, Guatemala City. Strong signal, 5 kw. All-Spanish religious programs. On the air to as late as 2300.

5970 TGLA, R. Victoria. (See 4900-kc. listing.) Reportedly on the air with 500 watts, but only station heard is one in Santo Domingo, D. R.

5980 TGAR, R. Quetzal, 12-Av. 26-27, Zona 5, Guatemala City. A 1-kw. station, running to 2300 or later, with marimba music and commercials.

5990 TGJA, R. Nuevo Mundo, 6a Av. 10-45, Zona 1, Guatemala City. A 3-kw. station. Very strong signal. Usual s/off time around 0100.

6000 TGTA, R. Sonora, 5a Av. 16-38, Zona 1, Guatemala City. Off the air since 1959. New Collins 1-kw. xmtr now being installed. Expected to be in operation shortly with schedule of 0700-0000.

6020 TGDA, La Voz del Occidente, Quetzaltenango. A 1-kw. outlet with all-Spanish programming and many commercials, ID every 15 minutes.

6030 TGTQ, R. Internacional, 12 C.5-62, Zona 1, Guatemala City. A 7-kw. station scheduled for 0730-0100, all-Spanish. World news bulletin given at 2330.

6040 TGCO, La Voz del Tropico, Coatepeque, Quez. Reported running 500 watts, but not heard. Channel occupied by a Colombian station.

6050 TGXB, R. Centro Musical, 5a C. 026, Zona 1, Guatemala City. Now on the air with 5 kw. at 0700-0000. Reports welcomed.

Larry Marshall, of Devils Lake, N.D., is also known as WPEOBNX. The equipment in Larry's monitoring shack (at right) includes a Hallicrafters S-108 receiver, a Q-multiplier, and a tape recorder.
6060 R. Landivar, 4a Avenida 14, Quezaltenango. Not on the air. Attempts to obtain information fruitless.

6060 TGXX, R. Ciro's, 8a. C. 2-28, Guatemala City. Expected to be on the air in May with 1500 watts and a schedule of 0600-0100.

6070 TGPA, R. Palmeras. Escuintla. Said to be on the air, but channel is occupied by unidentified station, possibly Ecuadorian.

6080 TGGB, R. Colonial. Antigua Guatemala. Listed with 250 watts. Not on the air; channel being used by a Colombian station.

6100 TGOA, La Voz de las Americas, 2a Av. 13-39, Zona 1, Guatemala City. Off the air in April, 1961, due to heavy QRM. Testing on 6295 kc. but unable to get authorization to broadcast. Authorization requested for operation on 25 meters (daytime) and 60 meters (night-time) with 500 watts at 0600-0100.

6110 TGQA, R. Nacional. (See 6177- and 11,700-kc. listings.) Power, 1 kw. Not heard at present.

6140 TGHC, R. Universal, 7a Av. 9-34, Ap. 403, Guatemala City. On the air at 0700-0100 with 500 watts (1 kw. from June, 1962). Reports well kept and welcomed.

6150 TGAZ, R. Continental, 13 C. 12-26, Zona 1, Guatemala City. Rated at 500 watts. Commercials and Latin American pop tunes, with all-Spanish programming.

6160 TGZA, R. Club, 4a Av. 12-74, Zona 1, Guatemala City. On the air from June, 1957, to November, 1961. Presently being moved outside of city; should return to air shortly with a schedule of 0700-0500 and dual outlet on 3555 kc. Verification by letter and pennant.

6177 TGWB, R. Nacional, C. 18 Sept. 7a Av., Guatemala City. Recent move downward made to avoid QRM from Colombian station. Power, 1 kw. Said to be able to substitute for 6110-kc. outlet from Quezaltenango now off the air.

The listing of Guatemalan short-wave stations will be concluded next month. In the meantime, you might like to try to check out some of the above items.

(Continued on page 109)

The BIG news as this issue goes to press is the successful launch and orbit of Lt. Col. John H. Glenn. Short-wave listeners knew for some time that 90% of the two-way voice communications between the capsule, "Friendship 7," and the extensive network girdling the earth would take place on the short-wave bands. As soon as the launch was announced, most SWL's started a frantic search for the right frequencies.

The first—and probably the most important—channel to be spotted by DX'ers in North America was 15.016 mc. If you tuned this frequency, you could hear Cape Com, Bermuda Com, Guaymas (Mexico), Corpus Christi, and many other stations. Reports received here differ as to whether the capsule was also transmitting on or very near this frequency. It seems likely that it was, but we will await your verification of these reports.

On the other side of the earth, DX'ers claimed hearing the Project Mercury Network stations on about 7.575 and 10.61 mc. And if you tuned higher than the Cape Com channel on 15.016 mc., the various ships at sea standing by for the recovery operation could be heard. Newscasters were intercepted on SSB near 15.70 mc.

All in all, it was an exciting morning, and one that SWL's probably enjoyed more than TV viewers. —Hank Bennett

At the Bermuda Com site, the 15-mc. beam is mounted above 4 helix antennas used for VHF telemetry reception.
Two simple operations can bring almost any 78-rpm phonograph down to today's 33 1/3-rpm speed. Having chalk-marked the turntable (right), you then file the motor shaft (below) until the chalk mark revolves exactly 33 1/3 times a minute.

OLD PLAYER, NEW SPEED
How to convert your 78-rpm phono for LP's

By GLEN F. STILLWELL

Occasionally, you'll run into an old phonograph—perhaps a portable radio-phono combination—that has an acceptable tone, a heavy-duty motor, a well-balanced turntable, and even a satisfactory amplifier. The catch? The unit will play only old-fashioned 78-rpm records!

If converted to play today's 33 1/3-rpm records, however, such an old player can bring hours of pleasure to young and old. Fortunately, its speed can easily be reduced to a satisfactory 33 1/3 rpm at negligible cost by either replacing the motor shaft bushing or reducing the size of the original shaft. The only other things you'll have to do to play 33 1/3-rpm discs are install a "long-play" (i.e., microgroove) needle and reduce the stylus pressure accordingly.

The first step in the conversion is to establish a method for checking the speed. To do this, you can simply chalk-mark the turntable and count the number of revolutions per minute as you make the alterations (see photo above). Or, if you prefer, you can purchase a standard strobe disc from almost any electronics parts distributor.

If a motor shaft bushing of the proper size for playing 33 1/3-rpm records can't be found, then the size of the shaft itself can be reduced by holding a fine file against it when it is revolving (see photo at left). This "filing" must be done very carefully, or an out-of-round shaft will be the result.

Holding the file rigidly, press it lightly against the shaft while the motor is running. Check the turntable speed frequently, because the exact speed will "come up" quickly after it reaches a point close to that required.

If necessary, the turntable surface can be refiled or covered with velvet for a more presentable appearance.
"HEY, Jer," Carl called as he came swinging through the door of the Parvoo University residence hall room he shared with his home-town pal, Jerry Bishop, "guess what I just heard down..."

He stopped in mid-sentence at the sight of the intriguing array of equipment spread out on the desk in front of Jerry. This included a VTVM, a bell transformer, some pilot-light bulbs, a multi-cell flashlight with the lens removed and two wires leading from an adapter screwed into the bulb socket, plus several tiny objects that looked like elongated clear glass beads with gold-colored wires protruding from opposite ends.

"What are you up to behind my back?" Carl demanded accusingly.

"Not a thing, but while you were shooting the breeze up and down the halls I've been experimenting with these developmental General Electric subminiature silicon pnpn light-activated switches," Jerry retorted. "Two of them are Type ZJ235A; the other two, Type ZJ235B. I conned a lab Prof into the loan of them."

"What are they? Come to think of it, where are they?"

"Right here," Jerry replied, poking the little glass beads, each of which was about three tenths of an inch long and one eighth inch in diameter, with a forefinger. "You know how a silicon controlled rectifier works. In spite of voltage applied across it, it passes no appreciable current in either direction until a signal voltage is applied to the gate lead; then it conducts heavily in the forward direction like an ordinary silicon rectifier, even after the signal voltage is removed from the gate. When the applied voltage is removed, the rectifier lapses again into its non-conducting state. These switches work the same way except that light, instead of a gate signal voltage, triggers them into conduction. Both devices are solid-state kissing cousins of vacuum tube thyratrons."

"Let me show you," Jerry offered. "See: I have a pilot lamp and a ZJ235A connected in series across the secondary of this bell transformer whose primary is plugged into the a.c. line. Watch what happens when I shine this penlight on the little rectifier."

When the cone of light struck the semiconductor, the lamp bulb glowed at about half its normal brilliance. When the penlight was shut off, the light bulb went out.

"Current flows through the bulb only during the half of the a.c. cycle being rectified," Jerry explained. "Remember, this 'switch' passes current only in one direction even when 'closed' by the presence of light. Now I'll parallel the ZJ235A with another unit that's reversed so it will pass the other half of the cycle during the presence of light."

He did so and demonstrated that when the light beam shone on either switch,
the lamp glowed dully as before; but when the beam covered both silicon units simultaneously, the lamp glowed brightly.

The VTVM, with the meter pointer adjusted to rest at center scale with no applied voltage, was then connected across the lamp. Rectified d.c. voltage across the bulb made the pointer swing right or left according to which switch was illuminated; but when both switches were receiving the light, the a.c. voltage present across the bulb left the meter pointer quivering in the center.

One of the light-activated switches was removed, and a relay was substituted for the bulb. Now light shining on the switch would cause the relay contacts to close; however, the relay hummed and chattered until Jerry connected an ordinary silicon diode across the relay coil. This quieted the relay completely.

"That diode is connected so that its polarity presents a very high reverse resistance to the d.c. pulses delivered by the semiconductor switch," Jerry continued; "but it has a very low forward resistance to the e.m.f. produced by the collapsing field of the armature coil between pulses. The result is that current flows through the relay coil at all times. During the pulse, current flows from the power supply through the coil. Between pulses, self-induced current of the coil flows through the diode. The continuous current gives the relay no opportunity to chatter."

"Wouldn't a big capacitor connected across the coil accomplish the same thing by feeding stored current through the coil between pulses?" Carl wanted to know.

"Yes, but that arrangement has two drawbacks. First, the presence of the capacitor would slow down the pull-in and drop-out time of the relay. Second, the light-activated switch would be working into a capacitive load instead of the resistive or inductive loads for which it is rated. The d.c. voltage stored in the capacitor would appear in series with the a.c. voltage applied and would substantially reduce the r.m.s. voltage that can safely be applied to the switch without exceeding peak voltage ratings. But let's see how the educated speck of silicon acts on d.c."

Jerry connected one of the ZJ235A's in series with a lamp bulb across the leads coming from the batteries in the big flashlight. When the flashlight switch was closed, nothing happened; but when the penlight beam struck the semiconductor switch, the bulb glowed brightly. Its light continued undiminished after the penlight was shut off. But when the switch on the flashlight was opened, the bulb went out and refused to light again even when this switch was closed until light from the penlight once more "closed" the pnpn switch.

"On d.c. that thing acts like a latching relay," Carl observed. "Once it starts conducting, you have to remove the power
to make it stop. How much light is required to trip it?"

"Between 80 and 500 footcandles, with 125 footcandles being a typical value. And in some applications the ZJ235D, which is rated at 400 peak volts, will handle 160 watts. Unlike ordinary photocells, it needs no amplifiers to control considerable power. For example, it can operate heavy-duty relays directly. At the same time, its tiny size permits it to be mounted behind a small hole in a meter face so that the shadow of the pointer cutting off light shining onto the unit through that hole could operate it. Since the input is light, the input and output circuits are entirely separate from each other . . .

"What were you going to say before we got started on all this?" Jerry finally asked.

"Oh, I was going to tell you that Jodi, the nice YL kid from Florida we met when we were tunnel-stomping a couple of months ago, has a date tonight with that big ox, Bruce, down the hall. How he talked her into it I'll never know, unless he used some of that hypnotism of his. Anyway, he was telling a gang in his room how he plans to park with her at The Wall tonight under the pretext of showing her an imaginary satellite about which he is supposed to have some inside info. It makes my blood boil to think of his using a cheap trick like that on our—I mean on Jodi. Anyway, we still owe him one for making you look silly with that post-hypnotic-suggestion bit."

"Yes-s-s-s-s, that we do," Jerry said thoughtfully as he rolled one of the little light-activated switches between a thumb and forefinger; "and this may be the time to pay off. Doesn't he have classes all afternoon?"

"Yes, but what have you got in mind?"

"Come on down to the parking lot for a look at his car and I'll show you. Just let me collect a few things first."

The parking lot was just across the street from the H-3 Residence Hall. Bruce's car was not locked, and Jerry quickly set to work. First he disconnected the battery. Then he removed the wire going from the fuse block to the door-operated switches for the dome light of the car. A wire was run from the hot side of the fuse block through one of the light-activated switches and directly to the dome light bulb. The threads of the screw-on glass cover of the dome light were coated with Duco cement and the cover was screwed into place.

The light-activated switch was mounted in a small cardboard tube so that light gathered by a small lens in the end of the tube focused on the light-sensitive silicon area. This tube was mounted underneath the car at the rear with the lens pointing backward. A little paper cap was slipped over the lens, and the battery was reconnected. Now, opening the doors did not cause the dome light to come on, but removing the cap from the end of the cardboard tube did. Naturally, once the switch was triggered "closed" by the daylight, there was no way to turn the dome light off except to disconnect the battery. Pulling the bypassed dome light fuse or working the bypassed dome light switch had no effect whatever.

The battery was disconnected again while the lens cap was replaced. One end of a short length of string was cemented to the lens cap and the other end was cemented to the concrete beneath the car. Finally, the battery cable was replaced.

"When the sun sets," Jerry explained, "there won't be enough incident light to trigger the switch, even with the aid of the light-gathering lens. It will be almost dark when Bruce drives off for his date; so the automatic removal of the lens cap at that time will not trigger the switch."

"Won't he think it funny that the
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dome light doesn't come on when he opens the doors?"

"He'll just think the bulb burned out and won't bother to replace it. After all, light in that car is not exactly what he wants tonight!"

Carl and Jerry never waited more impatiently for the start of a date of their own than they waited to see Bruce waddle out to his car about eight o'clock. Both heaved a sigh of relief as he drove away from the parking stall with the dome light still dark.

"So far so good," Carl remarked. "According to Bruce's announced plan, he intends to drive around for a couple of hours while he exposes Jodi to 'the full force of his winning personality' and sells her on the satellite story. That means he should be parking at The Wall about 10:00. What say we study for an hour or so and then amble over that way?"

This they did, but judging from the frequent glances at their watches, it's doubtful either of them got much out of the studying. At 9:30 they took the powerful flashlight and strolled over to the field across the road from The Wall.

It was a beautiful warm spring night, and the boys lay on their backs on the grass and studied the stars sparkling overhead. They became so engrossed in identifying the great rectangle of departing Orion, the sickle of Leo, and the parallel lines of Gemini, that they were astonished to see it was 10:30 when a car drove slowly down the road and joined several others parked at widely separated points along The Wall.

"That's Bruce's car," Carl muttered as the tail-lamps flickered out. "It was thoughtful of him to park so that the rear of the car is aimed our way. How close do we have to be to trigger the switch with this flashlight?"

"Well, the flashlight puts a lot of candlepower into a very small spot, and the lens in front of the ZJ235A increases the effectiveness of the light many times, but let's Indian-crawl a little closer to be sure. See if you can hit the lens with the first beam of light."

When they were within fifty yards of the car, Carl took careful aim with the long barrel of the flashlight and pushed the switch. Instantly the interior of the car was bathed with light from the dome lamp. Jodi could be seen peering expectantly up through the windshield at the silhouette of the water tower on the hill in front of the car. She obviously had bought the satellite story.

Bruce's fat hand reached up and worked the dome light switch, casually at first and then vigorously, with growing exasperation. He opened his door and punched the little push-button switch on the door jamb repeatedly. Then he heaved himself out of the car and went around to the door on Jodi's side and did the same thing, but the light kept right on burning. By this time his plight had attracted the amused attention of couples in the other cars.

"That your sparkling light, Bruce?" a voice called.

"Smart girl, that one," a feminine voice observed. "She knows better than to be alone with you in the dark."

"Drop dead, you jokers," Bruce snarled from where he lay on his back beneath the steering column reaching up for the fuses mounted on the rear of the fire-wall. But pulling the dome light fuse had no effect. Carl and Jerry could hardly restrain their laughter as they watched him wrenching vainly at the cemented dome light cover.

"Hey, Bruce, your little see-the-satellite scheme isn't doing so good, is it?" a voice drawled from the darkness.

That did it. Carl and Jerry could see Jodi talking fast and angrily. Then they watched Bruce switch on the headlights,
back out into the road, and drive away with the interior of the car still brightly lighted.

WANTING to see the finale of their efforts, Carl and Jerry took a short cut to X-Hall where Jodi lived and concealed themselves in some shadows near the door. Almost immediately Bruce’s car came down the street, and it had scarcely stopped rolling when Jodi popped out of her door and slammed it hard behind her.

“All I’ve got to say to you,” she said indignantly in her rich Southern accent, “is that I’ve never been so embarrassed in my whole life. Don’t ever ask me to go out with you again. And if I were you, I’d change schools. An EE who can’t turn off a little old lamp bulb is going to make a pretty sorry engineer!”

“Wow! That’s telling him!” Jerry chuckled as Bruce slammed the car into gear and drove away with an angry screeching of tires. “Steamed as he is, he undoubtedly will disconnect the battery tonight and plan on looking the car over good tomorrow; so as soon as he leaves the car, we’ll remove the ZJ235A, wash off the Duco with a little acetone, and restore the wiring to its original condition. Tomorrow, when he finds everything working normally, he’ll think he’s flippin’ his wig. And I’ll bet Jodi will really appreciate our looking out for her when we tell her about it.”

Carl gave his pal a quizzical look. “Jerk,” he said slowly, “nobody makes better sense when he talks about electronics than you do; but this one time you’d better listen to me. Let’s not say a thing to Jodi about this. If there’s one thing a girl can’t stand, it’s having someone think she isn’t capable of handling the curliest wolf that ever trottled down the path. If she learned we were protecting her without being asked, she’d be as mad at us as she is at Bruce.”

Jerry’s round face puckered into a thoughtful frown in the moonlight and then smoothed out into a cheerful grin. “Could well be you’re right,” he acknowledged, “but suppose on the way back to the parking lot you tell me where you learn these interesting things about how girls think!”

---
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On the Citizens Band
(Continued from page 77)

gram sponsored and supported by The Hallicrafters Co., a leading manufacturer of communications equipment. The program is a federation of volunteer CB radio operators, and the national headquarters of the organization is in Chicago. REACT has two primary objectives: (1) to provide a 'round-the-clock radio communications system effectively supplementing police, fire, ambulance, hospital and CD efforts, and (2) to promote correct and efficient use of CB radio.

Membership in REACT is free, and each participant receives a metalized, weatherproof sticker for his automobile, a membership card, and periodic bulletins from REACT headquarters. Under the program, a monitor station will be in operation 24 hours a day in each city and town to relay messages to the proper authorities, either from other REACT members or from any CB operator who has an emergency message.

Further details can be obtained from REACT, National Headquarters, 4401 W. Fifth Ave., Chicago 24, Ill.

Tech Notes. We've had some letters from CB'ers who seem to be rather confused about the meanings behind "S" units and "db above S-9." Let's see if we can straighten a few things out.

In the first place, an S-unit is a completely arbitrary designation. For example, take the definition of "S-9"—"a very strong signal." Throughout the years, receiver manufacturers have tried to standardize the S-unit, but so far they have been unsuccessful. A fairly widespread value for an S-9 signal is 50 microvolts of received signal at a receiver's antenna terminal. However, since the vast majority of CB'ers do not possess a signal generator capable of delivering exactly 50 microvolts to the transceiver's antenna fitting, this value is meaningless for CB'ers, and "a very strong signal" is probably the most acceptable definition.

One thing upon which there is universal agreement is that each S-unit is equal to a 6-db increase in received or transmitted power. A 6-db signal increase in transmitting power is equal to stepping up the power at the transmitting antenna about four times. Since transmitter design now gives almost maximum efficiency, this means that the power input must be increased to 20 watts. But what is one S-unit at the receiver end? Nothing much when you start to compare S-2 signals to S-3 signals. So power increase at the transmitter is not the answer.

A sure way to get a rig's S-meter pinning at the high end is to (1) put the antenna system in tip-top order, and (2) tune up the receiver for optimum sensitivity. From time to time, in this column, we will give hints on signal boosting at the receiver end that will make your S-meter read in double figures. For a starter, look up the snappy Q-multiplier construction article in the March 1961 issue of P.E.—it's a real "nit picker."

Is Self-Policing the Answer? Many CB clubs throughout the nation are advocating that several channels be kept clear for business users of the CB frequencies. Non-essential contacts and discussions would be held on other specifically "allocated" channels. Trial runs of this "program" have been partially successful and are now being evaluated in Washington. Enforcement is the big question; without it, the program fails. Rumor has it—at this writing—that the FCC may take some action.

Club Notes. The Saginaw Valley CB Association, Saginaw, Mich., has the necessary equipment for fully checking out CB transmitters (contact Kenneth...
Young, 1417 Passolt St., Saginaw, Mich.). They also have been quite active in local Civil Defense. The Roundtable CB Club (23625 Clifford Drive, North Olmstead, Ohio) has been publishing an excellent bulletin. It contains well-written items of interest to all members, and includes—believe it or not—a recipe column. The Montgomery County (Pa.) Jr. CD Organization is a Citizens Band club with a definite purpose, and it is made up of trained first-aid people. It boasts 18 members, five mobile units, and four walkie-talkies. If you're in Montgomery County, contact the club president, Albert S. Sergio, 9 S. Chestnut St., Ambler, Pa. The Central Arkansas Citizens Band Radio Club (P. O. Box 534, Little Rock) has been collecting money for a transceiver to be installed in the local police headquarters; a distributor in the area has donated an antenna. The club's CD activities are tied in closely with those of the police department.

In future issues we plan to highlight a CB club each month. If you'd like to have your club represented, send us full details on how and when it was formed; its membership, goals and projects. We'll personally acknowledge all club notices.

The Sun Jenny
(Continued from page 60)

to which the blue lead of T1 is wired and attach a solder lug to the free end. Finally, complete the soldering of all the connections and you're finished with the wiring.

The final step in the construction is to mount the circuit in a plastic box. The author used a box measuring 3½" x 2½" x 1" but, if you'd like more "elbow room," you can use a larger size. Drill ¼" mounting holes for jacks J1 and J2 and a small screw hole for binding post J3. You'll find it easier to make holes in the plastic if you support the back of the surface to be drilled with a block of scrap wood.

Now mount jacks J1 and J2 and binding post J3 in their holes. The solder lug on the end of the 4" piece of wire
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last installed should be fastened under J3's mounting screw. Pop the circuit board inside the box, close the latter, and you're ready to use the Sun Jenny.

Operation. The unit should be placed so that the photocell is illuminated by daylight or by a 40-watt bulb about two feet away. Plug a key into J1 and a crystal earphone into J2 and start sending—that's all there is to it.

For wireless operation, connect a 3- to 5-foot length of insulated wire to binding post J3 and drape it around the cabinet of any broadcast-band receiver. Close the key and slowly tune the receiver across the band starting from the 550-kc. end. You should hear the "peep" somewhere between 550 and 700 kc. If a local broadcast station is interfering with reception, don't worry. You'll also be able to pick up harmonics at about 900, 1200, and 1500 kc.

The crystal earphone, incidentally, could be shorted out for wireless operation. However, in the author's case at least, the presence of the earphone in the circuit seemed to "perk up" the signal.

The Imp Sleuth (Continued from page 66)

then be read directly from the scale.

The bridge can also be used to measure the impedance of output transformers designed to match speakers in the range of 0 to 25 ohms. For example, you may have an output transformer of unknown primary impedance which you want to use with an 8-ohm speaker. To find its impedance, connect jacks J1 and J2 of the "Imp Sleuth" to the secondary (speaker side) of the transformer, and a resistor of some known value across its primary.

If the impedance read on the bridge is less than 8 ohms, the primary impedance is greater than the value of the resistor, and vice versa. Given two or three tries, you should be able to find a resistor which will indicate approximately 8 ohms on the "Imp Sleuth." The value of this resistor is the primary impedance of the transformer.
Must We Have UHF-TV?
(Continued from page 45)

Although all three approaches have their advocates, everybody agrees on one thing: if more new stations—desperately needed in some parts of the country—are to be had, then somehow the FCC must find a way to breathe life back into the UHF corpse.

With that goal in mind, the FCC is deliberating on a compromise program—not even all Commissioners agree on the best approach—and will presumably come to some firm decision in the next few months. Tentatively, the plan involves keeping both the VHF and UHF bands—at least for the time being, and at the same time launching a vigorous program to make the U's more competitive. The main provisions of the plan:

- Take an unequivocal public stand in favor of promoting UHF broadcasting.
- Begin a stern program of de-intermixture, in spite of the vigorous protests which are bound to result. As a matter of fact, the Commission has already tentatively selected eight urban areas* to be switched to all-UHF service.
- Relax some engineering standards now required in the construction of UHF stations. This would allow operators to build and run UHF stations more cheaply than at present.
- Encourage VHF operators to build UHF transmitters and broadcast the same programs on the two channels simultaneously. The idea here is to urge telecasters to build in anticipation of an eventual switch to all-UHF service. (Reserve your channel now, the FCC is saying, and you can have your pick of the desirable low-numbered channels—wait until later, and they may all be gone.)
- Eliminate competitive hearings on new UHF stations. If an applicant meets the minimum standards and there are no other applicants, he gets the license without argument.
- Sponsor a bill in Congress to require that all TV sets shipped in interstate

---

*Montgomery, Ala.; Hartford, Conn.; Champaign, Ill.; Rockford, Ill.; Binghamton, N.Y.; Erie, Pa.; Columbus, S.C.; Madison, Wis.
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Without the bill requiring that sets be built to receive both V and U stations, though, Minow is doubtful about the success of the program. And at the moment—although committees in both houses of Congress have held hearings on the bill—the prospects for its passage do not look too bright.

**LIKELY OUTCOME.** Without such a law, feels Newton Minow, the Commission may ultimately have no alternative but to scrap the VHF band entirely, forcing all operations to the UHF band.

This step, while drastic, could be taken with a minimum of inconvenience to all concerned by careful planning. If the final date for cutting off all V’s were ten years from now, for example, broadcasters could write off their transmitting equipment between now and then, and prepare for UHF operations at the same time. Home viewers, meanwhile, could continue to use their present sets until they wore out, then replace them with sets capable of receiving both kinds of broadcasts.

Although few responsible figures are willing to say it, this is likely to be the outcome. The FCC fumbled the ball in 1952 when it decided that VHF and UHF could coexist comfortably. With the lessons of experience behind it, the Commission is not likely to make the same mistake again.

---

**IS UHF BETTER THAN VHF TV?**

At present, very little information is available from the FCC and the companies conducting the VHF/UHF comparison tests in New York City. However, there is some indication (based on 100 home installations) that VHF telecasts have a slight edge over UHF.

In general, outdoor antennas benefit UHF somewhat more than VHF. Man-made noise seems to be a very small problem on either. Thermal noise is a bit more troublesome on UHF, but improved receiver design can eliminate this drawback. And UHF seems to be just a trifle "ghostier."

In all, some 800 to 1000 test installations are planned, with one out of every 10 using a color TV receiver. Only when all tests have been completed can definite conclusions be drawn from the compiled data, and the fate of UHF decided.

---
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try to keep all wiring associated with capacitor C1 and coil L1 very short.

Coil L1 and transistors Q1 and Q2 are supported only by their own leads. Transistor Q1's base and emitter leads, and all of the leads from Q2, are wired into the circuit by means of a 5-lug, screw-type terminal strip. The lugs on this strip are lettered "V" through "Z" on the pictorial diagram and represented by identically lettered circles on the schematic diagram. All leads to the latter circles are connected to the appropriate terminals on the strip. The leads ending in arrows are fastened under the screw; the plain ones are soldered to the lug.

About the Circuit. The signal from the transmitter is picked up by the monitor's whip antenna (ANT), tuned by L1/C1, and rectified by diode D1. Switch S1, which shorts out part of L1 when closed, acts as a band selector. Passing from D1 to transistor Q1, the signal is amplified and fed to switch S2.

When S2 is in the "Field Strength" position, meter M1 is connected to Q1's output through "Meter Adjust" potentiometer R2. The meter then provides a visual indication of the relative signal strength. With S2 in the "Audio" position, Q1's output is fed to the base of transistor Q2 and further amplified by Q2 and Q3. The output of Q3 is coupled either to the speaker or to a set of headphones plugged into J1.

If a CW signal is being monitored, switch S4 is flipped to the "CW" position. This introduces collector-to-base feedback in Q3, providing a BFO action, and potentiometer R3 acts as a combined volume and "pitch" control. For AM monitoring, S4 is set at "AM," disabling the feedback; in this case, R3 acts only as a volume control.

Power for the unit comes entirely from 6-volt battery B1 and is controlled by "Power" switch S3.

Operation. Turn on "Power" switch S3, extend the antenna, and set "Band-switch" S1 to the desired bands.

If you're going to measure field strength, throw switch S2 to the "Field
Strength" position and rotate "Meter Adjust" potentiometer R2 fully clockwise. Turn on your transmitter and peak capacitor C1 for maximum indication on M1. Should the meter go off scale, turn potentiometer R2 counterclockwise to reduce the reading. The results of any adjustments made on the transmitter can now be readily seen on M1.

To monitor AM or CW, set S2 to the "Audio" position and turn S4 to either "AM" or "CW." With S4 in the "AM" position, potentiometer R3 will act as a volume control; with the switch set for "CW," R3 will act as a combined volume and "pitch" control. Headphones may be plugged into J1 (disconnecting the speaker) at any time, and can be used to avoid feedback through the transmitter mike, in situations where there isn't enough gain to operate the speaker, etc.

When working close to the transmitter, the instrument may become overloaded by too much signal. If so, shorten the antenna and/or detune C1.

---

Transistor Substitution Box

(Continued from page 80)

sistors and the auxiliary transistor socket to the switch contacts, as shown in the schematic diagram. The collector leads of Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and the transistor socket are all connected to the "C" binding post (J2), as is the collector terminal of Q5.

Be sure to exercise caution when soldering the transistor leads. Use a low-wattage soldering iron and a heat sink, applying the iron to the joint only as long as is absolutely necessary.

Operation. Set switch S1 for the proper universal transistor (or set the switch to "X" if you're using a transistor plugged into the auxiliary socket). Then connect binding posts J1, J2, and J3 into the test circuit with insulated clip leads.

Always set S1 before connecting up the binding posts. You could easily burn out a transistor by switching it, even for a brief time, into a circuit for which it was not designed. The danger is particularly great if you switch a npn unit into an nnp circuit, or vice versa.

---
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Transistor Topics
(Continued from page 76)

of a nanosecond, or a millionth of a microsecond—like fast, man! The units are packaged in a special axial container.

Silicon super power transistors with voltage ratings up to 800 volts have been produced by the Delco Radio Division of General Motors (Kokomo, Ind.). They feature good stability at elevated temperatures, have betas in the vicinity of 12, and are capable of 75 watts dissipation at 100° C.

Solid State Electronics Co. (15321 Rayen St., Sepulveda, Calif.) is now offering an ultra-high-gain composite transistor, Type SST 610. An npn silicon diffused mesa unit, it has a beta of about 5000, a maximum current rating of 500 ma., a maximum voltage rating of 30 volts, and can dissipate 1 watt at 25° C.

A "universal" small- to medium-signal, germanium pnp transistor is available from the U.S. Transistor Corp. (149 Eileen Way, Syossett, L.I., N.Y.). It can be used as a direct replacement for such types as the 2N416, 2N417, 2N521, 2N522, 2N1017, 2N1316, 2N1317, 2N1344, 2N1345, 2N1346, and 2N1357.

The Raymond Development Co. (P.O. Box 333, Watertown 72, Mass.) is now producing a hand-held, watertight sonar device for skindivers. Dubbed the "Hydro-Probe," it shows the distances to large objects as much as 100 feet away. If you're a skindiver, and interested, the tab is $245.00, delivered.

That does it for now, fellows. Au revoir, mes amis ...

—Lou

"Bad tube?"
Electronic Unit Quiz Answers

(Quiz on page 71)

1 - G The deflection sensitivity of a basic meter movement is given in ohms per volt, which is the reciprocal of the current required to produce full scale deflection of the meter.

2 - I The speed at which the tape passes the recording and playback heads in a tape recorder is usually 7 1/2 or 3 3/4 inches per seconds (ips).

3 - F The conductor and metallic braid of a shielded cable form a capacitor, with the insulating material between them acting as the dielectric. When the \( \mu \)F per foot and the length of a cable are known, its total capacitive effect can be determined.

4 - E The strength of a received signal is measured in microvolts per meter—the dielectric stress existing between two points in the wave front 1 meter apart and lying on a line parallel to the electric lines of force.

5 - H The precise and stable frequency of vibration of a tuning fork given in cycles per second is often used as a reference frequency in electronic testing.

6 - B The amount of magnetizing force required to produce a magnet of a given strength is measured in gilberts, or ampere turns, per centimeter length of the magnetic circuit. One gilbert per centimeter is called an "oersted."

7 - A The deflection sensitivity of an oscilloscope is specified by giving the amount of input voltage required to produce a one inch peak-to-peak deflection on the cathode-ray tube screen.

8 - C Phonograph turntable speeds used today are 16 2/3, 33 1/3, 45, and 78 revolutions per minute.

9 - D The insulating ability of tape is given as the number of volts it can withstand per mil, or one-thousandth of an inch, of its thickness.
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ALL NEW!

High Quality Performance
Low in Cost

Grommes
STEREO-MONOAURAL
HI-FIDELITY
TUNERS & AMPLIFIERS

24LJ Stereophonic Amplifier
Complete 24 watt stereo, pre-amplifier and amplifier in one low cost unit. Net, $79.95 (Enclosure $10.00 extra).

19LJ Amplifier . . . Low priced stereo and monaural amplifier. Net, $59.95 (Enclosure $10.00 Extra).

LJ9 Amplifier . . . 12 watt monaural amplifier with built-in pre-amplifier. Net, $39.95 (Enclosure $10.00 Extra).

501A Receiver . . . AM-FM Tuner, Stereo and Monaural Amplifier. Net, $149.95 less Multiplex (Enclosure $10.00 Extra).

Write today for FREE literature on the complete Grommes Line.

GROMMES Div. of Precision Electronics, Inc.
9101-P King Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois
Please rush details on the Grommes Line.
Name ...............................................................................................................
Address ..........................................................................................................
City ............................................................................................................... Zone ... State ..........................................................

TRAIN WITH THE LEADER
NRI
FOR YOUR FCC LICENSE
Prepare for your First Class FCC License through NRI's special and up-to-date FCC home-study course. Qualify for better paying jobs and growing opportunities open to you with your FCC "Ticket." Tear out ad, write your name and address in margin and mail to NRI for complete facts.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Washington 16, D. C.  BED 4
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

Ersin Multicore
5-CORE SOLDER
WETS FASTER-MELTS FASTER
SOLDERS BETTER!

GET INTO ELECTRONICS
V.T.I. training leads to success as technicians, field engineers, specialists in communications, guided missiles, computers, radar, automation, basic & advanced courses. Electronic Engineering Technology an A.S.T. accredited Technical Institute curriculum Associate degree in 29 mos. R.S. obtainable, G.T. approved. Start Sept., Feb., Dorn, campus, R.S. graduate or equivalent, Cielos...

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Dept. PE VALPARAISO, INDIANA

ELECTRONICS DATEBOOK

MAY 21-24
Electronic Parts Distributors Show & Conference
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

MAY 24-27
Southwest Air, Space & Electronic Exposition
Market Hall, Dallas, Texas

JUNE 1-3
Southwestern Division ARRL Convention
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Calif.

JUNE 12-14
Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Show
Sheraton Park & Shoreham Hotels, Washington, D. C.

JUNE 24-28
Music Industry Trade Show
New York Trade Show Building and Hotel New Yorker, New York, N. Y.

AUG. 13-16
Pacific Energy Conversion Conference
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.

AUG. 21-24
WESCOM
Ambassador Hotel & Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles, Calif.

AUG. 31-SEPT. 9
World's Fair of Music and Sound
McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.

SEPT. 1-3
National ARRL Convention
Memorial Coliseum, Portland, Oregon

OCT. 2-4
1962 Symposium on Space Electronics
Fontainebleau Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.

OCT. 8-10
National Electronics Conference (NEC)
McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
## SHORT-WAVE MONITOR CERTIFICATE APPLICATION

To become a Short-Wave Monitor registered with POPULAR ELECTRONICS, just follow these simple directions:

1. Fill out the form below. (You must be a short-wave listener presently active in the hobby to be eligible for a Short-Wave Certificate.)

2. Send us 10 cents in coin to cover the cost of the certificate as well as the handling and registration costs. If you live outside the United States and cannot obtain U.S. coins, send either 15 cents in Canadian currency or two International Reply Coupons (IRC's).

3. Insert the application form, coins (or IRC's) and a stamped, self-addressed envelope in another envelope and mail it to: Monitor Registration, POPULAR ELECTRONICS One Park Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

### MONITOR CERTIFICATE APPLICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Make</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Principal SW Bands Monitored

Type of Antenna Used

Signature

Date

---

### BRAND NEW FAMOUS MAKE TUBES

**NOW... AT LAST YOU CAN SAVE ON FAMOUS MAKE TUBES!**

**SPECIAL!**

FREE... For Limited Time Only! Spanking New SILVER DOLLARS! With Order of $25 or More (Specify of our choice) (List Price up to $14)

**FACTORY BOXED - CODE DATED - STANDARD B.M.A. GUARANTEE (90 Days) IMMEDIATE DELIVERY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PRICE TYPE</th>
<th>PRICE TYPE</th>
<th>PRICE TYPE</th>
<th>PRICE TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A70G</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C670</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AT7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1GT</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M70</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N50G</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R5</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AU7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AV7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDARD TUBE COMPANY**

ROMANO BUILDING HARRISON, NEW JERSEY HU. 4-9848 Dept. PES
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Hang an Electronic Picture
(Continued from page 70)

line. Then remove the plumb line from the “picture” and the Perceptometer is ready for action.

The person being tested should stand directly in front of the instrument, about four feet from the wall. He is asked to “straighten the picture,” as best he can, without taking his eyes off the Perceptometer. The operator stands to one side, next to the wall, and turns the “picture” one way or the other according to directions of person being tested.

Everyone should have three chances to “straighten the picture,” but not in a row. If you are testing a group of people, have them take turns and determine the average score for each person. Those who are not being tested must remain off to one side of the instrument where they cannot see the “picture.” If you are only testing one person, have him move to the side of the instrument for a few minutes and relax between tests.

Before starting, turn R1 all the way to the right or left so that the neon bulb is always off. Let the person being tested take all the time he needs. When he is satisfied with the position of the “picture,” ask him to step to the side. Then, turn the knob on R1 until the neon light just comes on.

When the neon indicator has told you how straight the picture is hanging, record the score. You may record half-scores (2½, 4½, etc.) if necessary. Then turn the picture over on its side, turn R1 off scale, and you are ready for the next test.

You’ll find that most people score between ½ and 3½ on either side of “1.” People making large errors and those making small errors have been compared by giving them a number of personality tests. It has been found that those with large errors tend to lack self-insight and repress impulses. They are often suggestible, dependent, and have inferiority feelings. People with small errors, on the other hand, tend to have self-awareness and express impulses directly. They usually resist suggestion and are self-assured and independent.
Across the Ham Bands

(Continued from page 84)

News and Views

Jim Hadlock, K7JRE, 15305 S.E. 42 St., Bellevue, Wash., spent a full year on the Novice bands with a Heathkit DX-20 transmitter and National NC-60 receiver, abetted by a Heathkit QF-1 Q-multiplier. He now sports a General license, a Globe Chief Deluxe transmitter, a Hammarlund HQ-110 receiver, and a Knight VFO on 20- and 40-meter CW. A pair of 6L6's modulate the Globe Chief on phone. All states and five countries worked, plus a 20-wpm code certificate, are the things Jim likes to talk about. . .

Joy Klien, WA2PKD, 2195 Grand Concourse, Bronx 53, N. Y., uses a Johnson Viking II transmitter feeding a Hy-gain doublet antenna; he receives on a Hallicrafters SX-111. Fifteen and 20 meters are his favorite bands, and his record is 38 states and 20 countries worked. . .

Mike Wendland, KN8ZRH, 1813 Ninth St., Bay City, Mich., spends most of his time on 80 meters. In his first two weeks on the air, he racked up 125 contacts with a home-brew 15-watter. Then, graduating to a Globe Chief running 75 watts, he brought his WAS record up to 28 states, plus Canada. A real old-time Spartan receiver with a Q-multiplier added does Mike's receiving; his antenna is an 8-meter dipole, 25' high.

Tom Ginkel, WN9AHV, 1016 N. State St., New Ulm, Minn., is an ex-member of the "Aching Fist Radio Club." With his first home-built 10-watt transmitter, he made two contacts after hundreds of calls. Then he got a Johnson Adventurer transmitter running 50 watts to a 40-meter doublet, 15' high, and worked 26 states in less than three weeks! He receives on a Hallicrafters SX-24 receiver. So far Tom has helped three other Novices get their licenses, and he offers to help others. He'll sked you on 40 meters, too, if you need a Minnesota con-
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tact. ... “Lucky” King, K1KOB, Jones Ave., Portsmouth, N. H., suggests that the 6-meter DX'ers monitor 50.2 mc. for New Hampshire contacts. The Exeter (N. H.) Amateur Radio Society (they’re all EARS) just elected new officers: Pres., W1HIE; V. P., K1KLA; Treas., K1KKE; and Sec., K1KOB.

Tom Murph, KN88KU, 4240 Philadelphia Dr., Dayton 5, Ohio, is pulling a switch on us. Instead of studying for his General Class ham ticket, he’s studying for his Second Class Commercial Telephone ticket! As a Novice, Tom has worked 20 states on 40 and 15 meters. A Hallicrafters HT-40 transmitter, feeding a 40-meter dipole, and a Hallicrafters SX-110 receiver are the tools of his Novice trade. A Heathkit SWR bridge helps in tuning for maximum transmitter efficiency. ... Randy Howard, KN7RFZ, 6550 S.W. Palatine Hill Rd., Portland 19, Oregon, does it the hard way. His home-brew 80-meter transmitter runs only six watts input. Nevertheless, he has made lots of contacts in five states and two Canadian provinces. Randy’s doublet antenna is 30’ high and he receives on a National NC-183. ... Travis Cox, WN4CQJ, P.O. Box 118, Oxford, N. C., took six months to convince himself that he ought to see for himself how radio conditions were at 3:00 a.m. He immediately worked his DX to date—California. This gave him 27 states worked on 40 meters with his Knight-Kit T-50 transmitter, a 40-meter dipole 20’ high, and a Hallicrafters SX-43 receiver, which a ham sold him for $15.00.

---

**GETTING STARTED**

**THERE'S NO BETTER BEGINNING THAN INSTALLING A MOSLEY BASE STATION ANTENNA! FOR EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE — FOR RUGGED DURABILITY — CHOOSE MOSLEY... LIKE THE EXPERTS DO!**

NEW! A low-cost omnidirectional ground plane with features usually found in much more expensive types. This unity gain base station antenna will provide years of dependable, effective and maintenance-free performance!
Short-Wave Report

(Continued from page 86)

The following is a resume of current station reports. All times given are Eastern Standard and the 24-hour system is used. At time of compilation all reports are accurate, but stations may change frequency and/or schedule with little or no advance notice.

Albania—Tirana is now heard daily on 9480 kc. relaying Radio Peking at 1930-1957. This station no longer operates on 9700 kc.

Argentina—Buenos Aires continues to be well received during the Central Europe xmsn from 1400 to 2000 in Sp., Ger., Fr., Eng., and Port. on 11,730 kc.; and in Eng. to E.N.A. at 2200-2300 and to W.N.A. at 0002-0102 on 9690 kc.

Austria—Vienna has been noted on 7170 kc. at weak level from 1400 to 1430 with Eng. and Fr. announcements. This is a previously unreported frequency. The N.A. service (at time of compilation) is heard at 1430-1700 on OE121, 6155 kc., and OE147, 9770 kc.

Azores—Emissora Regional. Ponta Delgada, can be tuned on 4865 kc. in Port. from around 1800 until 1904/close. Program consists of talks and music; there is some QRM from a Brazilian station on the same channel. The s/off anthem is “A Portuguesa.”

British Honduras—There are conflicting statements concerning R. Belize. 3300 kc. Numerous reports indicate that the station returned to the air last December but only for a short time and that it has not been heard since. One late report, however, indicates a possible resumption of service: it was noted from 2215 to 2235 s/off with a Billy Graham program and a program preview.

Burma—The Burma B/C Service, Rangoon, is received well at times on 6035 kc. between

The listening post of Armand Olean, WPE1CLH, Westport, Conn., contains a wealth of equipment. He has four receivers—surplus ARB, RA10, and BC-603 units, and a 220-mc. set—plus a Gonsset tri-band converter, International Crystal converter for 144 mc., with a 6CW4 preamp, and both an SCR-522 and a Harvey-Wells TBS-50D transmitter.
0745 and 0915 with Burmese talks and instrumental music. There may be an Eng. ID around 0801.

Cambodia—R. Phnom Penh has a new 50-kw. xmtr operating on 9695 kc., with Eng. schedule at 1538-1600. An Eng. schedule is given at 1600 but is usually difficult to copy.

Canada—A challenge to the ability of any DX'er is the 10-watt CKFX, Vancouver, 6990 kc. Relaying CKWX, it operates 24 hours daily but has a very short range.

Chile—CE970, 9700 kc., uses two 1D slogans: La Voz de Chile and R. Cooperativa Vitalicia. It has been noted from 2208 to 2330 s/off with all-Spanish news, talks, music. The IS is "Yankee Doodle" and the s/off theme is "Pomp and Circumstance." Newscasts are given at 2230 and 2235, with a local news bulletin at 2257.

China—Peking has been noted on an unannounced frequency of 3450 kc. at 0900-1000 with Eng., to India, Pakistan, and Ceylon. A late schedule indicates that Eng. is being broadcast to Western Europe at 1400-1700 on 6150, 6210, 7035, 7115, and 9800 kc.; to E.N.A. at 2000-2200 on 7480, 9480, 11,730, 11,945, 11,975, and 15,115 kc.; and to W.N.A. at 2200-0000 on 7350, 9457, 9785, 11,715, 11,820, 15,060, 15,160, and 17,745 kc. Other frequencies being used include 11,820 kc. (at 2209, in Eng.); 9945 kc. (at 2038, in Eng.); 9550 kc. (at 1915, in Chinese); 11,980 kc. (at 1936, in Chinese); 7015 kc. (at 1250-1300, in Chinese and Ger.); 7335 kc. (at 1305, in Eng.); and 9860 kc. (at 1330, in Chinese).

Cuba—Broadcasts have been heard on 5990 kc. to N.A. at 2200-2300 and 0000-0100 in Eng. and 2330-0000 in Fr., with popular Cuban music from 2300 to 2330 on 17,875 and 15,290 kc. at 1800-1900 to Europe; on 15,340 kc. at 0945 in Sp. to Caribbean areas and South America at 0500-1245, dual to 7965 and 5990 kc.; on 15,285 kc. afternoons to 1645 to Europe, replacing 15,300 kc., in Sp., Eng., Fr.; on 0606 kc. in Sp. to South America at 1930-1952 and later. Two new channels are 11,980 kc., heard from 0830, and 9770 kc., from 2330, both with Spanish.

Denmark—The Voice of Denmark, Copenhagen, has Eng. to N.A. at 2030-2130 and 2200-2300 on 9520 kc. Both segments include 10 minutes in Danish. Other xmsns: 1330-1430 to North Africa and the Mid-East; 1445-1545 to S. Africa; 0400-0500 to the Far East, New Zealand, and Australia; 0900-1030 to S. Asia; and 0730-0820 to Greenland; all on 15,165 kc. DX bulletin: Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Fiji Islands—R. Fiji, Suva, has been found on 4760 kc. at 0325-0523 in Eng. and Hindi, with s/off at 0523.

**SHORT-WAVE CONTRIBUTORS**

Richard White (WPE1BBE), Pawtucket, R. I.
Dick Devlin (WPE1CAH), Boston, Mass.
Thomas Cardullo (WPE1CCH), Avon, Mass.
Mitchell Ravitz (WPE1DGH), Fairfield, Linn, Iowa.
Edward Santella (WPE1DIF), Derby, Conn.
Vernon Phillips (WPE1DIV), Waltham, Mass.
Kalph Hunnewell (WPE1DNS), Hudson, N. Y.
Armand Pelleter (WPE1JI), Woosocket, R. I.
John Flanagan, Jr. (WPE1JKG), West Newton, Mass.
Thomas Campanile (WPE1KCI), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Robert Biglands (WPE1KTS), Angola, N. Y.
Don Gross (WPE2CJT), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kenneth Givonton (WPE2DKY), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ronnie Brier (WPE2DZO), Englewood, N. J.
Bruce Wertsch (WPE2ELI), Jamaica, N. Y.
Robert L. Buer (WPE2EII), Excelsior, Minn.
Michael Bier (WPE2EPC), Teaneck, N. J.
Ira Yedlin (WPE2FDD), Brooklyn, N. Y.
David Listorti (WPE2FJY), Montclair, N. J.
Herbert Weinl (WPE2FVI), White Plains, N. Y.
Arnold Skemer (WPE2FOM), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Glenn Dyce (WPE2FUI), Wildwood, N. J.
Michael Levine (WPE2GRX), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thomas Lipnicki (WPE2GSI), Bayonne, N. J.
Joseph Diaz, Sr. (WPE1GPH), Rochester, N. Y.
Richard Shannahan (WPE2GIC), Binghamton, N. Y.
George Hunsward (WPE2GOB), Flushing, N. Y.
Gary C. Kunz (WPE2G (J), Colorado Springs, Colo.
Roger Katz (WPE2GT1), Carle Place, N. Y.
James Meirose (WPE2GET), Miltontown, N. J.
Jeff Moline (WPE2GXF), Menasha, Wis.
Larry Schall (WPE2GXR), Linwood, N. J.
Alan Cantor (WPE2HAX), Great Neck, N. Y.
William Gebbauer (WPE2HBM), Northport, Pa.
Charles Craft (WPE1BJK), Lansdale, Pa.
R. V. Lyon (WPE2CBB), Levittown, Pa.
Paul G. Gopher (WPE1CL), Allentown, Pa.
Alfred Imboli (WPE3CUG), Philadelphia, Pa.
Grady Ferguson (WPE4ABC), Charlotte, N. C.
Sgt. R. C. Watts (WPE4CMRMLA), APO.
New York, N. Y.
Walter McDonald (WPE4CWW), Hapeville, Ga.
Mark Davis (WPE4PCW), Haines City, Fla.
Isabel Sanger (WPE4DXL), Miami, Fla.
David Doernberg (WPE4FEG), Atlanta, Ga.
Bruce J. Meyn (WPE4FEM), Nashville, Tenn.
Roger Lege (WPE4FHI), Mclean, Va.
Ed Rowerman (WPE5BCW), Rogers, Ark.
Joe Hunt (WPE5BMR), Grandfield, Okla.
Richard Nichols (WPE5BVP), Garfield, Ark.
Stewart MacKenzie, Jr. (WPE5AIA), Long Beach, Calif.
Gerald Sato (WPE5BDC), Los Angeles, Calif.
Richard Rogers (WPE5DRL), Danville, Calif.
Kathie Backus (WPE5DREG), Santa Barbara, Calif.
Ron Kindler (WPE5AQO), Pullman, Wash.
Rick Hudsen (WPE5AIF), Wenatchee, Wash.
Don Beebe (WPE5AT), Seattle, Wash.
Ronald Luyster (WPE5G1), Flushing, Ohio.
Robert Kipp (WPE5BEG), Deprott, Ohio.
Joseph Bove (WPE5CSS), Norwood, Ohio.
Leroy Gruber (WPE5CXT), Deer Park, Ohio.
Charles Crebere (WPE5CEP), Columbus, Ohio.
Xills Young (WPE5DKY), Dayton, Ohio.
Tom Ebeling (WPE5DQ4), Wheeling, W. Va.
Mike Ferguson (WPE5EFP), Detroit, Mich.
Mike Kander (WPE5MS1), Dayton, Ohio.
Robin Fisher (WPE5G0G), Beach City, Ohio.
Richard Powers (WPE5H9), Detroit, Mich.
Stan Head, Jr. (WPE5SIC), Huntington, W. Va.
Phillip Smith (WPE5CUIO), Vincennes, Ind.
Heri Kramer (WPE5CQI), Mundelein, Ill.
Jim Leonard (WPE5CSB), Des Plains, Ill.
Dan Lyon (WPE5DII), Lincolnwood, Ill.
Jim Delklee (WPE5DIF), Waukesha, Wis.
Daniel Weinstein (WPE5DST), Madison, Wis.
Joseph Casker (WPE5DNS), Chicago, Ill.
Terrance Colgan (WPE1DOW), Archbold, Ohio.
George Buchanan (WPE5DBV), Webster Groves, Mo.
George Fennery (WPE1E4U), Halifax, N. S.
F. D. Seaman (WPE1E5K), Philadelphia, S. D.
Donald Bulgin (WPE1EIE), Toronto, Ont.
Donald Golding (WPE1E6D), Oshawa, Ont.
Jim Tomkins (WPE1E2D), Regina, Sask.
Dave Bensett (WPE1FRR), Richmond, B. C.
Richard Laviolette (WPE1E52M), Richmond, B. C.
Bill Barclay (BB), Scarborough, Ont.
Alex Canes (AC), Camed, N. J.
Gordon Collins (GC), Brantford, Ont.
Cal Merchant (CM), Dallas, Texas.
William Miller (VUM), South Bend, Ind.
Robert Roux (RR), New Orleans, La.
Robert Siewicki (RS), Lewistown, Pa.
Leroy Vanausker (LW), Stoneham, Mass.
John Young (IV), Redondo Beach, Calif.
**Formosa**—This is the complete, current schedule from Taipei: Eng. at 10:20-240 on 17,785, 15,345, 15,225, 11,825, 6095 kc., and at 0510-0555 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7130, and 6095 kc.; the “Dragon Show” at 0730-0825 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7235, 7130, and 6095 kc.; Japanese at 0555-0625 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7130, 6095 kc.; Mandarin at 0630-0730 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7235, 7130, 6095 kc.; and at 0655-0725 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7130, 6095 kc.; Amoy at 2300-2330 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7130, 6095 kc.; and at 1000-1030 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7130, 6095 kc.; Cantonese at 2300-0000 on 17,890, 15,345, 15,225, 11,825, 6095 kc., at 0930-1000 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7130, 6095 kc., and at 1220-1305 on 9960, 7235, 7130 kc.; Korean at 0425-0455 on 11,825 and 6095 kc.; Indonesian at 0900-0930 on 11,825, 9720, 9660, 7130, 6095 kc.; Vietnamese (Sunday only) at 0030-0100 on 17,890, 15,345, 15,225, 7130, and 6095 kc., and at 0825-0850 on 11,825, 9720, 7235, 7130, and 6095 kc.

**France**—Paris is noted on 21,675 kc. at 0815-0850 with Eng. news, music, and a French lesson; on 15,225 kc. to 1345 s/off to Canada; on 7160 kc. in Eng. at 1945, with a French lesson at 0745; on 9615, 11,845, and 11,855 kc. from 1815 s/on in French and Spanish. An up-to-date schedule would be appreciated by your Short-Wave Editor.

**Guinea**—Conakry has been testing a new high-powered xmtr on 11,965 kc. at 1300-1730 (Sundays to 1900) with Eng. news at about 1600.

**Iceland**—TFJ, Reykjavik, operates in Icelandic daily on 11,780 kc. at 1550-1700, Sundays at 0815-1000.

---

**SHORT-WAVE ABBREVIATIONS**

B/C—Broadcasting

E.N.A.—Eastern North America

Eng.—English

Fr.—French

Ger.—German

ID—Identification

It.—Italian

K.—Kilowatts

Korean

V. & M.—Western North America

---

**Iron**—Teheran has been heard on 725 kc. at 2215 in Arabic: this runs to 2358 s/off with "In A Persian Market." Another outlet is tuned on 7097 kc., but at poor level, from 2122 to 2130 with chanting.

**Katanga**—Leopoldville is scheduled at 1200-1500 to Africa and at 1330-1330 to Asia. Europe, and Oceania, all in French, and at 1900-2200 in Eng. to the Western Hemisphere on 11,755 kc.

**Mexico**—A new station is XERR, Mexico City, 15,110 kc. Operating dual to XEHJ, 11,880 kc., it is a relay of XEHJ and is heard well from 0700 to 2000.

**Mozambique**—A new channel for Lourenco Marques is 7249 kc., tuned at 2320 with recordings and chatter, ID at 2330, some language commercials and more music. It was still going strong at 2355 and later.

**Netherlands**—Hilversum operates with the following Eng. schedule: at 0200-0250 to Aus-
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tralia, New Zealand, and Pacific areas on 11,730 and 9580 kc.; at 0900-0950 to S. Asia on 21,565 and 15,445 kc.; at 1430-1520 to Africa and Europe on 15,425 and 11,950 kc. (also on 6020 kc. to Europe); at 1330-1720 to Europe and N.A. on 11,730 and 9580 kc. (also on 6020 kc. to Europe); at 2000-2120 to N.A. on 9580, 6020, and 5980 kc. This schedule is effective weekdays only.

Nicaragua—YNX, Estacion X (or R. Equis), 6025 kc., Managua, is noted at 2310-0001 with

ALL SHORT-WAVE REPORTERS!
Your reports will be read and processed faster if you send them directly to:

Hank Bennett, Short-Wave Editor
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
P. O. Box 254
Haddonfield, N. J.

Make sure you include your WPE call letters with your report.

pop music, few ID's, all Spanish. Scheduled to run to 0600, it is usually QRM'ed by the VOA (Voice of America) after 2330.

Philippines—DZ16, Manila, 17,805 kc., is noted at 1830-1845 with Eng. news, from 1845 in Indonesian. English continues on 21,515 and 15,385 kc. The VOA North Luzon outlet on 9665 kc. is noted in Oriental language and Eng. intermittently from 0630 to 1206.

Poland—Warsaw has Eng. at 1330-1400 on 6195 kc., at 1430-1500 on 8540 and 7105 kc., at 1530-1600 on 8925 and 7285 kc., and at 1630-1700 on 9540 and 6195 kc. There is no xmsn to N.A.

Portugal—Voice of the West, Lisbon, operates to N.A. at 2100-2130 and 2300-2330 on 6025 and 6185 kc.

South Africa—Johannesburg is noted on 15,200 kc. from 1408 to 1420 with weather, news, and music, and on 15,085 kc. from 1350 to 1500 with Eng. on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

Sudan—R. Omdurman, Khartoum, is now on 4990 kc. at 2325-0055 in Arabic, with news at 2330. This one has a fairly good signal.

Sweden—Stockholm now operates on 6065 kc. at 2000-2115 to E.N.A. and at 2130-2245 to W.N.A., a big improvement over the operation on the previously used 9725 kc.

Venezuela—Being reported for the first time is YVMC, R. Mara, Maracaibo, 3275 kc., heard at various times during the evening, all Spanish. This is a 1-kw. output.

Windward Islands—Grenada has moved to 9780 kc., replacing 11,975 kc., and is scheduled to operate at 1745-2115. This xmsn and those at 1029-1230 and 1459-1735 on 15,085 kc. are beamed to Jamaica. Eastern Caribbean and Windward Islands xmsns are aired at 1029-1230 on 9520 and 5010 kc., at 1459-1735 on 5010 kc., and at 1745-2115 on 3365 kc.

Clandestine—R. Libertad, La Voz Anti-Communista de America, is noted on 7325 kc. at 2042-2215 with Sp. talks, and on 15,050 kc. at 0830-0900 (varies to 0915) but with QRM from R. Caribe.
FOR SALE

GOVERNMENT Sells Surplus: Electronics; Oscilloscopes; Transceivers; Test Equipment; Radar; Sonar; Walkie-Talkies; Boats; Jeeps; Aircrafts; Misc.—Send for “U.S. Government Surplus Catalog & Procedures”—$1.00—Brody, Box 425(P.E.), Nanuet, New York.

TV Tuners—Rebuilt or Exchanged $9.95 complete—all types—fast, guaranteed service. Send tuner with all parts to: L.A. Tuner Exchange, 4611 West Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, California.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Sweeper-Scopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 10¢, Messina, 48, Mass.

WPE-SWL-CB-QLS Cards—Samples 10¢—“Brownie” W3CJU, 3110A Lehigh, Allentown, Penna.

DIAGRAMS for repairing Radios $1.00, Television $2.00. Globe Radio, 8307 Yuma, Buffalo, New York.

BEFORE You Buying Tubes or Hi-Fi Components send now for your giant Free Zalyyron current catalog—featuring national known Zalyyron First Quality TV, Radio Tubes, Hi-Fi Stereo Systems, Kits, Parts, etc. All priced to Save You Plenty—Why Pay More! Zalyyron Tube Corp., 220 W. 42nd St., N.Y.

“SPECIAL WPE-SWL-CB-QLS cards, 3 colors, $2.50 per 100—Free Samples, Garth, Jutland, New Jersey.”

CITIZENS Band—Maximum quieting with OZC “Snooz-er.” Largest self-set add-on squelch still only $2.00 each, $3.95 pair postpaid! Guaranteed. OZCO, Canaan, Connecticut.

Save dollars on radio, TV-tubes, parts at less than manufacturer's cost. 100% guaranteed! No rebraids, pull us. Request Bargain Bulletin. United Radio, 100-E, Newark, N.J.

RUBBER Stamps personal or Business write, N. Aberglo 121-18 Rockaway Blvd., South Ozone Park, N.Y.

INVESTIGATORS, write for free brochure on latest sub-miniature electronic listening devices. Dept. 4A, Ace Electronics, Inc., 11500 NW 7th Ave., Miami 50, Fla.

CB WPE QSL Cards, finest Quality, Multicolor, 10¢. CB Samples. Radio Press, Box 24, Pittstown, New Jersey.

CB—Now use just one mobile antenna for both CB and Brigham radio—even at the same time! OZCO 1-10/er Signal Divider guaranteed unsurpassed! Only $5.95 postpaid. Free literature, OZCO, Canaan, Connecticut.


NEW SWL’S—$1.00 per 100—Martin, 828B Schuykill Ave., Reading, Pa. (Sample)


SMALL set builder's big information catalog—25¢, refundable. Laboratories, 1131-L Valota, Redwood City, California.


“STOP” guessing! Build accurate Bridge for L-C-R measurements. Details free. Lawrence, 3820 Purdue, Houston 5, Texas.


LAPEL name pins in black or white laminated plastic, engraved with your name and call numbers, only $1.00. Costa Mesa Jeweler, 1838 Newport Boulevard, Costa Mesa, California.


ELECTRONICS parts. 12 lbs. $2.00. Satisfaction guaranteed. Kanke, 502 Fidelity Bldg., Spokane 1, Wash.

OVERHEAD low, prices same. Catalog. Steller, 624 Drumwood, McMinnville, Oregon.

EXPERIMENTERS’ Parts—One pound of either potentiometers, switches, condensers, dial-lights, etc., alone, or mixed—$1.00 plus postage. Scinorteile, 1024 San Pedro Southeast, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

CB’ERS dual conversion adapter kit, all parts, schematic, picture, full kit, hear only the channel. $50.00. 6K5, TR-800, 910 etc. $13.95, with tubes. $16.95. For HE-20, 20A; Mark VII $15.95, with tubes $17.50 or $5.00 deposit plus C.O.D. Bainbridge Radio, 2649 Bainbridge Ave., New York 58, N. Y.


CB’s want to transmit further? add $568 final RF tube to get maximum efficiency 75%. Plus diagrams information on many other ideas. $1.00 C.B. Improvement Co. 70 Hill St., Bloomfield, N. J.

POLICE Radar Detector. New Low Cost Circuit. Send $1 for plans to Radet, P.O. Box 7432, Cleveland 30, Ohio.

SK-3-RF Preselector fits GW-11, boosts sensitivity 3-4 “S” units. Complete kit, $8.99; wired $11.99; postpaid. Holstrom Associates, Box 8640, Sacramento 22, California.

HAMS, SWL’S. Tunable 3.50 mcagency SK-20-RF preselector will pep up your receiver. Complete kit, build-in by yourself, power supply, $18.98 postpaid. Holstrom Associates, Box 8640, Sacramento 22, California.

CONVERT Any television to sensitive, big-screen oscillo- scope. Only minor changes required. Simple plans $1.95. Reico, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.

C’BILEERS. Use CB antenna for transceiver and auto radio simultaneously! DP-2 kit, $4.49 postpaid. Holstrom, Box 3840, Sacramento 22, California.
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SIGNAL Generator-Measurements Model 84-300-1000 M.C. Engineering Research Purposes, $500.00 others. O'Keefe Surplus Aircraft, Box 284, Stanhope, N. J.

FREE—R.C.A., G.E., etc. tubes catalog. Discount to 75% from list. Picture tubes at 75¢ inch up. Parts, parts kits at 1/10 original cost. Needles, tube testers, silicones, seleniums, 7" TV bench test tube. $6.99—and more. Arc turus Electronics Corp., P.E. 402—22nd Street, Union City, New Jersey.

PROFESSIONAL Electronic Projects—Organs, Timers, Computers, Industrial, etc. $1 up. Catalog Free. Parks, Box 1665, Seattle 55, Washington.


WANTED

TRIGGER—W9IVJ. We Buy Shortwave Equipment For Cash. 7361 W. North, River Forest, Ill., Phone PR 1-8616. Chicago 9U 9429.


OLD Canadian Coins, Electronic Parts, Stamps, Radios, Etc. Send What you Have to: Howard A. Little, Bonavista, N.F.L.D.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS


JEEPS $278, Airplanes $159, Boats $7.88, generators $2.68, typewriters $8.79, are typical government surplus sale prices. Buy 10,001 items wholesale, direct. Full details, 627 locations, procedure only $1.00. Surplus, Box 789-C, York, Penna.

HIGH-FIDELITY

DISGUSTED with "HI" Hi-Fi Prices? Unusual discounts on your High Fidelity Requirements. Write Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N.Y. Cleverdale 8-4288.

DON'T Buy Hi-Fi Components, Kits, Tape, Tape Recorders, Tuners, etc. No Catalogs, Individual Quotes. Compare, L. M. Brown Sales Corp., Dept. P, 239 E. 24 St., N. Y. 10, N. Y.


PRICES? The Best! Factory-Sealed Hi-Fi Components? Yes! Send for free catalog. Audion, 25P Oxford Road, Massapequa, N. Y.


REPAIRS AND SERVICING

RADIO and Electronic Kits wired and tested. VHF and UHF antennas built to your specs. Estimates on request. Tria CRE Electronics, East Pine St., Plaistow, N. H.

TAPE AND RECORDERs

SELF-Hypnosis may help you many ways. New tape or LP-record teaches you quickly, easily! Free literature. McKinley Company, Box 3038, San Bernardino, California.


SAVE 30% Stereo music on tape. Free bargain catalog/blank tape/recorders/norelco speakers. Saxitone, 1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C.

RENT Stereo Tapes—over 2,500 different—all major labels—free catalog. Stereo—Parti, 811-G Centinela Ave., Inglewood 3, California.


FAMOUS Brand Magnetic Tapes, 1200' Acetate 99.9—1800' Mylar $1.89—2400' Mylar $2.69. Add 15¢ per roll for postage and handling. Send for catalogue for other specials. Magna Electronics, 79/4 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y.

PATENTS

PATENT Searches, $6.00. For free information Record, and "Information Inventor's Need, write: Miss Heyward, 1029 Vermont Avenue NW, Washington 5, D. C.

INVENTIONS WANTED


WE Develop, Promote and Protect your Product or Ideas, Write for information. Product Promotion Development, Little Building, Boston 16, Mass.

INSTRUCTION


FCC LICENSE in 6 Weeks, First Class Radio telephone. Results Guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2630B Inwood, Dallas, Texas.

"HOMEBREW GUIDE" Complete illustrated instruction Manual. $2.00. Supply Catalog included. CaliBrew Supplies, Box 1005, Seaside, California.

BOOKS

BOOK 200 Electric Stunts $1.00. Cuttzziff, 875 Arastradero, Palo Alto, Calif.

PHOTOGRAPHY-FILM, EQUIPMENT, SERVICES


STAMPS AND COINS

FOR Sale—Newfoundland Stamps! 100 Fine Newfoundland Stamps—$1.00, 100 all different—$3.50. Harry Phillips Sales, Bonavista-25, Nfld, Canada.

TOPS! Fascinating coin collection from Cameroons, Fomosa, Vatican, etc. and foreign banknote. Catalog Price over $1.50! Only 10¢ with exciting coin approvals! Littleton Coin Company, Littleton T-12, New Hampshire.

NEW Approval Service—300 world-wide stamps only 35¢ to serious collectors with request for approvals. Special selections for beginners. Littleton Stamp Co., 2662 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn 23, N.Y.


105 DIFF, U.S. only 25¢ Approvals, Inc. Sherton, P.O. Box 187-J, Hempstead, N. Y.

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS
BARGAIN List! U.S. Coins, Accessories. Stamp please. Hugh's, Hickory 2, N. C.


WASHINGTON—Carver commemorative Half Dollar uncirculated, $2.00 each. Delivered. Stroud's Coins, Kins- ton, N. C.

LEATHERCRAFT
FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy Leather Company, Box 791-B44, Fort Worth, Texas.

PLASTICS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BUY Direct from factories. Appliances, cameras, watches! Free details! Cam Co., 436 PE Bloomfield Ave., Verona, N. J.

VENDING Machines—No Selling. Operate a route of coin machines and earn amazing profits. 32-page catalog free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12, 715 Ensor St., Baltimore 2, Md.

ELECTROPLATING equipment and supplies. All types for home work shops. Free Catalog. HBS Equipment Divi- sion, 3445 Union Pacific, Los Angeles 23, Calif.


SECOND Income From Oil Can End Your Toil! Free Book And Oilfield Maps! National Petroleum, Panamerican Bldg.—ZD, Miami 32, Florida.

EARN $3.00 hour—home sparetime. Easy Pump Lamps assembling, No canvassing. Write: Ogour, Cabot 15, Arkansas.

MAKE Money Making Leathergoods 1148 Ideas, Free in- formation. Tandy Leather Co., Box 791-G2, Fort Worth, Texas.

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money! Start with $10.00—Free Proof. Torrey, Box 3356-N, Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma.

SELF Service TV Tube Testers $60. M. R. Cole, 3756 Donna Dr., Memphis 7, Tenn.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
ENGINEERING Education for the Space Age. Northrop Institute of Technology is a privately endowed, nonprofit college of engineering offering a complete Bachelor of Science Degree Program and Two-Year accredited technical institute curricula. Students from 50 states, many foreign countries. Outstandingly successful graduates employed in aeronautics, electronics, and space tech- nology. Write today for catalog—no obligation. Northrop Institute of Technology, 1179 West Arbor Vitae Street, Inglewood 1, California.


TAKE Bachelor's and Master's Degree correspondence courses from leading universities! Directory of 6,000 courses—$2.00. College Research, North Highlands 3, California.

WHATEVER your needs. Popular Electronics classified can solve them. Simply place an ad in these columns and reach your results quickly.

MATHEMATICS—Learn math by home study. Get ahead in your job. Course starts with arithmetic, progresses in easy steps through quadratic equations, applies trigono- metry, progressions and series, etc. Dept. 230-E, Grantham Schools, Inc., 1505 N. Western Avenue, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

WANT to buy good equipment and accessories? Place a low-cost classified ad in this space. For information, write: Martin Lincoln, Popular Electronics, One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
HIGH Paying Jobs in Foreign Lands! Send $2.00 for com- plete scoop! Foreign Opportunities, Box 172, Columbus 16, Ohio.


WORK in sunny Arizona. Information and current job list- ings, $1.00, Thompson Enterprises, P.O. Box 6561, Dept. P.E., Phoenix 5, Arizona.

WANT to buy good equipment and accessories? Place a low-cost classified ad in this space. For information, write: Martin Lincoln, Popular Electronics, One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS
INDEPENDENT Thinkers—investigate Humanism! Write American Humanist Association, Dept. PE, Yellow Springs, Ohio.


PEACH Brandy-Cherry Cordial—Wine—Beer—old rare formulas for personal use. Send $1.00, Research Enter- prises, Dept. D, 29 Samoset Road, Woburn, Mass.

GIANT "Arms." Dr. Young's, D.C. Revolutionary discovery. $2. Satisfaction or refund. Gaucho, Box 9309-EB, Chicago 90.

HYPNOTIZE! Practical Instruction Course $1 (guaran- teed). Crystal's, 28-PPE5, Millburn, New Jersey.

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, pro- moted, distributed, FREE booklet "ZD." Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York 1.

"HOME Brewing! Beers, Wines." Complete instructions $1. (Guaranteed.) Crystal’s, 28-PPE5, Millburn, New Jersey.

HYPNOTIZE Unnoticed, quickly, effortlessly or refund! Results satisfied! $2. Timmer, Box 244, Cedarburg, Wisc.

BORROW $100 to $1,000 By Mail—Loans for any pur- pose. Small monthly payments. Write for loan applica- tion. American Loan Plan, Dept. PE-3272, City National Bldg., Omaha 2, Neb.


NEW Vortex theory for elementary particles and forces. 33¢;. postage, 25 cents prepaid. C. F. Kraft, 4809 Columbia Road, Annandale, Virginia.

SONGWRITERS, with publisher contacts, want song ideas. Share royalties. No fees. Send poems: Songwriters' Associates, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. 19-V.

"HYPNOTIZE . . One word . . One Fingersnap," on stage. Satisfaction—or refund. $2. Hypnomaster, Box 9309-EB, Chicago 50.

WHILE They Last—Old original oak wall telephone, hand crank, working order, $9.00; original 1903 desk tele- phone, oak crank ringer box included, working order. $5.00 f.o.b. Telephone Company, Turtle Lake, Wis.

SOMEONE "borrowing" your personal copy of Popular Electronics each month? You ought to be taking ad- vantage of Popular Electronics' convenient re-sale plan. Sell copies in your store, and perform a good service for your customers . . . with no risk involved. For details, write: Direct Sales Department, Popular Electronics, One Park Avenue, New York 16, New York.
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### RAD-TEL Sells Direct to You...At Low Prices

**The Leading “DIRECT-BY-MAIL” Tube Company**

**RAD-TEL’s Quality Brand-New Tubes**

**UP TO 75% OFF**

1-Year Guarantee - 1 Day Service - Over 500 Types in Stock

---

**NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE COMPANY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td><em>5B117</em></td>
<td>.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td><em>5BK7</em></td>
<td>.5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td><em>5AM8</em></td>
<td>.5D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td><em>4828</em></td>
<td>.5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td><em>3CS6</em></td>
<td>.5F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296</td>
<td><em>3CB6</em></td>
<td>.5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386</td>
<td><em>3BY6</em></td>
<td>.5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td><em>2AF4</em></td>
<td>.5I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544</td>
<td>_113'</td>
<td>.5J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>546</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>556</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>558</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>568</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>576</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>577</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>578</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>579</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>586</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>588</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>596</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>598</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>599</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>616</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>626</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>636</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>646</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>658</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>676</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>678</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>688</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>689</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>698</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>699</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>706</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>726</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>728</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>729</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>736</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>738</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>739</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>746</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>748</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>749</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>756</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>758</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>759</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>766</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>769</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>776</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>778</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>779</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>786</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>788</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>789</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>796</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>798</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>799</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>808</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>816</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>818</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>819</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>836</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>846</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>849</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>859</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>866</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>869</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>876</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>879</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>886</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>889</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>898</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>899</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>906</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>908</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>909</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>916</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>918</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>919</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>926</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>928</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>938</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>939</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>946</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>948</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>949</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>956</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>958</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>959</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>966</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>969</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>976</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>979</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>986</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>988</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>989</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>996</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>998</td>
<td>5ÁT8</td>
<td>.5S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.5T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SPECIAL!**

**RAD-TEL’s TRANSISTORS**

**AT NEW LOW PRICES**

**SET TESTED** - Family 2N155, 2N178, 2N742, 2N755, 2N256, 2N307, 2N564, etc.

**SET TESTED** - Family 2N713, 2N716, 2N744, 2N443, D5001, etc.

**SET TESTED** - General replacement part in transistor radios and experimenters projects.

- **49c**
- **79c**
- **29c**

---

**RAD-TEL TUBE CO.**

P.O. BOX 539, CHAMBERS ST., NEWARK, N. J.

**TERMS:** 25% deposit must accompany all orders. Balance COD. Orders under $5.00 handling charge plus postage. Orders over $25.00 plus postage. Approx. 8 tubes per lb. Subject to prior sale. No COD's outside continental USA.

PRINTED IN U.S.A.

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS
CB SENSITIVITY?

We employ that missile age miniature marvel... the "Nuvistor"! Some manufacturers utilize the Nuvistor as an RF amplifier, we do not. The RF amplifier in the Courier 1 is a 6EH7, high gain-low noise pentode used in conjunction with the Nuvistor as a low noise mixer. The result is the ultimate in a sensitive front end with lower power drain and more reliable performance. (Sensitivity usable to better than .1 microvolt.) Add to this the cost-saving elimination of receive crystals (the Courier 1 has 4 hand adjustable tunable trimmers), plus 23 channels tunable receive. Want more details? Check these features...

- 12 CHANNEL TRANSMITTING
- 23 CHANNEL TUNABLE RECEIVE
- UNITIZED HAND WIRED CHASSIS
- ELECTRONIC SWITCHING (NO RELAYS)
- BUILT-IN SQUELCH
- FULLY MODULATED
- MOBILE OR BASE (110 V OR 12 V)
- MORE THAN 3 WATT OUTPUT
- FRONT PANEL RF GAIN CONTROL
- BUILT-IN "S" & "RF" METER
- CADMIUM PLATED FOR MARINE USE
- ENTIRE UNIT SLIDES OUT ON TRACKS

write for free brochure

$189.50
Slightly higher west of Rockies

electronics communications, inc. 325 no. macquesten pkwy. mt. vernon, n.y.
When You Talk...
these E-V microphones guarantee smooth, carefully tailored response that eliminates power-robbed peaks—allows maximum useful modulation to better cut through noise and interference. For highest effective output from your transmitter, select one of these Electro-Voice microphones.

MODEL 714SR Ceramic Mobile Microphone

MODEL 729SR Ceramic Cardioid Microphone
Improves base station performance at remarkably low cost. Cardioid pickup pattern cuts out room noise, improves VOX action, permits greater working distance from microphone. Ceramic element rugged enough for mobile use. Handsome case fits easily in hand, or slips quickly into desk stand or floor stand adapter provided. DPST switch. Hi-Z output -60 db. Net price $15.90. Without switch (Model 729) $14.70.

When You Listen...
an E-V communications loudspeaker adds useful volume and articulation to your fixed or mobile receiver. Carefully controlled band-pass of compression driver and horn improves efficiency, cuts distortion and overloading, eliminates unwanted noise.

MODEL PA15 Communications Loudspeaker

Add an E-V microphone and speaker to significantly improve your communications.